Tuesday-Friday
r>r I-owe will speak on the subul
1 >011 t Be Unstable.” SferviCe ' jl

are invited,

bight refreshm^

f-i.-1

• • •
Sunday at Littlefield Memorl
Baptist, Church, the pastor, Rev
A. Marstaller, will speak at 1030

■A Much Needed Rest.” gpec
music will be provided. gundJ
x>l follows at 11.45 with clad
j for all ages. The young people tra
in two groups for their service atl
o’clock. The pastor will use a.s
subject for the service at 7.15
Called of God” and there wilf
special music. The mid-week praij
and prayer service Tuesday nigl
at 7.30. The annual Roll Call su]
per will be held Friday night at 6.i

Scott Super-Bilt
Mink or Sable
Blend Muskrat

Usually $199

s129
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A Victory Corps

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, October 20, 1942

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Seven Finish Course

TWICE-A-WEEK
County War Board Names Is Being Organized In Rock •
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Committees Who Will As
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
land High School, Many
sist Truck Owners
Subscriptions
$3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four
Enrolling

cents.

FOUR CENTS A COPY

Farm Bureau Annual

And Receive Diplomas As Sessions To Be Held At Wal
doboro With Dr. Payson
Graduate Nurses From
Smith As Speaker
Knox Hospital School

Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
To assist farm truck owners and
The
Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
The United States office of Edu
Commencement exericses for the
Dr. Payson Smith, from the Uni
those transporting farm products cation has asked the 28.000 High was established and consol dated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. Class of 1942, Knox County General versity of Maine teaching staff, will
to and from farms in making out
Schools of the United States to or These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
'
Hospital School of Nursing, were be the principal speaker, at the
their applications for certificates ganize a Victory Corps in every
held
Friday night at the William annual meeting of the Knox-Lin
of War Necessity” a committee school. This group of boys and
Bok
Memorial Home for Nurses, coln Farm Bureau Saturday, at the
has been appointed by the County girls will be assigned a very defi
[EDITORIAL]
with
Harold
P. Blodgett, vice presi Waldoboro High School auditorium
War Board as follows. These men nite and important part in the war
It would be a rare thing in a political
dent
of
the
Board of Directors of starting at 10 a. m.
will explain- the form to farmers effort.
campaign if both of the major parties did
BOTH
the
Hospital,
presiding.
Dr. Smith, widely known in edu
desiring assistance on October 22,
There are six general divisions
SIDES
net profess to feel assured of victory. And
Diplomas
were
awarded to seven cational circles, has served former
23. and 24. National Farm Truck of the Victory Corps with follow
CONFIDENT so it is in New York State where the hectic
young women who have completed ly as Commissioner of Education in
Registration Days. Truck owners ing designations: General Member
contest for the Governorship has but two
the three years’ course of study and Maine, and also in Massachusetts.
should bring their State truck reg ship, Production Service Division,
weeks to go. Herbert Brownell, the Republican compaign
training: Ella Luvilla Herron of A native of Portland, he gradu
istration, gas ration book, blank Community Service Division, Land
manager, foresees the election of the entire Republican ticket,
McAdam, N. B.. Canada; Iva Mae ated from Tufts College and sub
applications and book of instruc Service Division, Air Service Divi
and bases that prediction largely upon the up-State registra
Jones of Hartford, Conn.; Gaynel sequently received honorary degrees
tions.
tion, which has reached amazingly high figures, in the heart
sion, Sea Service Division. All of
Audrey McIntyre of Washburn; from three Maine colleges includ
of strong Republican territory. But James A. Farley, the
these groups require participation
Knox County
Virginia Frances Richards of Rock ing LL.D. from Maine. He was
suave Democratic State Chairman, advises waiting until the
land; Millicent Juanita Roberts of once invited to become U. S. Com
Henry Kontio, West Rockport, in a physical fitness program as
complete
registration figures are available, and he professes
one
of
their
requirements.
Gen

Rockport; Lelia Helen Shaw of missioner of Education. He has
Blueberry Ass’n, Bldg., West Rock
confidence that Thomas E. Dewey’s plurality, coming down to
eral membership requires that the
Bangor, and Lillian Evelyn Whit also served as lecturer in Educa
port.
Greater New York will be much less than 250,000. As Dewey’s
pupil must engage in some form
ney of Rockport.
tion at Harvard.
Albert Quinn, West Rockport,
up-State majority was 617,000 when he made his great fight
of
service
activity,
such
as
air
war

Exericses
were
held
in
the
recrea

Katherine L. Potter, of Vassal
Blueberry Ass’n. Bldg., West Rock
in 1938, it would, of course, mean the election of Bennett, the
den,
Red
Cross
work,
or
salvage
tion
room
which
was
well
filled
boro, State leader of the Women’s
port.
Democratic candidate for Governor, whom President Roose
campaign.
with relatives and friends of the Farm Service of Maine, will speak
Roland Gushee, Appleton, eve
velt has swallowed with such ill grace. Behind the claims of
Air Service Division members
graduates, student nurses, others briefly about this work which wom
nings at Selectmen’s Office.
the rival managers, taken for whatever they may be worth,
must
be
taking
a
course
which
in

connected
with the institution and en are doing on Maine farms.
Harold Allen, Hope, at Hope
is the Gallup poll showing Dewey far in the lead The New
cludes
one
year
of
High
School
guests
of
the
board of directors of
Other numbers on the program
Corner.
York election will be eagerly watched by the entire country.,
physics, three years of mathe
the hospital.
which
is from 10 a. m. to 3 p. m.
Herbert Cunningham, Washing
Graduates and students marched will include business matters and
matics, and a course in pre-flight
ton. At his farm.
Public dissatisfaction with the British
aeronautics.
to their seats, Mrs. Carol Jillson entertainment features some of
Eriand Jura, North Warren, At
THEY
Government's
conduct
of
the-war
continues
playing the processional. Invoca which are Barbara Coffin and
Land Service applicants mvtst
his farm.
STICK TO
to be widespread, but in sp te of the fact
tion was by Rev. Alfred G. Hemp Janice Fitch of Waldoboro, tap
have military drill, one year of
Albert Orff, Cushing. At his
CHURCHILL that Prime Minister Churchill is maintain
stead, minister of Pratt Memorial dancing; Elizabeth Fitch and Max
High School mathematics, one year
farm.
ing a stony silence against the clamor for a
of High School science, one or
Methodist Church and this was fol ine Coffin of Waldoboro, singing
Fred Harjula, St. George, At his
second
front,
the
Gallup
poll shows that 82 percent of those
more special pre-induction courses.
lowed by two delightful vocal num with guitar accompaniment; Jose
farm.
interrogated approves the Churchill regime, with 7 percent
bers by Mrs. Adele Lundell of phine Buckminster and Joanna
Members of the Sea Service Divi
Ed. Latva, Cushing, At his farm sion must have a program which
still undecided. Through all the ups and downs cf the past
Rockland, who sang, “Kashimiri Hunt of Rockland, singing. Philip
Clarence Leonard, Union, after includes courses in High School
two years Winston Churchill has maintained a wonderful hold
Song” and "Last Night,” the latter Wentworth of Hope will lead the
noons and evenings at Knox mathematics preferably .through
upon the British people. Even after the fall of Tobruk,
by request. Mrs. Faith Berry was group singing.
Lime Co. office.
which
was
a
sad
blew
to
England
’
s
hopes
and
ambitions,
only
Mrs. Lundell’s accompanist.
plane trigonometry, course in navi
Wallace Spear, president of the
15
percent
of
the
citizens
were
willing
to
go
on
record
as
dis

James Connellan gave the ad Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau will
Lincoln County
gation, one or more ship courses.
approving his policies. It may be that they do not love him
dress of the evening in which he preside at the meeting. Awards
The Production Service members
Wallace Spear, North Noble
more, but that the idea of taking any other leader now In
stressed the fact that nurses are will be made to communities for
must be pupils who are taking
boro, At home, Oct. 22 and 23.
sight appeals to them less.
real
disciplined persons in which square meals for health, and for
courses
in
agriculture,
or
who
are
Fred Law, Whitefield, Whitefield
we
all
have great confidence, and best business meetings. There will
preparing
for
engineering
or
tech

Grange Hall, 1 to 7 p. m.
who.
in
these times of regimenta be exhibits used to tie in Extension
nical
courses.
They
must
have
Gerald Foster, Bristol Mills, at
American Art Week
Hostess List
tion
of
all
young men and women, Work with the War Program ar
military
drill.
Home.
have
a
great
and proud responsi ranged by the Extension agents:
Community
Service
applicants
Clifton Walker, Wiscasset , At
And
How
It
Is
To
Be
Ob

bility.
are
confined
to
these
who
are
plan

R. C. Wentworth, county agent;
Rockland Servicemen’s
home, afternoons and evenings.
Miss Ellen c. Daly, R. N., su Lucinda Rich, home demonstration
served Locally November
Merton Everson, Cedar Grove. ning for community or service oc
Club
perintendent of the hospital and agent; and Anna Simpson, 4-H
Bridge Academy, Friday evening, cupations, such as teaching, social
1
To
7
head of the School of Nursing, club agent.
work, medicine, nursing, stenog
Wednesday, Oct. 21—1.30 to 4.30.
October 23.
awarded the diplomas. Miss Daly j
rapher, home nursing and nutrition.
At home other days..
j
Away from it all and in- Miss Mabel Spring, Mrs. John I. congratulated the group on the j
Each division of the Victory
to the beauty of creative Snow; 4.30 to 7.30, Mrs. Damie
William Bradford, Wiscasset, At
Drunken Joy Ride
successful completion of its course j
Corps
will have its own insignia
art—this is the lure of Gardner, Miss Gladys Blethen; 7.30
Home afternoons.
and stressed the opportunities and
—
«
American Art Week to be to 10.30. Mrs. Lottie Spear, Mrs.
Clayton Webb, Newcastle, New which may be worn on a cap, or
privileges
in
these
times,
mention>
arm
band,
or
blouse
or
sweater
Auto Crash Results In Death
observed here Nov. 1-7. Raymond Cross.
castle Grain Co., 3 to 9 p. m.
Rockland High School is enroll
Thursday, Oct. 22—1.30 to 4.30, ing especially the privileges of
For these seven days a
David Chapman, Damariscotta,
of Ernest Marshall of
curses in war work, they being the
ing members of this organization.
harassed populace may restMrs.
theirIda Dondis, Mrs. Seabrook
At Home, afternoon and evenings.
only group that go out with armed
Stonington
Plans are under consideration
weary vision on somethingGregory;
other 4.30 toft.30, Miss Ida Cush
D. Lee Shepherd, North Whiteforces
without
further
training
and
ing,draft
Miss Katherine Veazie; 7.30 to
than war posters, tax boosts,
field, At Home, afternoon and which will enable every pupil to
Ernest H. Marshall, 40. of Ston
meet
all
of
the
requirements
for
10.30,
Mrs. Don Perry, Mrs, Ray who are the only women allowed
calls, rations and scrap.
evenings.
to go to the front lines.
ington
was fatally injured Sunday
admission
to
any
one
of
the
several
Foley.
Rockland will serve as the focal
Earl Hodgkins. Jefferson, High
School pins were presented by when a car in which he was rid
divisions.
Friday,
Oct.
23
—
1.30
to
430,
Mrs.
point for Knox County exhibits and
School, evenings at 7 p. m.
Miss Nellie Button, R. N., assistant ing with three other men went
the work of many local artists and Henry deRochemont, Mrs. Wilbur
Merle Castner, Waldoboro, Se
superintendent
of the hospital. Mrs. out of control on a curve about a
lectmen's Office, Waldoboro, 7 p. m. Hunters Are Warned craftsmen will be on display at Cross; 430 to 7.30, Mrs. Ralph Fey Jillson played the recessional.
mile west of Sunset, struck a tele
the Public Library and also in sev ler, Mrs. Luella Mills; 7.30 to 1030,
A
reception,
interrupted
for
a
eral of the store windows. Ar Mrs. John O. Stevens, Mts. Pierre few minutes by a surprise black phone pole, ran up over a stone
Tuall and tore out a section of a
Rossini Club Coming Against the Danger of Oper rangements are progressing under Havener.
out,
was
held in the large room on barn.
Saturday, Oct. 24—1.30 to 4.30,
ating Too Near Maine’s
the directorship of Mrs. Elsa West.
Clarence Sawyer, a Coast Guards
Mrs.
J. W. Lunden, Mrs. R. E. Phil the main floor. Refreshments were
Mrs. West, who has been ap
Coastline
Portland Artists To Furnish
served
by
members
of
the
school,
man
and alleged operator of the
pointed County chairman by Roger brick; 4.30 to 7.30, Miss Geraldine under the direction of Miss Button.
death
car, was arrested by State
Program For Rubinstein
Major General Sherman Miles, L. Deering, director of the Ameri Coffin, Miss Flora Savage; 7.30 to
Guests
of
the
graduates
includ

Troopers
Leland Poster and Abel
commanding general of the First can Artists Professional League, has 10.30, Miss Vita Lombardo, Mrs
Meeting
ed,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
O.
Mor

Bouch
on
a charge of operating an
Service Command, today reminded been a resident of Rockland six Theodore Strong.
ton and son, George O., Jr., of outmobile while under the influence
The Rubinstein Club will meet Governor Sumner Sewall in a let
Sunday, Oct. 25—1.30 to 430, Mrs.
months, her husband, A. Clarke
Rockland; Mrs. Wilma Kingsbury of intoxicating liquor.
-at the Universalist vestry Friday ter of the possible danger to hunt
Albert
Havener, Mrs. Mona McIn
West, having been assigned to this
of
Hartford, Conn.; Miss Virginia
afternoon at 2 o'clock, when the ers operating along the Maine
Also arersted by State police ahd
city as assistant manager of Armour tosh; 4.30 to 7.30, Mrs. E. R. Veazie, Goodell of Lewiston; Mr. and Mrs.
Rossini Club of Portland will pro- coast because of the patroling
charged
with intoxication was an
& Co. She formerly resided in Miss Virginia Connon; 7.30 to 1030,
Mde guest artists, who will very armed guards either from the Army Boston. An artist in her own Mrs. Virginia Brown, Miss Joyce R. B. McIntyre of. Washburn; Mr. other occupant of the death car,
and Mrs. Charles E. Merritt and Emery Hutchinson of Stonington.
generously give a program of de- or Coast Guard.
medium of pencil, Mrs. West Johnson.
The owner, Galen Thompson of
Lghtful music. It will be an open
Monday, Oct. 26—1.30 to 4.30, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Merritt
Generally, coastal hutning is re has done several sketches of local
meeting, and all members are stricted by military authorities in scenes, her handiwork on display in George B. Wood, Mrs. Ralph Wig of Rockland; Miss Ellen McGold- Stonington, escaped with a shaking
urged to be present and bring as areas 100 yards back from the certain of the gift shops.
gin; 4.30 to 7.30, Mrs. John Pomerov, rick of Lexington. Mass.; Mr. and up. Hutchinson had a bloody nose
Mfs. Woodbury Richards, Mr. and
many fiends as they like.
shore line. Practically none of
Mrs. Flora Merchant has success Mrs. John G. Snow; 730 to 10.30, Mrs. John M. Richardson, Mrs. and Sawyer was cut about the
face.
The Junior Rubinstein Club Maine’s deer hunting ls affected.
fully sponsored Art Week programs Mrs. C. F. French, Mrs. Clarence Isaac B. Simmons, Mrs. Donald
The officers said they were in
members are also invited to attend
General Miles said he deemed it in past years and helpful sugges Munsey.
the meeting and are privileged to important to warn hunters that tions were received from her at a
Tuesday, Oct. 29—1.30 to 4.30— Brewster and Miss Feme Britto of formed that Marshall had made
Rockland; Mrs. Ruth Strong of several attempts to jump out of
invite guests.
they run a certain risk in operating recent committee meeting held at Mrs. Allen Grossman, Mrs. Rose
Thcmaston;
Mr. and Mrs. Lamont the car previous to the accident
It is hoped that they will be near the coast.
the West home. E. L. Witham and Poust; 4.30 to 7.30. Mrs. Ina Clukey, Roberts and Miss Mildred Ames of
and that it was a similar attempt
greeted with a good-steed audience,
•‘Practically the entire coast is Edwin Brown, well known local Miss Virginia Richardson; 7.30 to
Rockport;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
that had caused the car to go out
10.30,
Miss
Lucille
Curtis,
Miss
as the Rossini Club is making patrolled by armed guards, either artists, are also interested in this
Andersen
of
Rockland;
Mrs.
Albina
of
control.
such an effort to visit and enter the Army or the Coast Guard,” he venture. Mrs. Jane Fisher of Cam Elsie Burbank.
Russo,
Miss
Sadie
Shaw
and
Miss
Sawyer
was arraigned in Ells
Substitutes—Mrs. Isidor Gordon,
tain.
wrote, adding that hunters were den is acting as chairman in that
Minnie
Shaw
of
Bangor.
Mr.
and
worth
municipal
court yesterday on
The program will begin promptly under some risk of not being recog town. As Mrs. Fisher is engaged Mrs. Ralph Stickney, Mrs. R. E.
Mrs.
Maurice
Hill
of
Rockland;
charges
of
driving
while under the
at 2 o'clock.
nized by these guards.
in the arts and crafts business, her Estes, Mrs. Howard Crozier, Miss Sgt. Stuart Waldorf of Dow Field,
influence
of
intoxicating
liquor and
Sewall replied that porper steps counsel bears material aid to the Lucille Connon, Mrs. Charles Wot Bangor; Mrs. Elsie Whitney and
driving
without
a
license.
He
ton. Mrs. Ernest Buswell, Mrs. E. E.
OLD SCHOONER SOLD
would be taken by the State Po project.
Miss
Helena
Upham
of
Rockport;
pleaded
guilty
to
both
charges
and
The William Keene. 76-year-old lice and Fish-Game Department to
Knox County Camera Club, of Stoddard.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Whitney and was sentenced by Judge William E
veteran of coastal freighting in the warn hunters.
which Bertram Gardner is presi
Mrs. Ernest Whitney of Camden, Whiting to a fine of $100 and costs
eastern trade, Friday ended her
dent, will hold an exhibit of its will receive prdper care. Miss Ruth and Mrs. Richard Welch of Rock
or 60 days in the county jail, on
Will the party who picked up choice photographs, and Mrs. Eve Rogers, librarian, states that she is land.
three-quarters of a century of serv
the flrst charge; and $10 and costs
always
happy
to
have
the
library
ice for Maine owners in Maine wa shoes Saturday evening return to lyn Peaslee who is appointed crafts
or
10 days in jail on the second
used
for
cultural
purposes
and
will
ters and passed into the hands of Millinery Dept., Senter Crane’s— chairman, will offer for inspection
charge.
He appealed the sentence
give
her
full
co-operation.
adv.
It* a variety of practical and attrac
a Connecticut buyer.
and was released under bonds
Halloween
Party
tive articles which may serve as
ss=s=s=aassesBSS=a=
totaling $350.
Christmas gift inspirations.
ELKS CLUB
Sawyer, a Coast Guardsman, left
Any artists, sculptors or craftsmen
TAXI
SERVICE
for active service in New Jersey im
WANTED IMMEDIATELY
in Knox County who are interest
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 28
mediately following his release.
10
PARK
ST.,
ROCKLAND
BATES ORCHESTRA
ed in exhibiting their works should
By a reliable National Food Company
Hutchinson was found guilty of
contact
Mrs.
West
at
106
Beech
TEL.
1142
BUFFET LUNCH
A YOUNG MARRIED MAN, WITH GOOD OPPOR
being
intoxicated and fined $5 and
97*lt
97*98
street, or leave their offerings at
costs
of
$4.70, or five days in the
TUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT
the Rockland Library where they

»

^OTT Fur Coats

$179 to $219

INCLUDED

Luxury Furs
$219 to $249

INCLUDED

ur Master Pieces

$249 to $279

Good Wages

Experience

WANTED
INCLUDED

FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS

IR COAT GEMS
sary Sale

Priced
19 . . . Tax Included!

The Black

(By The Roving Reporter)
A local correspondent who signs
“L.ND.” writes thus to The Black
Cat:
“The following was suggested' by
an item appearing in the column
last Friday;
A. D. 2042. one hundred years
ago. during the time of what was
then known, as World War H. la
dies of the US A. wore a peculiar
coiffure. Hair was parted' in the
middle andi coiled up on the sides
in an excellent imitation of horns.
In the opinion of a witty columnist
of that period they looked like the

Tliat old familiar expression
“What’s in a name?” means a
whole lot to R. S. Sherman of The
Courier-Gazette, who has been
called upon to treat sick horses,
fix recreant radios, repair leaky
bath tubs—to say nothing of an
swering phone calls w’hich actual
ly belonged to him. Similarity of
names was the cause.

In Municipal Court

in a night session of municipal
court Oct. 15, charged with speed
ing at Thomaston, Oct. 13. He
pleaded guilty and was fined $10
and costs of $2 70. Payment was
made.

Warren can go one better on the
hollyhock story recently appearing
in this column. Oscar Starrett has
hollyhocks growing outside the of
fice at Warren Garage, which re
devil.”
quired the use of the yardstick,
Vigilant air raid wardens saw four times to measure their
lights shining through the win height, of 12 feet. These plants
dows of a Main street apartment are still blooming.
house the other night, during a
I am asked to inquire of any
blackout, and proceeded to inves body knows whether Rev. Clar
tigate.
The various
tenants ence E. Babbidge, who resided1 in
aroused by their rappingis indig Rockland 50 years ago. is still
nantly denied that there was any alive, and if so what his address
light in their rooms. And then is. Answers mailed to Mrs. Delsomebody became wise to the fact Babbidge, Lake avenue, will be
that the light they had seen was greatly appreciated.
from the Rockland Breakwater
Station, reflecting through the
“I have an egg nine inches
apartments.
The
investigation around, the long way, by 7*4 the
was called off.
other way. I broke it. It had a
yolk and an egg 6x5*4 Inches in
Some convivial person threw a side and it was perfect. Some
rock through one of the plate egg.” So writes George Cook of
glass window's of the Rubenstein Friendship.
antique store on Main street the
A few days ago a group stood at
other day. And that's why a new
the
corner of Mam and Limerock
pane was being installed Friday,
streets
watching a brick mason
to numerous accompanying ex
sitting
astride
the top of a lofty
planations by the genial proprietor.
chimney working away for dear
life. The curiosity was all on one
My Sunday noon dessert was one side for the man kept pounding
of the dishes I like best in the away, pipe in mouth, and never
world — raspberries and cream.
once looked) down at the bunch of
“Raspberries at this season of the awe-stricken rubbernecks.
year, how come?” you ask. Well
they were sure enough raspberries
One year ago: Garnold L. Cole
picked the previous day by Mrs. of Thomaston was re-elected presi
George Carter of Lake avenue dent of the Knox and Lincoln
who picked two quarts Friday and Basketball League — The Baptist
two quarts the preceding Monday Men’s League held its first meet
On the bushes at the present are ing of tahe season, with Rev. Roy
blossoms, green berries and ripe A. Welker as guest speaker—
berries. And the samples I had 1 George E. Nichols of Camden was
were just as good as in mid-Au elected grand patriarch of the
gust.
Grand Encampment of Maine—
Rockland High was defeated 19
Neal O’Hara in his “Take It to 0 by Bar Harbor.—Among the
From Me” column in the Boston deaths: Presque Isle, Robert Fill
Traveler took undue liberties w-ith more, 84; Vinalhaven, Samuel L.
The Courier-Gazette when he Jones, 74; Camden, Albion B.
switched its habitat to Dover-Fox Crocker, 67; North Haven, Chris
croft. A fine little town, to be tie Cooper, 90; Rockland, James H.
sure, but you should1 come to Lawrence, 80; Rockland, Mrs.
Rockland----- in the daytime—Neal. Josephine Young, 63.

Carl D. Olson of Rockland was
before Judge Dwinal on Monday,
charged with single sale at Rock
land, Oct. 18. He pleade guilty and
the reading was waived. He was
fined $200 and costs of $2.20, with
alternate sentence of 90 days in

jail. Payment was made. Mr. Ol
son pleaded not guilty to a charge
of illegal possession; reading was
waived and he was found guilty.
He was fined $200 and costs of
$6.82 with alternate sentence of 90
days in jail. Payment was made.
Stuart C. Burgess prosecuted and
the respondent was represented by
Frank A. Tirrell, Jr.
Carl B. Erickson of Warren was
before Recorder Frank F. Harding

96-97

CHRYSANTHEMUMS ARE IN BLOOM!

LABORERS • WANTED
For

Government

Maine, Airport.

Defense

Work

at

Brunswick,

Six, 10 hour days, 75c per hour

with time and one-half for overtime.

Long job.

ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE

COLLATERAL LOANS

There is so much need for Flowers in wartime!
So many people to “remember”—the sick, the lone
ly, the anxious, the bereaved—and Flowers “say it
right.” They never blunder.
Chrysanthemums are in bloom. They are lovely.
Their season is short. Seize your opportunity!

STEWART & WILLIAMS, INC.

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, AIRPORT

371 MAIN ST.
TELEPHONE 318-W,
BOCKLAND, MAINE

97-lt

county JaiL He paid the fine and
costs.
Thompson was also arraigned on
a charge of intoxication, but his
was nol pressed on motion of Coun
ty Attorney Masterson.

DEAD STORAGE
For the Winter Months

$3 per month

SECURED BY LISTED STOCKS AND BONDS

1868. Member Federal Deposit Insurance

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
AN EVENING SCENE
up! my friend, and quit your
books.
Or surely you'll grow double:
Up! up! my friend, and clear your
looks:

Up!

Why all this toll and trouble?

The sun. above the mountain's head,
A freshening lustre mellow
Through all the long, green fields
has spread.
His first sweet evening yeUow.

Books! 'tls a dull and endless strife:
Come, hear the woodland linnet.
How sweet his music! on my life.
There’s more of wisdom ln lt.

And

Apply on job.

' Other Exceptional

ISSUE

Volume 97.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 97.

Not Necessary

Inquire Box 84, Rockland, Maine

TUESDAY

97-lt

DYER’S GARAGE
54 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 124

hark! how blithe the throstle
sings!
He. too. ls no mean preacher:
Come forth into the light ot things.
Let Nature be your teacher.

She has a world of ready wealth.
Our minds and hearts to bless.—
Spontaneous
wisdom
breathed
by
health.
Truth breathed by cheerfulness.
One Impulse from a vernal wood
May teach you more ot man.
Of moral evil and of good.
Than all the sages can.
Sweet ls the lore which Nature brings;
Our meddling Intellect
Misshapes the beauteous forms of
things:—
We murder to dissect.

Enough of science and of art;
Close up those barren leaves;
Come forth, and bring with you
heart

That watches and receives.

—Winiam Wordsworth

a

The Courier-Gazette

Honored Mrs. Wynne

TWICE-A-WEEK

Through his name whosoever
belleveth in him shall receive re
mission of sins.—Acts 10. v. 43.

Retiring Head of Catholic
Women’s Club Tendered
a Banquet

Book Review

Thirty members of the Catholic
Women's Club met at the Copper
Kettle Thursday, honoring Mrs.
Gregory Wynne, the retiring presi
dent. A delightful dinner was
served, the table appointments re
flecting Mrs. Allen's thoughtfulness.
Fall flowers formed the center
piece.
Mrs. Wynne has held the office
of president for the past two years
and has proven a very popular and
successful president, having the
pleasure of seeing the club, from
a small beginning grow to a
very worthwhile organization. Mrs.
Wynne was presented with a silver
cake plate, the presentation being
made by Miss Mary Brown.
The club felt privileged to en
tertain Miss Anna Coughlin, as a
special guest. Miss Coughlin, as
well as Mrs. Wynne, found attrac
tive corsages at their place. Seven
of Miss Coughlin's former pupils
were present and enjoyed, as did
the other members, special inci
dents she related concerning their
school years. Miss Coughlin also
gave an informal talk on various
activities the club might find in
teresting and profit by, as well as
obliging with various selections cf
poetry the various members re
quested. Her presence helped to
make the evening a very entertain
ing one.

(Br k. b. ro
Master Mariner of Maine. Being
the Reminiscences of Charles Ev
erett Ranlett 1816-1017, as told to
his son Frederick Jordan Ranlett
with additional chapters by his
daughter Susan Alice Ranlett; also
an introduction and notes by his
grandson L. Felix Ranlett, and
notes by Lincoln Colcord. Pub
lished for The Penobscot Marine
Museum, Searsport. From The
Southworth - Anthoensen Press,
Portland, Maine, with illustra
tions.

Tuesday-Friday
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This book Ls an event of signi
ficant moment to all lovers of the
history of our greatest ocean
shipping days when valiant men
built up the mercantile life of the
sea at that period, through desire
and native stalwart character.
The staunch ideals and fascinat
ing comments that follow through
this story of Captain Ranlett’s life,
add much dignity and intimate
knowledge to this period in Ameri
can devevlopment. This beauti
fully
bound Limited
Edition
volume, with excellent workman
ship, would bring credit to any
publishing house of today, and
reveals delightful pictures at dif
ferent ages in the life of this gal
Miss Ellen Daly also spoke of her
lant captaia, who lived to be al club experiences and offered worth
most 101, with a background of while suggestions for the coming
history commanding the family’s year. •
and the reader’s admiration and
Mrs. Jane Foley gave several vo
deepest respect.
cal selections, closing with "God
The story told in reminiscences Bless America,” the members join
is from memory of years, relating ing in the singing.
these events to his son Frederick,
Those present were Mrs. Willis H.
who felt that his father should Anderson, Lucy Ball, Kathleen Duff.
write his autobiography.
But Helen Bums, Maureen Burns, Exxy
dread of such a clerical task in Perry, Noela Simmons, Laura Ran
volved, he declined. When some lett, Clara Calderwood, Mrs. David
items of deep interest were writ McCarty, Mrs. Grover Knight,
ten down by this son, the Captain Elizabeth Donohue, Mrs. Mills, Le
was forced to take more interest onise Delano, Mrs. John Chisholm.
and slight corrections were made. Miss Ellen Daly, Miss Alice Daly.
Then Captain Ranlett gave active Louise HartTngton, Mrs. George
co-operation. Thus this delightful Phillips, Mrs. Mollie Ingraham, Mrs.
bit of virile history is rescued.
Leroy Rogers, Mary A. Brown, Mrs.
The appendix A-B was related Dante Gatti, Mrs. Aline Doherty,
and written by Susan Alice Ran Abbie McDonald, Mrs. Jane Foley,
lett. The book has close connec Mrs. Carrie Thompson. Mrs. Greg
tion with Warren, Thomaston, St. ory Wynne, Miss Anna Coughlin.
Oeorge and Rockland, where most Mrs. Mary Derby.
of Captain Ranlett’s ships were
built and was his hailing port, and love-making. Left alone to face
St. George was the home of his child-bearing disgrace but not de
mother for many years. While— feat. The book carries through the
"Many a ship that sailed the main period of the first World War and
was fashioned o’er and o'er again.” i is quite worth one's reading—dull
The captain was often with his in places.
K. S. F.
mother at St. George.
These compiled records almost
The Man of The Hour. Author
lost on the mists of history are a Winifred Kirkland. Published by
valuable account, as they come to The Macmillan Company, New
the world so rich in adventure, York.
courage and salt as the sea. After * Here is a dramatic portrait and
his experiences afloat ln 1863 Cap poignant story of the ministry of
tain Ranlett was sent to the Jesus.
Maine Legislature from Thomas
These are days that try men's
ton, so the pages are full of local souls, a time to meet the needs of
interest and names prominent in the hour with deep thinking; to
Knox County at one time. It was. weigh in the balance the needs of
however, ln his home in Auburn humanity. No better time could
dale, Mass., that Captain Ranlett have been chosen for the vigorous
lived in his late years, wrote the challenge
that
is
awakened
notes for these pages, and every through these pages.
page is worthy attention, full of
Here is a fresh sparkling study
vim, vigor and vitality.
K. S. F.
into
those
famous
incidents
I
through the few years of our
“Look Down From Heaven.” Lord and Master's stay on earth, |
Author, Naomi Lane Babson. Pub and the need for us today to feel
lishers Reyna 1 & Hitchcock, New he is near us and more than ever
York.
ready to be our guide and friend
A sparkling new novel by that w’ho asks us in that marvelous re
|
understanding “teller of tales” who request ‘TFollow Me.”
I
gave to the reading public that in
The author ls a graduate of i
teresting novel “All the Tomor Vassar College and a graduate
rows," now comes to us with "Look student of Bryn Mawr College.
Down from Heaven"—a New’ Eng- She taught English in tbe Shipand village------ possibly on our own ley School Bryn Mawr, The Bryn
coast where are located so many Mawr School. Baltimore, and
of the Finnish peoples who have Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr. Miss
come to this land of promise with Kirkland later has devoted her
desire to live with freedom and time entirely to writing.
liberty and justice.
In this book the author lias se
Time 1906. This is the story of lected tlie men and women whom
Mary, sweet and ambitious; she Christ had for close friendship in
knew how to work, her mother had Ancient Gallilee. An understand
seen to that, and she had been told ing, deeply evaluated study, in so
that in America anything was pos few w’ords, refreshing minds to
sible if one worked hard enough things loved once but lest in the
for lt. A girl was Mary, with tumult of today's better and nu
warm heart. Finnish interpretation merous difficulties.
of >assion, with mother love born
Here w’e find the deathless words
in her and little knowledge of of leadership in Christ our Sa
worldly ways and temptations, vior. A fine book at a needed mo
with almost no real guidance of di ment in World history. K. S. F.
rection when problems come to be
solved. It’s really the story oft
repeated, of happenings in coast
YOUR OWN fwto,
♦owns—all towns; where a beauti
ful girl in body and looks, proud
willing—desirous of love and home
and children, and misunderstood

Is 1O%!

★ ★ ★

Lend your country 10% of your pay
or hava the Nazis and Japa taka
(not borrow) 100% t
That’s what wa aad arary eat of
us fact todayI
Victory or defeat!
Buying War Bonds or selling our
selves into sis very!
Catting tough with eortalvaa or
getting taken by tha Axial
Tour quota—aad everybody’s quo
ta—is 10% of wages or incone
saved in WAR BONDS and
STAMPS 1
Join America’s all-out offensive
.. . increase your WAR BONO sav
ings to at least 10%—NOWl
’
Oet the details from your employ
er, bank. Dost office or othar WAR

BOND eelee agency ,. . TODAY I

WORKING FOR VICTORY

selections from Act I and Act II of
Macbeth read by the well-known
Shakespearean players Maurice
Evans and Judith Anderson.
Gave Rockland the Victory Make Choice Of Mrs. Jose This terminated a most outphine Rise As Their
Edge In Saturday’s Game
i standing meeting of the Shakes
President
At Belfast
peare Society.

A Blocked Kick

The Shakespeares

GEORutS RIVtR ROAD
A devotional meeting will be held
Sunday at the home cf M.r. and
Mis. Nikolai Jalcnen, North' Wal
doboro at 1 p. m. Mrs. Ja.’oner;
will serve refreshments.

—
A stiff wire brush is a great, aid
The Shakespeare Society met at
in
keeping the burners of a gas or
India is turning out 8,000.000
the home of Miss Alice Erskine on
electric
stove free from crumbs.
Saturday afternoon, with the vici- of army clothing a month.
president Mrs. Josephine Rice,
presiding. Twenty members re
sponded to the roll call.
The report of the nominating
AN IMPORTANT
committee was read by Mrs, Do
rinda Coughlin. The new officers
are Miss Josephine Rice, president.
Mrs. Katherine Derry, vice presi
dent and Mrs. Elizabeth Pcmeroy
treasurer.
An excellent paper on the
"Characterization of Macbeth and
Lady Macbeth” was read by Mrs.
little "number” from
Ruth Ellingwood. who traced the
gradual transformation of these
leading characters from good to
evil. She pointed out that al
though Macbeth is a man cf ac
tion, he lacks disciplined mind ar.d
is unfamiliar with the intellectual
world. On the other hand, the
character of Lady Macbeth is in
admirable contrast with that cf her
One of the
husband. Her leading trait is an
That little “number” of your
Country's
Most
indomitable force of will which
Complete
family,
whether he or she is un
she employs relentlessly to drive
■
Selections
of
der one or over five years old is
her husband to achieve his ambi
ttaby
tion.
always important at your Sears
Requirements nt
Mrs. Louise Epiery, the compe
Catalog Order Office. We have
Catalog Savings
tent leader for the afterncon
an entire section of our New
AT YOUR
prefaced tlft reading of "Macbew”
Fall and Winter Catalog de
FINGER TIPS
by pointing cut the gloomy forbodvoted especially to items to fill
Come In Today or
ing of doom given by the many
Phone Vour Order
his or her needs — at Sears
night scenes in the play. The
readers for the afternoon were:
Catalog savings.
Mrs. Ruth Albee, Mrs.*Jcsephine
REE OttR WINDOW DISPLAY
Rice, Mrs. Edith Bird, Miss Ruth
Rogers, Miss Alice Erskine. Mrs.
Compare Sears catalog prices and
Katherine Derry, Mrs. Gertrude
quality on items on display in our
window this week. Many of our|
Wcoster, Mrs. Irene Welker, Mrs.
Ethel Lovejoy, Mrs. Jane Beach,
baby items have been commendA
ed by Parents’ Magazine.
Miss Relief Nichols, Miss Ellen
Cochran.
Mrs. Dorinda Coughlin, read a.
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.
i
critical analysis cf the authenti
CATALOG ORDER OFFICE
Marine Corps Unit 235. He writes city cf the "Porter” Scene in Act
that he has seen much active duty Two. Mrs. Louise Emery played
433 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND.
PHONE 1380
all is O. K. Mail from his friends records lent to the Society by
ir. the Solomons; he is fine and Joseph Blaisdell, principal of the
will be received eagerly and ap high school. The records were
preciated! greatly.
• • • •
Pvt. Kenneth L. Mitchell of
Appleton is now stationed in
Louisiana. His address is 43th Air
Base Sqdn., Harding Field, Baton
Rouge, La. He Would be pleased
to hear from any cf his Knox
County friends.

(By Perk)
A blocked punt in the Belfast
end-zone gave Rockland High an
8 to 7 margin over a much im
proved Crosby eleven during the
last few minutes of Saturday’s
game.
Smith took Rockland's epening
kick-off in the shadow of his own
goal-posts and r|n 110 yards for
the only Crosby tally. The extra
point was rushed.
Rockland’s touchdown
march
land young men have waived their
started
in
the
second
period
and
opportunity to choose any branch
on
the
Belfast
30.
Duff
finally
desired, requesting that they be as
signed anywhere the Army consid cracked the Belfast line, and scored
standing, from the 17. The con
ered them most valuable.
version failed.
* • • •
On consecutive passes completed
Lieut. Myra E. Joyce. A.M.C., of
to
Jones and Duff; also long runRockland, who has been stationed
I
ning
gains by the latter the Tigers
at Fort Williams, has been trans
ferred and left Monday for Camp drove the ball to within inches of
a tally before finally giving up the
Gruber, Oklahoma.
• • • •
ball on downs.
Cooper stood deep in the Belfast
Calvin A. Sherman. Jr., of Rock
end-zone
to kick, but on that next
land, U.S.N.R, S 2-c (R), reported
play
the
whole Rockland forward
at Boston today for Radio In
wall moved in. The punt was
struction.
• * • *e
blocked and a Crosby player fell
The address of Pvt. Carl E. on the ball, (still in the end-zone)
Spear of Rockland is: Hq. Section, to give the Rockland team their
8.C.U. 1104, Fort Williams, Maine. decisive two points.
• • • •
F. S. Allen's magnificent punting
Mrs. Christina Rackliff of Ash kept the Tigers out of danger sev
Point has four grandsons in the eral times. Duff stood out cn of
service: Sgt. Charles E. Rackliff is fensive work; his end runs click
in Connecticut. He enlisted and ing often for long .gains. Kalloch.
served three years in the Philip McCurdy, F. E. Allen and Dow put
pines, 1937-1940, and was drafted up a grand fight on defense.
this year; Staff Sgt. Russell F.
Smith starred for Crosby on both
Rackliff, who enlisted two and one- defense and offense.
half years ago, is in the Canal
From the opening kick-off. Crosby
Zone; Philip Rackliff. who enlisted i never threatened closer than the
one and one-half years ago, is in 35. Three times Rcckland came
New Caledonia, and Staff Sgt. Paul inside the 5-yard line, but each
F. Rackliff, who enlisted two years time lacked the punch to drive
ago, is in England.
over a score.

What do men in the service pre
fer- for Christmas gifts? Prob
ably throughout Knox County and
vicinity many parents and others
are pondering this question, but
they should have no difficulty in
solving it by consulting the follow
ing list—prepared by a department
store economist survey made at De
fense Recreation Headquarters In
New York City:
Cigarettes, pipe tobacco, pipes,
homemade cookies, jams, etc., pre
pared packages of goed eats sent
from the store, magazine subscrip
tions, books, cotton underwear,
good regulation shirts, good regula
tion socks, waterproof money belt,
cigarette case, fitted toilet kit, windproof cigarette lighter.
Pen and pencil set (clip at top),
staticnery, waterproof wrlstwatch,
compact kit of bath towels, hand
kerchiefs, shoe brush, playing cards,
cribbage board, checkers, chess sec,
flashlight, small sewing kit com
pletely fitted, sun glasses (polar
ized), diary, pocket size Bible, New
Testament, Cross, Rosary, religious
medals.
Packets of adhesive tape, gauze,
insect repellent, aspirin, band-ald3,
wooden shower clogs, warm slippers,
warm robes, portable phonograph,
records, small portable radio, sweat
• 9 ♦ ffi
ers (sleeveless), good pocket knife,
Mrs. David S. Hyler left for
cvemight bag with place to keep Florence, South Carolina, Saturday
papers flat, razor blade sharpener,
to visit David who is now’ stationed
(less than ten seconds to keep blades
at the U. S. Army Air Base there.
like new), gloves, muffler in regula
He has recently been promoted to
tion shade, photographs of friends
First Class Private and has been
or family in unbreakable frame,
permanently assigned to the 47th
polished metal unbreakable mirror,
Troop Carrier Squadron as plane
extra G. I. Cap of proper branen, dispatcher.
leather wallet with insignia on lt.
♦ ♦ ♦ *
• • • •
The present address of Corp.
Pvt. Frank Waterman of North Hanson D. Merrill of Rocklandi Ls
Haven is attending an Air Corps 316th Co. Ordnancs Dep. M. J,
Technical School, having finished Camp Gordon, U. S. Army.
his basic training.
♦ ♦ ♦ *
• • • •
• • « •
When George Bodman and Al
A writer to The Courier-Gazette bert Winchenbach were playing
L. A. Page, w’hose address is
is anxious to •secure the home ad baseball on the Rockland Pirates ■ “Care of G. A. Fuller Co.. U. S.
dress, or present Army address of last season they little dreamed ! Naval Operating Base, Argentia
Staff Sergeant Austin F. Ripley of they w’ould meet next on the other N.FjL.D.” has my thanks for a
the Army Air Corps, who, when last side of the world. George Bodman copy of! the Argentia American, a
heard from was stationed at Hlck- and his brother William were as Naval Operating Base Weekly,
am Field, Oahu, T. H., before the signed to service in the Solomon published Sept. 29.
Pearl Harbor attack.
* • • «
Islands, which is today one of the
• # ♦ *
p ost interesting spots in the world
James A. Hayes, son cf Mr. and
Word has been received that Sgt.
at war. The other day another Mrs. Edward! Hayes of Portland,
Eddie Annis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
soldied rode by in a jeep. “That formerly of Rockland, has been
Guy H. Annis of Rockport, has been
guy looks natural” said one of the promoted recently to Yeoman 3d
selected for pilot training and is nowBodimans.
“Right-o” said his class. His address is: U. S. Navy
in flight training on the West Coast.
brother, and they yelled so vocif 1617, Rhode Island, Ave. N W,
His address is: A.C. Edwin C. Annis,
C.
Sqd. 39-P. Santa Ana Army Air erously at the departing Army Washington. D.
• ♦ ♦ *
corfveyance
that
the
driver
turned
Base, Santa Ana, Calif.
and came back. It was Albert
Ensign Edwin R Edwards, Jr .
* * * *
Winchenbach.
Oh
boy!
what
a
home
for the week-end, has re
Blood donors, all from the Naval
talkfest.
turned
to Bristol, R. I., where a
Base. Rockland, are: Roy M. Ogden,
•
•
•
•
vessel is being built, of which he
Edgerton, Wisconsin; Alden Post,
Captain Cecil W. Carver, com- is to have command when it is put
Rockland; Edward H. Hardy, Ar
lington, Mass.; Forrest C. Loghry, mande r of the Army Transport in service.
• • • •
Port Angles, Washington; Paul Ma- steamship Col. Charles O. Zollars
was
a
caller
at
The
Courier-Ga

Clinton Fickett of Rockland, who
jor, Manchester, N. H.; Louis Bottiggi, Springfield, Mass.; William zette office yesterday, &hen he is a member of the air service, sta
Hcoper. Dedham, Mass.; Albert returns to Portland Thursday on tioned at Jacksonville, Fla , is now’
Washkewitz, Medford, Mass.; Wil the completion of a 3C-days’ sick A.O.M. 3d c, having received early
liam Crutcher, Bellingham, Wash.; leave it will be to enter the Maine promotion after passing hLs ex
William Brown, Boston; Ralph Mc- General Hospital for medical ex aminations with a very high rank.
Nally, Roxbury, Mass.; William Mc- amination and treatment. The
Clain. Carrollton, Ohio; Jerome former Rockland mariner has been
BURKETTVILLE
Martin, Chicago; Edward T. Argue, stationed with, the A! my Trans
Miss Ruth Mitchell of Dorches
Central Falls, R. I.; Wellington port Service in Po-:land nearlj ter. Mass., was a week-end visitor
two years and finds his duties very
Bryant, Brockton.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lin
• • • •
congenial.
wood
Mitchell.
♦ * w ♦
Dalton E. Raynes picked up a
Raymond Maddoeks is remodel
Not much chance to get home
bottle half a mile southwest of Ma
ing
the Richards ham into a
sick
because
of
the
presence
of
tinicus last Friday. It contained the
Ellis
address: “F42552 Sgt. L. Cotton, other Rockland men at the sta double-decked hen house.
Maddoeks
and'
Dwight
Collins
are
tion
—
'Eddie
Huntley,
captain
of
W.W.S.R. No. 7 D. D., Moncton,
the
carpenters.
the T-13; John Duggan, assistant
N. B.”
• • • •
engineer of the T-13; Captain
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Collins en
An overwhelming favorite choice Earle Starrett, master of the TP - tertained several cut of town
among New England men of 18 or 55 (formerly the steamer Monhe- guests besides members of the im
19 years of age who are enlisting in gan); Kenneth Spear, chief en mediate family Sunday, when they
answer to the President's speech of gineer of the T.P.-55; and Arthur served dinner to 23. Mrs. Maud
a week ago is the Army Air Forces. Reed, acting mate. When those Dutch entertained with two solos
Of the hundreds of men 18 or 19 who boys foregather at Portland Pier which were greatly enjoyed. Sev
have enlisted ln New England this the word “Rockland" can be heard eral group pictures were taken.
past week, 60 percent have chosen pretty often.
Those from cut cf tcwn were Mr
the Air Forces, it was announced to
• * • •
and Mrs. Ellston MacFarland and
day by Major General Sherman
Pvt. Ensign O. Winchenbaugh, son Lee cf Grafton. Mass.. Mr. and
Miles, Commanding General of the who has been home on a ten days’
Mrs. Harland Rowell and children
First Service Command. Signal furlough, has returned to the
Gail
and Duane of Oxford, Mass.;
Corps has been their second choice, army in. Kentucky.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Russell Collins cf
• • • •
while next in order have come Anti
Newtown. Conn.; Mr. and Mrs.
aircraft or harbor defense work hi
Francis G. Beckman, son of Mr.
Coast Artillery, Cavalry and Para and Mrs. Sigvard Beckman of Toivo Helene and sen Douglas of
chute Troops. In addition, a sur Vinalhaven and Kittery, has been Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. Allred
prisingly large number of New Eng made Private First Class, U. S. ■Dutch and sons Bryant and Dry
den, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Collins
and son Donald of Beifas;t Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Priest of Liberty; and
Mrs. Oscar Upham of Union.

SPECIAL!

for that

IMPORTANT

MORE RADIATORS?
“31 days hath October,’’ but how many of

now due, won’t be mostly wafted away

them will stay above 32 degrees? That’s

by a little stray Autumn heat!

a guess. Perhaps Miss Hula is over-dressed

Your Super Pyro can last you so well
through possible warm spells, that the

for this weather today, yet tomorrow an
Eskimo might hop for his “heavies.” Cold

may blow in at any minute — and refuse

Batteries At Cost

is the Lowest Cost Quality Mash sold in Rockland

We are Closing Out All Our New
Storage Batteries At Cost!

Feed Victory Mash and Win!

KNOX COUNTY GRAIN CO.

ROCKLAND, ME,

THIS WEEK ONLY
DYER’S GARAGE
54 PAfiK ST., BOCKLAND, MB.
TEL. 124'

precious car you can’t replace-stays ready

for sure-to-come cold spells. Yet this highly

to stay.

heat-safe, cold-safe Super Pyro anti-freezc

When you’ve got to keep one eye slanted
down the thermometer, and the other eye

sells at an anti-luxury price—and brings
the plus of rust-protection, too. Get your

up near the hot end, your car’s cooling

Winter’s Super Pyro now while your dealer

system can be in double danger.

That’s

why it’s not enough right now for your
anti-freeze to stand plenty of cold. Noth
ing on earth is any easier than that for
Super Pyro anti-freeze, but equally im
portant to you is Super Pyro’s staunch

ability to withstand plenty of heat!

VICTORY LAYING MASH ANO DEVELOPER

31 NEW COUNTY ROAD,

SEARS SERVICE 1

On purpose—for efficiency—your engine

is made to get hot.. .up above 160 degrees

hot. And then the sun’s last warm breath,
or perhaps a stout hill, can make your

engine still hotter. But economical Super
Pyro, put in today against sudden cold

still has it for you.
U. S.
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INC.
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Tuesday-Friday

TALK OF THE TOWN

Oct 22—Appleton—Annual Harvest
Home at Riverside Hall.
Oct. 23 Rubinstein Club at Unlversallst vestry. 2 p. m.. with Rossini
Club of Portland, guest artists.
Oct. 24—Annual meeting of Knox
and Lincoln Parm Bureau at Waldo
boro Hleh School.
Oct. 27 Navy Day.
Oct. 28-30—Maine Teachers’ Asso
ciation. Lewiston.
Oct 30 Thomaston- Halloween Mas
querade Ball at Watts hall, auspices
Motor Corps.
Oct. 31 -Halloween.
Nov. 1-7- American Art Week ob
served at Public Library.
Nov. 5 — “Spiritual Foundations"
C nvocatlonal. Columbia Street Eapti.st Church, Bangor.

Batteries at cost, this week only.
New storage batteries.
Supply
limited. Act today. Dyer’s Ga
rage, phone 124, city.—adv.

10
HO

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

50

Unable to get tires and other
Equipment, I am forced to
Discontinue the

Waste Removal Business
Customers Please Call
ST. CLAIR, TEL. 63-M

LEROY WATSON

BINGO

Save The Day With A Pig!
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Cct 19. to Mr. and Mrs. Edward C.
Jarrett
of
South
Thomaston,
a
daughter.
Ctough — At Camden Community
Hospital, Oct. 19 to Mr. and Mrs. Har
vard Clough, a daughter.
Weed—At Camden Community Hos
pital. Oet. 17. to Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Weed, a son.
Hall—At Camden Community Hos
pital. Oct. 14, to Mr. and Mrs. Jenness
Hall, a son
Porter—At Knox Hospital, Oct. 9. to
Mr and Mrs. William B. Porter, a son
Daniel Charles
Simmons—At Knox Hospital. Oct. 7,
to Corp and Mrs. Murray Simmons, a
son—David Murray.

MARRIED
Hyssong- Wilson—At Rockport. Oct.
17. John W. Hyssong. Jr., of Bruns
wick, and Miss Lecline A. Wilson of
Rockport by Rev J. W. Hyssong
S in u tak-Jordan—At Rockland, Oct.
20. William C. Smutak. of Rockland
Naval Section Base and Frances A.
Jordan of Rockland by E. R. Keene.
J. P
Burgess-Conway—At Bangor, Oct. 15.
Hollis T. Burgess of Vinalhaven and
Charlotte E. Conway of Wilmington
Mass—by Rev Aubrey Wlnsor.
Tolma«n-IIaskell—At Rockland. Oct
12. Eugene B Tolman cf Warren, and
Miss Tlllie H Haskell of Rockland
by Rev. Aubrey S. Bishop.

97-It

TONITE, SPEAR HALL, 7.45
Given Away $5.00—1 each
Door Prize $1.50
Eight Lucky Games
Lots of Big Prizes on Evening Play
97* lt

ly wafted away

Miss Ellen C. Daly, R. N„ super
intendent of the Knox County
General Hospital, left Monday for
Augusta where she will conduct
examinations of the Board of Reg
istration. There are 126 graduates
of schools of nursing in Maine to
take the examination, including
four from the Knox Hospital
School of Nursing: Miss Ella L.
; Herron, Miss Iva M. Jones, Miss
Millicenit J. Roberts and Miss
I Lillian E. Whitney.

The What-Not Shop, established
by the late Helen Hyde Carlson,
and which has been conducted
£ince her death, by Miss Maude
Hall, has been closed. Items of
merchandise remaining in stock are
The Charles Spear farm on West being shipped this week to Mrs.
Meadow road has been sold to Carlson’s son, Edward H. Carlson,
Charles Manchester of Rockland, Portland.
by Mr. and Mrs. William F. Byrnes.
The Byrnes will leave this week
The Rockland Scout Leaders
for Taunton, Mass., where their Service Club will meet tonight at
daughter, Miss Velma Byrnes, is 7.30 at the home of Horatio C.
manager of the Sears, Roebuck & Cowan, Talbot avenue.
Donald
Co., order office.
Brewster has been elected treasurer
to fill the unexpired term of Miles
Members of Anderson Camp Aux Sawyer.
iliary, Sons of Union Veterans, are
asked to be present Wednesday
A school of instruction for the
night, for an important inspection officers of Royal Arch Masons will
rehearsal.
be held Thursday evening at the
temple. All Royal Arch Masons
Mrs. Earl J. Alden and Mrs. are invited. Refreshments will be
Percy S. Dinsmore of Winslow- served at the close of the school.
Holbrook Unit, American Legion
Auxiliary, were in Togus, Sunday,
Plans are under way for the or
where they attended a district re ganization cf new canteen classes
ception for Mrs. Fannie Cummings under Civilian Defense program.
of West Paris, State president of Workers are needed and those in
the American Legion Auxiliary and terested should call Mrs. Lincoln E.
Walter Day of Caribou, depart McRae, chairman.
ment commander, American Le
Mrs. William Todd, who Summers
gion. Mrs. Dinsmore visited Mr.
Dinsmore, who is at the Veterans’ at Crescent Beach, has returned to
Facilities Hospital for observation her Massachusetts home, and Mrs.
Martha Philbrook has taken over
and treatment.
the Red Cross chairmanship for
Owl
’s Head. The town of Wash
Howard Ellsworth Reed, 30, of
ington
has organized a branch of
Portland, a driver cn the Port
land-Belfast run of Congdon’s the Red Cross, with Mrs. Harriet
trucking firm, well known in Jones as chairman, which assures
Rockland, perished Friday in his a very busy community.
blazing truck cab a mile south c.f
All team captains are to be at
Freeport. The accident occurred
the
Community Building tonight at
about 4 a. m. on the day Reed
7
30
to discuss the coming bowl
and his wife had planned a spe
cial observance of the ninth birth ing plans for the year.
day of their daughter, Nancy, one
The fire department was called
of five children.
Sunday forenoon to the Obadiah
Fred R. Hoyt cf Rockland was Gardner house. West Meadow road,
before Judge Dwinal in Municipal owned by W. M. Little and occupied
Court today charged with driving a by Clifton Marriner and Toivi
motor vehicle between Camden Helene families, to cope with a
and Rockland Monday night while chimney fire. Fire Chief Van E.
under the influence of liquor. He Russell said that there was some
pleaded not guilty but was found fire between the floors and that he
guilty and fined $100 and costs of would estimate the damage at $50.
$10.24, with an alternate sentence One salvage blanket was used in
ot 30 days in jail. His license to protecting furniture.
operate was suspended. The ar
BORN
rest was made by State Police.
Jarrett—At Dr
Leigh's Hospital.

For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, telephone 844,
517 Main street. Complete Philco
line.—adv.
60tf
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Don’t let food rationing or pork
shortage deprive you of your
breakfast bacon. Buy a young
pig. Raise it yourself, it’s easy
and economical. It will supply
you with ham, bacon, sausage—
no matter what happens any
where else. Pure bred pigs avail
able now—six, eight and ten
weeks’ old llampshires and White
Chesters. Phone or write BROOK
WOOD FARM, Pemaquid, Maine,
Emil Sakacy, Mgr. Phone: New
Harbor 297, or call Saturdays,
Sundays or Evenings.
96&97

DIED
Sherman—At Camden. Oct 19. Kate
Carleton Sherman, w-ldow Justin H.
Sherman, “age 90 years. 5 days.
Fu
neral
at St. Thomas Church. Cam
den. Wednesday. 2 p. m. Interment
ln Mountain cemetery.
Averill—At Warren. Oct. 19. Claude
Averill, age 52 years. 10 months. 20
days. Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock
from residence.
Burial in Leonard
cemetery.
Marshall—At Deer Isle. Oct 18, Ern
est H. Marshall of Stonington, aged
40 years.
IN MEMORIAM
In memory of our daughter and
sister, Margaret Mary Pratt who died
Oct. 16. 1939

May the prayers that were offered

In the spirit of love.
.
Bring blessings and graces
From the Father above.
Spiritual Bouquet
Mr. and Mrs William Pratt. Mr. and
Mrs. Douglas Pratt, Portsmouth. N.H.
CARD OF THANKS
This is to thank all those who
sent the beautiful flowers and for
their many kindnesses during our
recent bereavement.
Mrs Grace Hanrahan. Miss Annie
G Hanrahan. Miss Frances A. Hanra
han. Mrs. Beatrice M. Philbrook.
*

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank my friends and
r.eichbors who were so kind to me
during my stay at Knox Hospital and
during my
convalescence
at
mv
brother's home ln Vinalhaven.

Stephen Ames.

Vinalhaven.

GET

Rev. A. G. Hempstead, minister
of the Methodist Church, conduct
ed the installation of officers of the
Youth Fellowship cf the church,
Thursday night. The officers are:
Miss Leona Wellman, president;
Anson Olds, vice president; Miss
Edith Clark, secretary; Richard
Achorn, treasurer; Miss Betty
Hempstead, chairman, commission
on worship; and evangelism; Miss
Bertha Coombs, chairman, com
mission cn recreation and leisure;
Miss Harriet Richardson, chairman,
commission on world friendship;
and Miss Beverly Havener, chair
man, commission on community
service. Miss Bertha Coombs and
Mrs. Elmer Trask were in charge
of the service. The officii board
of the church presented to the
Youth Fellowship, a large framed
picture of the Head of Christ, by
Sollman. Following the installation
there was a social hour, with re
freshments. A hayride is to be a
feature of the next meeting.

SAVE RATION BOOKS

The local rationing board
wishes to eall the attention of
holders of all classes and types
of gasoline ration books that they
must surrender to the issuing
board all expired ration books
within five days after the ex
piration date which is noted on
the front cover.
These books, even if all the
stamps are used, must not be
surrendered to a gas dealer or
any other person or thrown
away. Failure to surrender the
expired books to the issuing
board as required by regulations
may deprive an applicant of
further rations.

Westinghouse
Radio
Station
WBZ, Boston, announces a new
series of “Yankee Yarns" by NewEngland's Famous Lecturer, Alton
Hall Blackington, beginning next
Sunday 6 to 6.15 p. m. and each
The 26-foot surf boat and two Sunday night thereafter.
dories, belonging to Red Jacket
troop. Sea Scouts, were hauled out William R. Pattangall, retired
Sunday for the Winter, on the chief justice of the Maine Supreme
premises of the North End Boat Court, is reported critically ill at
Shop. The work was done by his home in Augusta.
members of the troop, under di
rection of Skipper Joshua N. South
The work of repaving a sec
ard and First Mate J. Alton Perry. tion of Tillson avenue from Main

Officers of Grace Chapter, Order
of Eastern Star, Thomaston, will
exemplify the degree at meeting of
Golden Rod Chapter, to be held
Friday night. Mrs. Eva Greene
and Mrs. Ruth Pendleton will be
in charge of the supper. Those not
solicited will bring sw’eets. Officers
are requested to be present at the
supper.

street to the gates of the Naval
Base is in progress, and will prob
ably occupy about 25 working days.
Beginning opposite the eastern
end of the Thorndike Hotel block
the road will be 33 feet wide. The
present paved surface w’ill be cov
ered with a leveling course, and
then receive what is known as a
“hot top,” producing a highway
like the much admired one which
passes through Wadoboro. The
Federal
Government
furnishes
funds and the work is being done
under the direction of the State
Highway Commission with Fred
Boyce in charge.

Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
sponsor a game party in Grand
Army Hall, Thursday at 2.15 p. m..
w-ith Mrs. Margaret Rackliff and
Mrs. Ada Payson as hostesses.
Supper will be served at 6 o’clock
with Mrs. Mildred Sprague as
WILLIAM A. POST
chairman. The business session
William
Adriel Post died Oct. 14
will be at 7.30. This will be the
at
the
home
of his daughter, Mrs.
annual inspection and all members
James
Crosby,
South China, with
are asked to wear white.
whom he had been staying follow
The regular meeting of Miriam ing treatment at Knox County
Rebekah Lodge, I.O.O.F., will be General Hospital, and from whom
he received the tenderest care. His
held Tuesday night at 7.30.
daughter, Helen, (Mrs. William
Locklin
of Boston) with whom he
Harvey J. Robishaw, projectionist
spent
the
last few Winters, came
at the Strand Theater, is ill at his
frequently
to visit him.
home cn Columbia avenue.
Mr. Post was born in Rockland,
The roof of the Naum & Adams Feb. 2, 1858, the son of William
building, corner cf Main and Rob and Amanda Frye Post. In 1863
inson streets, which was under re the family removed to the Head of
pairs, developed a bad leak Sun the Bay, South Thomaston, where
day forenoon in the heavy rain he lived the greater part of his
storm. After the owners, with life. In 1888 he married Miss
assistance, tried to catch the water Adeline R. Hall, who died 19 years
in several basins, the fire depart ago.
ment was called and 23 salvage
Twent-six years ago, the home
blankets were used in covering the building, on which he had just
roof and protecting the furniture. completed extensive repairs, was
Mr. Adams said today that the struck by lightning and destroyed.
damage was considerable, but he Mr. Post then bought a large farm
could not quote a figure. He was at Winslow’s Mills, which he op
enthusiastic in his praise of the erated very successfully, raising
work of Fire Chief Van E. Russell poultry and large crops of vege
anl his men.
tables for the canning factory. He
was often employed by Thorndike
David S. Hyler is substituting in & Hix, Inc., to buy cattle for them,
the Bath office of the Unemploy making trips through all the sur
ment Commission this week.
rounding country for that purpose.
Besides the two daughters men
tioned, h£ also leaves three other
MATINICUS
Mrs. Arthur Philbrcok has been daughters. Mrs. Evelyn Donnelly cf
guest of relatives on the mainland. Boston, Mrs. Ruth Buckminster ot
Mr. and Mrs. Dorian Ames. Mr. Rockland, Mrs. Edna Merry of
and Ms. Orren Ames, Hilda, Eileen, Skowhegan; five sons, Adriel of
and Pvt. Wilmer Ames, were sup Owl’s Head, Chester and Emery of
per guests Saturday of the Bunk Harmony, and William and George
of Waldoboro; a sister, Miss Susie
ers.
Mr Williams of the Seacoast Post of Owl’s Head; a brother,
Mission was here over the week Wesley Post of Rockland; 27 grand
end and held) services at the children and 17 great-grandchil
church. While on the island he dren.
Services were in the Burpee
was guest at the home of Clifford
Funeral
Home Sunday afternoon.
Young.
Rev.
J.
Charles
MacDonald officiat
Janet Young has been in Rock
ing.
Interment
was in the familyland for a few days the past week.
Jennie and Grace Philbrook lot in the Post-Emery cemetery.
have returned from visiting rela- Ow-l’s Head.
The following lines express Mr.
Capt. and Mrs. Long of Bluehill
Post
’s attitude toward life:
fives on the mainland,
“
One
who never turned his back but
have been here for a few days’ fish
marched breast forward.
Never
doubted clouds would break.
ing. They occupied the- “Shack"
Never dreamed, though right were
during their stay.
worsted, wrong would triumph.
Held we fail to rise, are baffled to
Among those going away for a
fight better.
few days have been Mr. and Mrs. Sleep to wake.”
L L. Young Mrs. Julia Ames and
Beano G.A.R. hall Thursday
Mrs. Jane Ames.
Oct.
22, 2.15 P. M.—adv.
97-lt
Mrs. L. J. Miller was recent sup
per guest at the home of Richard
Ames.
Pvt. Wilmer Ames has returned
RUMMAGE SALE
to Port O'Connor, Texas.

THURSDAY, OCT. 22

TENANT’S HARBOR
Mrs. Ida Rivers went Sunday to
Allston, Mass., where she will
spend the Winter with her son.

from 11 to 5

Store next to Thorndike

FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
0
TELEPHONES
or 781-1 or 781-11

RUSSELL

A Lecture

Rockland Girl Attends Port
land Concert and Meets
Famous Singer

Christian Science

Man Power Priority

Lots of Fun and Seriousness As Applied Jo Ground Corps
Of Aiftraft Warning
On Club Service and Scrap
Service
Metal Day

Apply It

It was Club Service Day and
Scrap Metal Day at Rotary last
Friday. The meaning being that
the program was put on by Joe
Robinson’s Club Service Committee
and Ed. Brown and “Rach" Cowan
of the scrap committee. Each
member had been asked to bring
with him at least one pound of
scrap. Some of the boys could
find no more scrap so they said
the only contribution they could
make to the scrap drive was a
scrappy disposition.
“Rach” Cowan reported that the
Boy Scout drive had resulted In a
pile of metal that would bring ln
$700 or $800. Ed. Hellier donated
an old safe from the Rockland
Savings Bank, probably the first
safe used by the bank back in
1868. and wound up by saying
“Weight unknown. Come and get
It.”
The farewell program was pre
sented by Joe Robinson who In
presenting his speakers said: "You
fellows have brought ln the Scrap
today; now our boys will show
their metal. Lutie Jones spoke on
the spirit of Rotary embodied in
the Golden Rule. Elmer Crockett
spoke on Pride In Our Membership.
Ray Thurston stressed the idea
of taking Rotary seriously. Henry
Bird dwelt upon the work being
done by the canning industries un
der war conditions. Visiting Rotarians: C. W. Whitmoyer, Meyerstown, Pa.; Allen F. Payson,
Camden.
healing the sick?” And Mrs. Eddy
answers: “As I give you only an
epitome of the Principle, so I can
give you here nothing but an out
line of the practice. Be honest, be
true to thyself, and true to others;
then it follows thou will be strong
in God, the eternal good. Heal
through Truth and Love; there is no
other healer.” One of the immedi
ate effects of the study of Christian
Science is that it impels us to be
more honest with ourselves. Some
times when we have an unpleasant
experience we may be apt to blame
someone else for it. However, in the
light of Christian Science, we are
led to correct our own thinking first.
Then we find that the results are
harmonious.
Work in Christian Science, where
by healing is accomplished, is not a
labored process of the human mind.
It is the spontaneous, ceaseless ac
tivity of the divine Mind, expressed
through enlightened thought, dili
gently applied. It is not the doctor
ing of a diseased physical body. It
is an awakening to the reality of
being, the clear recognition that
man is God’s likeness. This is true
healing.
In the sweet consciousness of
God's dear presence, we find true
companionship; and the result is
that in human experience that which
is most needful for our growth and
development comes to light. In this
realization of God’s nearness, we
find an abundant supply of right
ideas, and that is seen in the avail
ability of all necessary resources en
joyed humanly, here and now. In
this sense of God’s supremacy is
true health, and this is manifest in
physical, mental, and moral healing.
By this recognition of God’s true
nature we find our rightful activity,
and this is externalized in the right
work, which we are able to do with
helpfulness to others. In other
words, the practical realization cf
God's presence and perfection, and
cf man's perfection as God’s idea,
necessarily has its outward results
in better human conditions along
every line. All that is good will
come to you as you allow yourselves
to be led lovingly by the hand of
Truth in the way of w’isdom. Thus
you are finding what belongs to your
true spiritual selfhood, and limita
tions fall away. This is the result
of the practical application of Chris
tian Science. This is your demon
stration, your proof of Immanuel.
God is with you.
Buv War Savings Bonds and Stamps

The Ground Observer Corps of
the Aircraft Warning Service, First
Fighter Command, lias been given
a priority in man-power over all
of the Citizens’ Defense Corps.
The O.C.D. and the Fighter Com
mands have long been cognizant of
the fact that there has been a con
flict of duty between the various
volunteer services of the Citizens’
Defense Corps and the volunteers
who are serving in the Ground Ob
server Corps of the Aircraft Warn
ing Service. This has resulted in
a good deal of confusion. The mat
ter has therefore been clarified very
nobly by the O.C.D. and should
prove a boon to Chief Observers
and Observers alike.
The results of the O.C.D. action
in this matter are made clear in
the following statement by Gen
eral Grant.
"It has come to the attention of
the Director of the Office of Civilian
Defense that in some sparsely set
tled localities the population is
hardly sufficient to fill positions of
volunteers in the Aircraft Warning
Service and also the positions re
quired in the Citizens’ Defense
Corps for the various duties the
latter will have to perform in the
locality.
"In this case it is evident that
priority should ba given in every
Instance to the needs of the Air
craft Warning Service, since with
out it the black-out and other
measures of civilian defense can
not be initiated. Therefore, where
any member of the Citizens’ De
fense Corps wishes to be released
for service with the Aircraft Warn
ing Service, he should be released
without question.”
Local application should be made
to Austin P. Brewer, chief observ
er; or Joe Soffayer and Mrs. Beulah
Wlshman, his assistants.
Store your car this Winter for $3
per month, dead storage. Call at
once. Dyer’s Garage, Phone 124,
city.—adv.

Chimneys cleaned, promptly and
TONY THE GREEK, tel.
570, Owl’s Club.—adv.
well.

HALLOWEEN BEANO
I. O. O. F HALL, SATURDAY, 8.15
Lucky Game $23; Free Game $12
Attendance Prize $4
PLENTY OF GROCERIES
Free Cider and Doughnuts

97*16

There’s no rationing
on “what you get for

your money” at

Gregory’s
Every man who leaves the store
leaves with a great big whopping
value. We were doing this for
our customers long before ceiling
prices were ever heard of.
We’re in this War on the side
lines but we’re in to win and
we’re giving you, our city and
our country the best that's in us
in every piece of merchandise
that leaves our store.

FALL SUITS
$27.50 to $45.00

TOPCOATS
$25.00 to $40.00
OVERCOATS

$27.50 to $55.00

CORDUROY SUITS

RUMMAGE SALE

In Brown, Blue, Maroon

Thorndike Hotel Annex

Wednesday, October 21
9.00 P. M.

By Band Mothers* Club

96-97

Sizes 2 to 8

$5.75

SUIT WITH CAP
$6.75

Auspices League of Women Voters

SHOW TIMES
Matinees

CORDUROY SUITS

Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00
Evenings at 8.00

*

_

*

TUES.-WED., OCT. 20-21

An Auction of Household Furniture, Farming Tools
and miscellaneous articles will be held

FUNERAL HOME

40 varieties of Hardy Shrubs, Trees and Vines

Ambulance Service

‘WINGS FOR THE EAGLE'

Delivery Once a Week

LILY POND NURSERIES
W. S. Chater, Prop.

Route 1, Between Camden and Rockport

AUCTION AT UNION ’

Ann Sheridan, Dennis Morgan

Next three weeks is an ideal time to plant them,

TEL. 662

Entitled
Christian Science: How To

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
by
A capacity audience thronged the
Peter B. Biggins, C. S. B.
auditorium of City Hall in Port- I
of Seattle, Washington
land Oct. 12, to attend a mag
Member of the Board of Lectureship
nificent song recital given by Jean-1 cf The Mother Church. The First
.
! Church of Christ. Scientist, ln Bosette MacDonald, beautiful singing ton. Massachusetts.
• • •
red-head cf the concert stage,
screen and radio. I was fortunate
Today it is a matter of common
to be one of this capacity audience, knowledge that Christian Science is
having a front row seat.
giving to those who study and apply
Jeanette MacDonald floated onto it health-of body, peace of mind,
the stage in a maze of white chif- j and an ever-expanding hope for
fon trimmed with blue satin. Her better things. Many people are engorgeous copper-colored hair, the deavoring to learn how these good
most beautiful I have ever seen, ‘ results are brought about. It is my
was done in a long roll, brushed purpose to answer some of the
off the face and caught in a net. questions you may be asking as to
The breath-taking beauty of her how’ to apply this Science to your
peaches and cream complexion, own individual needs.
sparkling green eyes and captivatChrist Jesus made clear the basis
ing smile completely overwhelmed Of the application of Truth to the
the entire audience from the start. needs of humanity, when, in his
She was greeted by thunderous ap Sermon on the Mount, he said, “Be
plause and gasps of amazement. ye therefore perfect, even as your
After acknowledging this tremen Father which is in heaven is per
dous reception. Miss MacDonald fect.” He set forth the grand re
asked all to stand and join her in sults of this correct application
singing the National Anthem.
when, at the end of this disedurse,
Miss MacDonald’s program showed he said, “Therefore whosoever heara great deal of variety consisting eth these sayings of mine, and doof arias, folk songs, light classical eth them, I will liken him unto a
numbers and popular songs from wise man, which built his house
her movies. Her glorious voice has upon a rock: and the rain descend
a rare depth of feeling and her in ed, and the floods came, and the
terpretations are a delight to see winds blew, and beat upon that
and hear. Perhaps the outstanding house; and it fell not; for it was
song of the entire program was the founded upon a rock.” That rock
“Waltz Song’* frem “Romeo and Christ, Truth. That is the rock on
Juliet” by Gounod which won for which the teaching of Christian
her considerable ovation. H,er pro Science is built. That is the foun
gram included “Let Me Always dation of its practice, the basis of
Sing” and “Release” written by her its practical application to your
husband, Gene Raymond, who is needs and to mine.
now a Captain in the Army Air
In considering how to apply
Force Combat Command.
Cffristian Science to one’s indi
Miss MacDonald was more than vidual needs, one Important point
generous with her encores which should be noted. In order to apply
included “Ave Maria” by Gounod, Christian Science consistently, cor“Smilin’ Thru,” “Will You Remem- rectly, and continuously, one needs
ber,” “Indian Love Call,” “Jewel to be in sympathy with the ChrisSong” from “Faust,” “Italian Street! tian Science organization. By this
Song,” “Donkey Serenade” and a J I do not mean that in order to be
song from her latest movie, “Cairo,”; healed you must join the Christian
entitled “Keep the Light Burning 1 Science churc-h. One may be healed
Bright.”
instantaneously even before he
At the end of her regular pro gains an understanding of Christian
gram the audience surged forward Science. But this fact is plain:
to the front of the stage to get a those who go forward ’and prove
closer look at this beauty of the progressively the possibilities of
screen.
Tired though she was Christian Science for good in their
from traveling and previous con lives, naturally conform to its re
certs, she nevertheless sang encore quirements. This brings them into
after encore. The crowd would not harmony with the educational and
let her go. She talked, joked and religious system of Christian Sci
had a warm smile for all. Her con ence. This fact is evidenced even
cert was all the more pleasing be tually by their membership in The
cause of her captivating and Mother Church and in a branch
charming mannerisms and person church, and their active participa
ality which reached across the tion in these activities.
footlights and completely won the
Mrs. Eddy gained her spiritual
heart of every listener.
enlightenment from the Bible. She
But like all good things, the con learned, and proved scientifically,
cert had to come to a close. But that the truths set forth in this
fcr myself and a few others who sacred volume can be applied defi
were members of the Jeanette Mac nitely to the healing of disease.
Donald Fan Club, it meant the op Her writings abound in clear ex
portunity to go backstage to meet planations of Scripture. These help
her personally. Imagine the thrill the student to make practical use
and honir at being admitted back- of the precious truths which the
stage with four other club mem Bible contains.
bers and a few servicemen. We
Evil Exposed as a Lie
were introduced to this wonderful
We recall that Peter, when speak
person and allowed to remain backing
of the curative work of Christ
stage until Miss MacDonald left by
Jesus,
said that he healed “alT that
the stage entrance to her waiting
were
oppressed
of the devil.” If
automobile. She graciously auto
graphed programs and exchanged a you wish to learn the nature of this
“devil,” that seems to oppress hu
few words w-ith each of us.
It will be a long time before I, manity, you cannot do better than
read what Mrs. Eddy has written
and I believe all others who at
tended the concert, will forget how on this subject on page 584 of Sci
natural, sweet and unaffected Jean ence and Health. Here we find this
ette MacDonald really is. To me illuminating definition: “Devil. Evil;
she was a wream come true and a a lie; error; neither corporeality
thrill I shall long remember and nor mind; the opposite of Truth; a
belief in sin, sickness, and death;
cherish.
animal magnetism or hypnotism;
Maxine Perry.
the lust of the flesh, which saith:
‘I am life and intelligence in mat
ter. There is more than one mind,
Batteries At Cost
for I am mind,—a wicked mind,
We are Closing Out All Our New self-made or created by a tribal god
Storage Batteries At Cost!
and put Into the opposite of mind,
termed matter, thence to reproduce
THIS WEEK ONLY
a mortal universe, including man,
jkj
T after the image and likeness of
DYER’S GARAGE
Spirit, but after its own image.’ ”
H PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
How skilfully Mrs. Eddy has an
TEL. 124
alyzed the nature of evil! By her
definition of devil as animal magnet
ism or hypnotism, she put her finger
BENEFIT BEANO
directly
cn the solution of the prob
K P. HALL, THOMASTON
lem of evil, as no one else has done
THURSDAY, 8.15
LUCKY GAME,
$14.00
since the days of Jesus of Nazareth.
ATTENDANCE PRIZE 8.0«
In “Rudimental Divine Science”
FREE GAME
5.00
Mrs.
Eddy outlines briefly the sim
OTHER GOOD PRIZES ’
97*lt ple fundamentals of her teaching.
The question is asked in this book
(p, 8), “How should I undertake to
WALDO THEATRE demonstrate Christian Science in

Jack Carbon, George Tobias
in

| CLAREMONT ST.
bockland, me.

on

TEL. WALDOBORO 100

Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps I,

•

The Rotary Club

Heard Jeanette

Hote

SHRUBS—FOR FALL PLANTING

BURPEE’S

Page ThrSB

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 20,1942

SATURDAY,OCTOBER 24

$9.00

at 10 A. M.

GREGORY’S

With Charles H. Plummer as Auctioneer
CARL W. MITCHELL.

Starring
Ilona Massey, Jon Hail, Peter
Lorre, Sir Cedric Hardwicke,
J. Edward Bromberg

Lined Coat and Pants

Nov. 1st is the last day on which
Christmas gifts may be mailed to
Mien Overseas.

THL'RS.-FRI., OCT. 22-23

“INVISIBLE AGENT”

Sizes 6 to 12

Union, Me.

TEL. 294
416 MAIN ST., BOCKLAND, MB.

97-98
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ness meeting was held.
Mrs. Melissa Davis has returned
from a two weeks' visit in Boston
and vicinity.
Mrs. H Maude Orbeton is visit
ing Mr. tnd Mrs. Harvey Post in
North Warren.
Gladys Grant was at home from
Bath over the week-end
Harvey Post of North Warren, ]
was in town Sunday.
. i
Russeil Winchenbach was atl
home from Camp Edwards over the
week-end.
Mrs. Celia Grcss of Hallowell, j
passed the week-end with Dr. and
Mrs. 3. H. Coombs.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Achorn of
Camden, were visitors in town
Sunday.

Miss Ida Lewis, who passed two
weeks at Stahl’s Tavern, returned
Friday to Framingham,
Dr and Mrs. C. N. Denniccn ar.d
daughter, recently moved here from
Swan’s Island, are occupying the
Wade homestead on Friendship
•street.
The Star Club will ment V/ dr.jsday night with Mis Laila
Blanchard.
Bev. Harold W Nutter of Appleton, has been in town a few days
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Mrs. W. H Crowell was n e t
Miss
Arline Nelson and Miss
guest of her son, Charles C ewe 1
Beulah
Barbour
of Rockport, spent
ln Portsmouth, N. H
the week-end in Portland as guests
Mrs. Cassie Simmons and Miss
cf Neil Nelson.
Frances Simmons, who have been
Miss Eva Jcnnson was guest at
occupying the Wade hemes*'ad.
supper
Thursday of Mr. and Mrs.
have returned to their home at
Elmer
Nelson.
Miss Johnson,
Medcmak Terrace. Mrs. Lizzie Shu
teacher
at
Broad
Cove
School diman is with Mrs. Simmcns, who
rects
the
Christian
Endeavor,
which |
is caring for her.
mat at the church the same night.
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas DePatsy
Mrs. Esther Lunden visited rela
and family have returned from
tives here Sunday, enroute to Bath
Greenville, where Mr. DePatsy was
after spending the week-end with
employed several months.
Mrs. Amanda Lunden in West
Thomas L. Richards of Portland, Rockport.
spent the week-end with bis Mis. Ellen Nelson, teacher at the
mother, Mrs. Annie Richards.
Georges River School, was supper
Albee Sidelinger is convalescing and overnight guest recently of
at Miles Memorial Hospital.
Mrs. Bassick at Waterman’s Beach.,
Mr. and M s. Joseph Butters, who
Mr and Mrs. Alfred Harjula at-1
were guests of Miss Grace Simmons tended a party given recently
for a few days, returned Sunday to in honor of her brother-in-law,
Cambridge, Mass.
Pvt. Bernard Jackson at the home
Mr. Dvorak pronounced the sur of Mr and Mrs. Andrew Weymouth
prise black-out a decided success. in Rcckland. Present were Pvt.
The Parent-Teacher Association and Mrs. Jackson, Mr. and Mrs.
held a reception Friday for the Andrew Weymouth, Mr. and Mrs.
teachers at the Community Garden James Roach, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Club room, Mrs. Nan Weston, presi Littlefield. Misses Charlotte and
dent, presiding The speaker was Jeanette Weymouth of Rockland,
Miss Dora Gay, who used as sub Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Merrifield and
ject a resume of her work among son, Richard of West Rockport and
th- deaf and dumb children, while Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Harjula. Re
in New York. It was most inter freshments were served.
esting. Mrs. Dorothy Muir Miller
gave vocal selections, accompanied
Parents of men in the war service:
on the piano by Mrs. Swift. At Ls your son receiving The Coarierthe clcse of the program an in Gazette regularly Can you imagine
formal reception to the teachers anything that would have a greater
was held and refreshments were value in the eyes of the absent
served After the black-out .a busi fighter?

APPLETON MILLS

! Girl Scout Honored

WARREN

Golden Rod Lodge went to Union
Friday night and conferred the de
««««
Warren Miss Receives the
gree at Bethel Rebekah Lodge on
ALENA L. STARRE7IT
Highest Award For Arts
a class of seven candidates. Wed
Correspondent
and Crafts
nesday the Rebekah Circle was en-;
a a a
tertained by Angie Fish and Ma
Miss Elma C. Moon. 16. a mem
Tel. 40
belle Keene. There was a practise;
ber
of the sophomore class at
meeting in the afternoon.
Ellis
Carroll of East Medford. Warren High School, was awarded
Pvt. Cecil Arrington, who has;
the highest honor in Girl Scouting
been the guest of his parents, Mr. Mass., and Mason Dilloway of Friday at a Court of Award held
and Mrs. W. B. Arrington, returned Everett, Mass., are making a brief
at the Congregational chapel, for
Friday morning to Oklahoma.
visit at the home of their uncle, Forget-Me-Not Troop. Miss Moon
Mrs. Alice Robbins and Mrs. Charles Dilloway, /‘Hillcrest Inn.” also received a five-year member .
|
Alice Hall were recent luncheon Numerous side trips have im ship pin, both presentations made
,
guests of Mrs. Philip Morine, of
pressed them wdth the beauty of by Edna B. Jones, Captain. Ma |
Union
joring in arts and crafts, she was
the surrounding scenery.
Bert Mitchell is a patient at
also given badges for: wood, trans
Ivy Chapter, O.ES. has received portation and communication, my
Knox Hospital, Rockland.
Last week a shower was held in an invitation to attend the sup troop, world) gifts, reader, and bib
the Community Hall, Appleton, for per and inspection of Orient liophile. Miss Moon, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Smith, (Doro Chapter, Oct. 28 in Union. The Mrs. Augusta Moon, is the second
thy Hardy). Out of town guests local Chapter was inspected Fri girl in this troop to be so honored,
included Mr. and Mrs. Harold day by Mrs. Nellie Staples of Miss Madeline Haskell having re
Hardy, parents of the bride, and Rockport, D.D.G.M. Mrs. Carrie ceived that award about a year
son, Charles of Lincolnville; Miss Butler was soloist during the ago.
Other badges were given to Jill
Glenice Taylor and Miss Daisy work. Guests were present from
Cogan, reader; and to Beth Robin
Roberts of Belfast. Mr. Smith is
the son of Mrs. Mildred Paul, and
design and wood.
*
son,
TENANT’S HARBOR
With
the help of Miss Etta
is employed at the Camden ship
Mrs. Everett Mills of Rockport,
yard. Mrs. Smith has employment
Mass., is guest for a few weeks of Starrett, Troop Lieutenant, this
at the Knox Mill, Camden. There
program was presented: Pageant,
Mrs. Jessie Harris.
was a large attendance at the
"The Girl of Today and the Wom
Mrs. Mildred Moss of Masachu an of Tomorrow,” with Jill Cogan,
shower, and the young couple were
the recipients of many beautiful setts is making a visit at her Dorothy Aho, Beth Robinson,
presents. The evening was pleas home on Watts avevnue.
Pauline Anderson, Marie Crockett,
antly spent with dancing and sing
Elma Moon, Lillian Durrell and
Bibles To Servicemen
ing. The groom was called upon
Gloria
Haskell; vocal solo by Beth
The 14 Testaments with name
to sing, which he did in his usual printed in gold letters to be sent Rcbinson, accompanied by Miss
pleasing manner, responding to
Irom the local church to the boys Verna Robinson; vocal duet by
many encores, and accompanying
in the armed forces were on dis Gloria Haskell and Marie Crockett,
himself on his guitar. Mtss Pauline
play Sunday at the church.' A with Miss Christine Jones, ac
Johnson gave a beautiful rendition
brief ceremony toa^c place, with companist; quiz, “Code bf the
of "Everything I Love,” giving as
Principal Clayton Hunnewell of Flag.” questions by Gloria Haskell,
encore, "Rose O Day,’’ being ac the High School reading the answered by the Scouts; Flag Sa
companied by her mother, Mrs. names, and making remarks. The lute and' “Star Spangled Banner.”
Helen Johnson. Refreshments were congregation rose in silent prayer
Refreshments were served by
served. Mr. and Mrs. Smith will in remembrance of those who Mrs. S. F. Haskell, Mrs. Ralph
reside in Lincolnville.
have gone out from their midst Crockett, and; Mrs. L. Clark
A chicken supper, sponsored by to serve their country.
French. Special guests were Boy
the Senior class of the High School,
Scouts
who acted as a screen for
The boys to receive the Testa
netted about $30 for that organi- j ments are namely: Army, James the pageant. With them was their
zation, Friday night. A \lance fol Bald. John Bald, Leslie Hupper, scoutmaster. Rev. L. Clark French.
lowed, with music by Overlook's Philip Murphy, Maurice Simmcns. Several parents Were present,
orchestra
Ralph Wilson, Don Lucy, Gerald i and among the guests was Mrs.
Mrs. Mae McIntosh went Thurs Hawkins, Clifford Myron Wiley, , Walter Starrett, former captain of
day to Massachusetts.
Arthur Daniels, John Peterson and i the Troop.
Olaf Johnson; Navy. Hazelton 1 ===========
Jan Valtin the author is seeking MacLaughlin and Whitney Wheel Harbor Light Chapter, of Rockassignments from the Treasury er. Those previously remembered I port.
The Congregational Circle will
Dep’t to sell war bonds . . . And are: Army', Maynard Wiley and
’
hold
a game party Saturday night
with his best-seller behind him, David Sivewright, Jr.;
Navy,
Archie
MacLaughlin.
chums hear he is broke ....
at Town hall. The public is in
vited.
Mrs. Gertrude Starrett is em
ployed this week at the home of
Mrs. Winslow in Waldoboro.
A
XX XX

XX
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Sticking
Our NECKS Out too tor
1

But so far. at least, we submit the Maine

troops with swiftness and secrecy. At the

Central like all the other railroads) hasn’t

same time, we’ve moved thousands and

done too badly in carrying out its part in

thousands of vacationists; more thousands

winning this war Nor have we any illusions

of fighting men on furlough, and still main

about the magnitude of the bigger burdens

tained our regular passenger schedules, with

to come

surprisingly few delays.

Many doubted our ability to do the job

All this didn’t just happen. The railroads

when steamships carrying fuel to run New

simply went into high-gear for war-time. To

England’s factories and war plants, and to

date, it’s been almost “every day stuff” for

heat New England’s homes, tossed the ball to

the 4,000 transportation-trained men and

us as the submarine line got too tough for

women who are the Maine Central Rail

them to crack The railroads carried the ball

road system. They, and the millions of other

—and gasoline too. We could carry’ more fuel

railroad workers throughout the country, are

right now if it was offered to us.

eager to do even more.

We’ve delivered the materials of war and

Railroads are the backbone of transporta

taken away the finished fighting machines

tion. W’ith them the war effort comes first—

on regular freight schedules. At the same time

ahead of everything else

we’ve kept on bringing in the food Northern

New England needs and must have to eat

You can help us too by traveling in the
middle of the week, instead of week-ends.

.

We’ve moved thousands and thousands of

It’s the patriotic thing to do.

°ue Of AMEDICA'S BAHBOADS-ALL MOBILIZED FOB WAB
I

Tuesday-Fridav

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 20,1942

The following letter has been re
ceived by the mother of Pvt. Ber
nard Bergren descriptive of his trip

Tuesday-Friday
VINALHAVEN

A Soldier’s Letter
Pvt. Bernard Bergren Tells
Of His Trans-continental
Journey

I

£5 $5 « «
OSCAR IAVE

0%

Correspondent
Telephone 8-5

INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

to Camp Kohler. Sacramento, Calif.
His address is Hq. Company, S. C.,

R. & C.

It kind of looks as if I won’t be
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
back for a while yet. We hit Califomia today and have about 600
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines In
serted once for 25 cents, two times lor 50 cents Additional
miles more to go. California is
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times. Five
really a wonderful place.
small
words to a Une.
,, . ,
_ . __ ,,
I lef# Fcrt Monmouth at 3 p. m.
Special Notice: AU “blind ads” so called 1. e. advert seTuesday, Oct. 6. There were 178
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierGazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additlonaL
of us. We had seven Pullman cars,
one diner and one baggage car. We
went to Newark, N. J., and then
FOR SALE
LOST AND FOUND
switched off on a different route.
In Pennsylvania I saw many fac
DOUBLE tenement house for salePAIR of shoes picked up by mis
tories; also coal mines, the Dela take Sat. eve at Millinery Dept., SEN- good location (Northend) large ; •
97»lt Price right. PHONE 695 R or 989M
ware River, and beautiful scenery. TER-CRANES. ____________
____________________________________ 97-98
New York State I didn’t see much
1936 Oldsmobile Sedan for sale ex
cellent tires. MRS A W RICH, no
of because it was getting dark.
TO LET
Elm St . Camden. Tel. 2214
97
Wednesday we came to Ohio and
BUICK, late ’40 Roadmaster sedan
sale; excellent rubber, low mile
again I saw hmundreds of defense SEVEN-room and bath, furnished for
97*98
hcuse. to let at Ash Point. Tel. 375-1 age. TEL. CAMDEN 532.
plants and our Great Lakes. Tnat INEZ DYER_________________
97 99
1937
Chevrolet
hydraulic
<h7n?X
LEROY WATSON
day we stopped in a little town and
TWO large furnished rooms to let truck for sale.
Pleasant Garden, City.
97*98
had exercises. Thffcsday we went on first floor at 56 TALBOT AVE^
HEN farm for sale, capacity ioX]
through Kansas City and through
LARGE furnished room to let at ~38 birds; all set up and in business
buildings real good condition: v.-rv
Kansas. Thursday night we were Beech St. MRS TRKFETHEN 95-97 nice
view over water; 50 acres of land
NORTH
Main
street,
pleasant,
large
in Texas which is a very large State. room, to let, furnished, running wa good tillage, wood-lot and pacture 1
H WOOD, Court Housp, Rockland
I saw large oil fields in Texas and ter. Adult family. Man preferred Me.
________________________________ 97 98
TEL. 672-M.______________________ 98-100
large ranches.
RAMS Hampshire for sale
Reg"
~ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St. MRS. 4 yrs. old fine type, twin igetter big
Friday afternoon we went, into ! FLORA COLLINS. Tel. 579 W
94-tf lambs $30
Or will swap for cross
bred laying* pullets cr small pigs a
New Mexico and Arizona. We
mo. old $20
ROSE HILL FARM,
stopped in El Paso and bought
Owl's Head. Tel. 292-R.
97 imj
WANTED
candy, then into Mexico. Friday we
QUICK Sale 1941 Oldsmobile Sedan
5000 miles. 144 CAMDEN ST or TEI.
traveled all day the Mexican border
GIRL wanted at CHISHOLMS SPA 67 J________ •___________________________ 97 98
97*lt
and lower California, crossed the
TREE Ripened Oranges and Grape
MIDDLE aged woman wanted for fruit for sale; special Christmas gift
Rio Grande and Colorado rivers. housework;
3 adults. BERT JONES. boxes. Write for price. NICHOLS &
Lower California is very beautiful. 37 Erin St., Thomastorr__________ 97*98 CO.. Kingston, Georgia.
97-99
TRUCK driver wanted, steady work, I 41 FOOT Boat~ 10 feet wide, built
It has beautiful mountains and
good pay. M. F. ROBARTS. Camden. 1937. Decked Cabin forward. Cockpit
fruit orchards.
Tel. 785.________________________ 96*98 19 feet by 9 feet. Motor 1941 6-cyllnBoat and Motor A-l
(Oct. 12)
Studio couch or davbed wanted cr der Packard.
bed; 29 BEECH ST., Tei ! Condition. Ideal for lobsterlng. Price
I arrived safely and really like it i Daveno
$550
00
Inquire
ALGIN CORPORA
1328 M.____________________________ 96-98
here. It is a large camp, not yet MAN or boy wanted for receiving TION OF AMERICA. Rockland 97 98
18 GOOD Young Sheep Ior sale O
shipping room in Rockland plant. I
completed. It will hold 26 000 sol and
96-98
Apply in writing to ’ROCKLAND W CARROLL. West Rockport.
diers. As it is now there are only PLANT” care The Courier-Oazette.
FARM for sale or rent, six miles
Rockland. 125 acres. Nice dwell
3000 soldiers here. The name of ____________________________________ 95-97 from
TEL. 1285 or apply RUBEN
100 baby carriages wanted to re- Ing.
the camp is Khola. We are eight . tire. No more tires after recent stock 1 STEIN’S ANTIQUE SHOP, City 96-98
gone for the duration. Have that
BOAT Owners, attention: We have
miles from Sacramento, the capital ls
bicycle repaired and stored for the mooring stones, all sizes, with or
of California with a population of Winter. DAVIS BICYCLE SHOP. 229 without staple and chain. We also
95*97 have markers,
granite walks, fire
about 75,000. It is a beautiful city Main St., Rockland.
BELL BOY wanted.
Apply at THE places, flagging, paving blocks, etc
and has nice wide straight streers. THORNDIKE HOTEL_____________ 94 tf JOHN MEEHAN & SON. phone Rock
land. 21-13. Quarry at Clark Island
It seems odd to see so many palm
WILL buy 5 or 6 room house ln j_______________ _ ___________________________ 96 tf
Rockland.
South
Thomaston,
Thom

trees along the streets. The flow aston, Camden, Rockport.
TWO-Apt. house for sale, 7 rooms
Write
93*98 : each, with bath, large lot land, fruit
ers are in bloom and everytihng is HOUSE, care Courier-Gazette.
■i trees. NINA RICHARDS, 54 Mechanic
wanted for small houses I St., Camden, Tel 2367.
97*99
beautiful. I arrived here Sunday at 5 LISTINGS
to 7 rooms. Have several customers
LARGE Size Ice refrigerator ln
3 p. m. I set my watch back three to pay cash for desirable, residential
and farm property. L. A. THURSTON. 1 good condition for sale; sectional
hours on the trip.
Tel. 1159.__________________________ 92 tf i bookcase (3 sections) for home or
Each day I saw things I never FURNITURE wanted to upholster, 1 office. TEL. 1274-M.______________ 96*98
HAY, about 25 tons, for sale. AL
for and delivered. T J. FLEM
dreamed of seeing. The West is so called
ING. 19 Birch St. Tel. 212 W.
92-tf FRED DAVIS. Pleasant Gardens, City.
Wedded 25 Years
R.F.D. 1 Box 3E.
06*98
much different than the East. It
FOUR tons cattle beets for sale
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Perry, know that there is a war going on.
Ideal for poultry; $15 ton delivered
MISCELLANEOUS within
who observed their silver w’edding Every town we went through we
ten miles.
A. BURNS, JR.,
Union.
96 98
anniversary Saturday, were given a w’ere greeted by shouts and waving
DENTAL NOTICE
PIGS for
sale—GLEASON
HILL
surprise party by their children.
hands all through the Western
During the Summer and Fall will FARM, Union, phone 4 ring 5. 96-98
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Frank States. The people are so friendly make appointments for Tuesdays and I ___
______
_________
1937 G.M
C. _ll/2 ton
truck __
for ___
sale._
Fridays. DR. J. H. DAMON. Dentlet, j long wheel base, platform body TOM
Maxey, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond to the soldiers.
office over Newberry’s 5 & 10 cent . ANDERSON, Tel. 365-J, 215 ‘ Rankin
96*98
Watts and Miss Ida Stevens of
Lower California is the most store. 362 Main Ot. Tel. 415 W. 92-tf j St.
I HUPMOBILE 1930 for sale, mileage
Rockland; Miss Joyce Whitehill, Mr. gorgeous section I was evej in. It is
I 24'419- always chauffeur driven 7 pasand Mrs. Forrest Stone, Mrs. Jose 1 a large valley with mountains on icauy ant
not.
| senggr, 4 unworn 6.50-19, 6-ply tires,
phine Stone, Mr. and Mrs. Horace both sides. The houses are all neat,
We traveled about 4250 miles on BODY, THOMASTON.
falr hpares DR PEA
96-98
.•Maxey, Mr. and Mrs. Wendall Bar- single story houses with palm trees our way here because theyJ were so ~~
:---- rNew
—
1>2-TON Ford truck for sale.
low and daughter Ruth of Thom and flowers all around.
This is careful not to let people know motor and tires. $500 JACK har
aston; Walter Perry of Portland, where the.large fruit fields are. The what direct.on we were traveling.- geven Tree Pond.
96*98
Arthur G. Perry, Mrs. Alton Winca sun pours in here all day and it is There were F.B.I. men all over the , all wool yarn for sale fclrect from
train
everything but th,*5 ■ manufacturer. Samples
knitting
paw, Mr. and Mrs. Vesper Rokes,
ti ani. We
we took
cook everytning DUt m- directions free.
H. A. and
BARTLETT,
NOTICE
OF
FORECLOSURE
Mrs. Martha Watts, Carl Perry, Mrs.
main route and really saw more of Harmony. Maine_________________ 96 104
WHEREAS. ANNIE B THURSTON the country bv doing so I am go- ! srx oak dining chairs and standard
Edward Thurston and Miss Jean and
CLINTON A
THURSTON
of
. ,
,
&
size bed spring for sale. Tel, Thomnette Perry. Maynard Watts of this Rockport. County of Knox and State ing to start in work tomorrow or aston. 70. marie 3. singer. 96*98
of Maine, by their mortgage deed,
town, and Miss Helen Perry of dated January 30th, A D 1923. and the next day. I think I am to be
1936 Ford 4-door sedan for sale; ”l937
Buick Sedan, both good rubber, cash or
recorded ln Knox County Registry of nAn.oUnion.
power
lineman
here
and
help
build
trade.
H. b. kaler, Washington.
Deeds, ln Bock 197. Page 270. con
96*98
Mr. and Mrs. Perry were married veyed to the undersigned. THE FED this camp up. There are hundreds Me Home Sunday.________________
LAND BANK OF SPRINGFIELD
Oct. 17, 1917, by Rev. J. E. Evering- aERAL
Xd^16' p^e*' Enable
corporation duly established under of lines to be built and I won’t get g
the laws of the United States of any students until January because tally-Ho riding stable. Rt l.
ham, pastor of the Baptist Church, America,
and having its usual place
Camden road.
96*08
in the home which they are now of business ln the City of Springfield. this camp won’t be completed until —
— ,„L
----------...
,, . .
.
BOILERS for sale, steam hoisting
Massachusetts,
ln
Federal
Land
occupying. They have two sons, Bank District Number One, the fol then. We are all instructors out engines (single and double drum)
Walter of Portland and Carl of lowing described real estate, situated here and only have a few basic stu relaying rails, sheaves, second hand
wire falls and 3 steam compressors.
ln Rockport, ln the County of Knox
Warren; and two daughters, Mrs. and State of Maine, in said District dents. so being a teacher for ad Write, phone Rockland 21-13 or ap
ply at quarry of JOHN MEEHAN &
Number One: A certain lot or parcel
Edward Thurston, and Miss Jean of
vanced classes I won’t get my sol SON, Clark Island.
96-tf
land with the buildings thereon
situated
in
the
village
of
Rockville
nette Perry of this town.
diers
to
teach
until
January.
30
FT.
motor
boat
for
sale
with
In the town of Rockport, Maine
Gray Marine engine. AVA M RICH.
Mr. Perry is an officer in Warren bounded
and described as follows, to
Isle au Haut.________________
96*101
BEGINNING at the northeasterly
Lodge, I.O.OF., and Mrs. Perry is wit:
side of the road leading from Rock
1937 Terraplane Coach for sale;
SPRUCE HEAD
an officer in the E. A. Starrett ville to West Camden (now West
1936 Terraplane Coupe; 1934 TerraRockport) by way of Ezekiel Vinal
plane Sedan; 1933 Chevrolet Coupe;
Miss
Ethel
Sheldon
arrived
FriAuxiliary, S.U.V.
and James Oxton’s and at the west .
.
, lp34 Chevrolet panel truck, ’.2 ton.
They received many nice gifts in erly line of Orland Barrows; thence day from Bloomfiield, N. J. to ac- Frederick waltz, 165 Broadwav.
westerly and northerly by said road company Misses Ella Huntting and
^.w--------------------------silver, and also a huge anniversary eighty-three and two-thirds rods or
thereabouts
to
a
stake
and
stones
at
Selma Anderson to Miss Hunting’s bungalow
modern”Tacres^
cake.
Jason Ripley’s land; thence easterly
by said Ripley’s land and land for home in Montclair, N. J. Miss An- i la^I
SIX-Room Cape Cod type house for
merly of the late Stephen Barrows,
The giraffe is the tallest of living forty-two rods to stake and stones-’ derson will visit several days in sale. Newly re-condltloned. Modern
thence southerly by said Stephen Montclair before returning to her Bath, garage, large lot land, excellent
mammals.
neighborhood.
Barrows' land (now or formerly) and
SIX-room house with bath $1600
land of Orland Barrows fifty-eight home in Kalamazoo, Mich.
If you are Interested ln buying or
rods to stake and stone; thence
Helps You Overcome
Thornton Batty, Coast Guard has selllnS any property get in touch with
southwesterly by said Orland Bar’
’ L A. THURSTON, 468 Old County Rd
rows' land seven rods to stake and returned to Boothbay Harbor after
TEX 1159 .
95-tf
stones: thence southerly bv said Or
FALSE TEETH
land Barrows' land thirty-six rods to spending liberty with his parents.
3 200 Crystal bottom office or store
of beginning. Being land con
lights for sale cheap; 344 MAIN ST
Looseness and Worry place
veyed by Elisha Gurney to Edward A
Mrs. Addie Hall who has been
95 97
No longer be annoyed or feel 111 at Gurney and Stephen B. Gurney by
_______
_____
FURNACE
for
sale,
burns
coal
cr
visiting
Mrs.
Jasper
Drinkwater
and
case because of loose, wabbly false deed dated August 24th. 1871, record
teeth FASTEETH, an Improved alka ed In the Knox Registry of Deeds, her daughter Nellie Hall who has fast^tatio'n Cof MadtlmPon Co’1 tel
line (non-a'id) powder sprinkled on Book 28, Page 317, excepting so much
m^High ^.^or
your plates holds them firmer so they as was sold by Kingsley A. Gould to been visiting Miss Mary Arnold,
feel more comfortable. Soothing and Nathaniel Carroll for a house lot. and have returned to Vinalhaven.
___________________________________
95 97
|
Sunoc
o
station)
for
details.
cooling to gums made sore by excessive containing twenty-five acres, more or
acid mouth.
Avoid embarrassment less.
EXEX7TRIC
range
for
sale.
Westing
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Kinney have house, like new; 1941 model. TEL 870
Reference is made to a deed from
caused by loose plates. Get FAStkETH
C. C. Cress to Annie B. Thurston and moved to their newly-bought house or 92 CEDAR ST.
95*97
today at any drug store.
Clinton A. Thurston, bearing date
CLEM-Cross Pullets for sale
All
January twenty-second, 1913, recorded on Thomaston street, Rockland.
laying. $2. C. B. TOLMAN, Warren.
ln Book 161. Page 225, said Knox RegMr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Cleveland
Tel, 44-5.
95-97
Istrv of Deeds:
AND WHEREAS the conditions of spent several days recently at their
DAPPLED Gray Horse for sale, six
POSTER PRINTING
said mortgage have been broken and
years old; good worker, kind and
home in Camden.
are now broken :
clever
Call between 7 and 9pm
NOW THEREFORE, by reason of
EVEREMT WOOSTER. Beechwood St
Mrs.
Marion
Dow
of
Wakefield.
the breach of the conditions thereof
Thomaston. Me., Hill Crest Farm
THE FEDERAL LAND BANK OF Mass., has been recent guest of Mrs. _______
95*97
SPRINGFIELD, aforesaid, bv Bradford Edith Low.
THIRTY pigs for sale. $6 each
C. Redonnett. Its attorney duly au
SPROWL BROS., Searsmont.
95’9?
thorized by Power of Attorney, which
Mrs. Leland Morten and daugh
said Power of Attorney ls duly record
1941 G. E. Refrigerator. 7 cu. fted in the Knox County Registry of ter Eleanor dined Sunday with Mr. perfect condition. Call CAMDEN 538.
Deeds, hereby claim a foreclosure of
95*97
and Mrs. William Todd at their evenings.
said mortgage.
cpw.
Jersey
and
Guernsev
for
saleDated the fourteenth day of
Crescent Beach home.
no dealers Call after 4 p. m BERI’
October. A. D. 1942.
New
County Road.
THE FEDERAL LAND BANK
Mr. and Mrs. William Carr of COLLAMORE.
Thmoaston. next Trotting Park
OF SPRINGFIELD
Portland were recent dinner guests
______________________ 95*97
toy Bradford C. Redonnett,
Its Attorney of Mr. Carr’s parents, Mr. and Mrs « Rent plan, house and 6 acres land
Charles P
*or sa^e'
Thomaston. $500
Four
STATE OF MAINE
vnanes t. Carr and supper guests' room house. Pleasant Gardens. $350
Lincoln, ss.
October 14. 1942
studley. 283 Main st 92-tf
Tel
Personally
appeared
the
above that night of Mr. and Mrs. Clar- "-7*
1154.
named Bradford C Redonnett. ln his
ence
are
at
their
home
in
Rockland.
Get attention for your pro
said capacity, and made oath that to
DESIRABLE property for
his best knowledge and belief, the
Camden, to settle estate J HERBERT
motion—with colorful post
Edgar
Post
of
the
Coast
Guard,
within named Annie B Thurston and
GOULD, Tel. 2306 or 2170, Camden
ers. We build them inexpen
69-tf
Clinton A. Thurston are not in the Boston, spent the week-end with
Military Service or training of the his parents.
sively.
D 6i H hard coal. egg. stove nut
United States of America, as defined
$15 50 per ton. del. Nut site and run
TEL. 770
in the Soldiers’ and Sailors' Relief Act
Mrs.
Mabel
Spooner
of
Rockland
of
mine New River soft, not wreenro
of 1940; the National Guard Act of
$10 25 ton del. M. B & C. O PER-R\
The Courier-Gazette of1940;1940.and the Selective Training Act is housekeeper for Leslie Thompson. 519
Main St.. Tel 487
Mrs. Charles E. Carr spent the
Before me.
Job Printing Dept.
MARGIE D MONTS.
past week with Mrs. Grace Carr in
Courier-Oazette Want Ads WorM
Notary Public.
Rocklahd.
_ _
97-T-1Q1
. Wonderel
_

word has been received
listment Sept. 30 in tlu
pgserves of Henry H. Ewel
stationed in Newport. R
’Sjjnion. Church Circle will
Thursday with supper at
served by Cora Petersen
Libby, Hazei Roberts and
prew. Members will go
jfternoon. as there are tv.
jorters to tie.
■»jrs. Valois Young and d.
Evelyn visited Friday in R
Mrs. Fred K. Coombs ai.
William Lawry. returned T
from a visit with Mrs
Payson in Rockland
Miss
Nathalie Smith
Thursday from Falmouth I{or a visit with her am
Allie F. Lane.
Mrs. Byron Thomas and
ter Alice have returned fr
visit in Woburn, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyford Pin
and son Wyman have
from Bangor, where they
guests of relatives
Earl Calder returned Sa
to Boston having been
Teel House.
Ocean Bound Rebekali
held installation ol olfio
Lay. Installing officers we:t
president Blanche Kittled;
D D. Marshal Beulah Drev.
officers are: Noble Grand
nia Tolman; vice grand, t
Oakes;

Pt

Cora

R.S.N.G..

L.S.N.G., Blanche Kittred
VG., Eleanor Conway; I
Elodic Hassen; warden. b|
Drew; conductor. Arlene 'J
recording secretin'. Hilma
gter; financial
Ames; treasurer Sada R
chaplain, Florence Lawsoi.
guard, Ruth Billings; piar..
Brcwn. Lunch wa- served
close of the ceremoniePriscilla Chilles and Mary
garet Chilles were week-end
of Mrs. Bessie Dailt v in Ro 1
Mrs. Edward While, sen
and Mrs. David Andersen
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HE’S A BOMBA

J

bomber crew,
plastic in the n|
second time. Bf
well, just loo j
the favorite cif

A PACK OF C/

IS STANDAI
EQUIPS EN)

WITH ME.

T|

SUIT ME
A'T'

/■-

rette tastes best to I
taste and throat arl
Based on the t j
Camels will suit \|
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VINALHAVEN
s\
J£RS. OSCAR LANE

Correspondent
« « ««
Telephone 8-5

HAT IT COSTS
column not to exceed three lines Intwo times lor 50 cents. Additional
ie time; 10 cents tor two times. Five
blind ads” so called I. e. advertlaeuiswers to be sent to The C our lercost 25 cents additional.

FOR SALE
DOUBLE tenement house for sale__
good location 'Ncrthend) large lot
Price right
PHONE 695 R or 989 M.
'__________________________________ 97-98
1936 O:dsmoblle Sedan for sale eiT*
ccllent tires
MRS A W RICH,’ 110
| Elm St , Camden, Tel. 2214 .
97 tf
BUICK. late '40 Roadmaster sedan”
for sale, excellent rubber, low mile
age
TEL CAMDEN 532
97.93
1937 Chevrolet hydraulic dumn
let truck for sale.
LEROY WATSON
Pleasant Garden. City.
97*98
-tf
HEN farm for sale, capacity 1000
bird- all set up and in businessbuildings real good condition- verv
nice view over water, 50 acres of land1-1 ' and pacture F
| H WOOD. Court House, Rockland
________________________________ 97 98
RAMS Hampshire for sale.
Reg
4 vc; old fine type, twin getter, big
lambs $30
Or will swap for cross
pullets or small pigs- h
1 mo old $20
ROSE HILL FARM
| Gw: Head Tel 2;;2 R
97
QUICK Sale 1941 Oldsmobile Sedan
5000 miles
144 CAMDEN ST or TET '
J
_____‘_____________ ________ 97 98
TREE Ripened Oranges and Grape-'
1’iiit lor sale, special Christmas gift
ES.
Write for prlce
NICHOLS *
98
9799
"’1 ' 1
1 11 ''
10 feet wide, built
™ 193,
Decked Cabin forward. Cockpit
98 19 feet by 9 feet Motor 1941 6-cylln(I, ; Packard
Boat and Motor A-l
condition. Ideal for lobsterlng
Price
$o50 00
Inquire ALGIN CORPORA
TION OF AMERICA. Rockland. 97-96
,8 GOOD Young Sheep Ior sale" O*
W CXRROLI V.' • Rockport.
96-98
FARM for sale or renL six miles
fr< ni Ri ckland. 125 acres Nice dweliJ,2,85 or “pply ruben- 1 1' 1 \ 8 AN IIQUE SHOP. City. 96-98
BOAT Owners, attention: We have
mooring stones, all sizes, with or
without staple and chain. We also
nave markers, granite walks, fire
p,aces, flagging, paving blocks etc
JOHN MEEHAN A- SON phone Rock
land. 21 13
Quarry at Clark Island.
_ ________ __ ,______________________ 96 tf
TWO Apt. house for sale, 7 rooms
earn, with bath large lot land, fruit
trees. NINA RICHARDS. .54 Mechanic
St ( amden, Tel 2367
97*99
LARGE Size Ice refrigerator In
good condition for sale; sectional
bookcase (3
sections) forhome or
otlice TEI,
1274 M
96*98
,
B,x3ut 25 tons, for sale. a£7
*,RkD DAVis, Pleasant Gardens. City.
I 1^ 1 Box
3E
06*98
FOUR tons cattle beets for sale
Ideal for poultry; $15 ton delivered
within ten miles.
A. BURNS, JR
Unlon_______________________
96 98
r foS-® TTf°r
saJe--GLEASON
HILL
I hM Umom_phone_4 ring 5. 96-98
1937 GMC l'j ton truck for sale?
' IT’S.™-61 base- platform body TOM
ANDERSON. Tel 365 J. 215 ' Rankin
' ____
96 * 96

| yor£; has been received of the
Sept. 30 in the Naval
turves of Henry H. Ewell, Jr. He
stationed in Newport, R. I.
fc fr.:cn Church Circle will meet
i -tiursday with supper at 5.30
°f
| ,,ed by Cora Peterson, Ida his parents Mr anrt
’
'
d Mrs-Pieman
I . yjy Hazel Roberts and Beulah - - L Roberts.
Members will go in the
The Antique Club met Wednes
I eri,uoh as there are two com- day with Mrs. MildTed Brewster,
| ,ters io tie.
Mrs. Elsie Ames and Mrs. Kate
r jjr. Valois Young and daughter Greenleaf recently entertained at
«e,_v!i visited Friday in Rockland,
bridge, under the auspices of the
i’ Mi Fred K. Coombs and Mrs.
Eastern Star Club at the home of
j- .ain Lawry. returned Thursday
the latter. Those present were
..oJn a visit with Mrs. Everett
Vera Johnson, Marion Littlefield,
Pjvson in Rockland.
Cora Petersen. Margie Chilles, Lu
Nathalie Smith
came cille Carver. Ida Libby, Hazel
--.ursclay from Falmouth Foreside Dyer, Mary Wentw’orth, Eleanor
,5r a visit with her aunt Mrs.
Conway and Madeline Smith. First
F. Lane.
honors went to Mrs. Conway; sec
« Mrs Byron Thomas and daugh- ond to Mrs. Wentworth.
■?r Alice have returned from a
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis T. Burgess
m Woburn, Mass.
arrived Friday from Bangor and
Mr and Mrs. Lyford Philbrook are passing their honeymoon at
#<1 .-.on Wyman have returned Camp Restless at the Ames’ Farm.
Bangor, where they were
News has been received of the
ests of relatives.
death Oct. 15 of John Carver
Sari Calder returned Saturday Pendleton in Brookline, Mass. Mr.
Be ten having been guest at the Pendleton was the son cf Leander
||Teel House.
and Josephine Carver Pendleton,
» Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge and a Summer resident of this
K;-e;d> installation of officers Tues- town.
’ ;ay Installing officers were D. D.
William Bruce, U.S.Navy , is
President Blanche Kittredge and home on a furlough and visiting
3 D Marshal Beulah Drew. The his parents Mr. and Mrs. Alex
.ficer are: Noble Grand, Sophro- Bruce.
,-„a Tolman; vice grand, Frances
High School Notes
,Oakes; R.S.N.G., Cora Peterson;
Schcol epened with an enroll
L5.N.G., Blanche Kittredge; R.S.
ment
of 70; Seniors 16. Juniors
VC, Eleanor Conway; L.S.V.G,
Eodic Hassen; warden. Beulah 18, Sophomores 19, and Freshmen
Drew; conductor, Arlene White; 17. Patricia Marce returned to
irecording secretary, Hilma Web- San Francisco after four weeks’
er; financial secretary. Villa | attendance as a Sophomore.
Limes; treasurer, Sada Robbins;! Class officers are: Seniors—
i.iaplain, Florence Lawson; inside ; President, Alton Oakes; vice presigjard, Ruth Billings; pianist. Flora dent, Harold Alley; secretary,
Brcwn. Lunch was served at the John Toivola; treasurer, William
Littlefield.
Juniors — President,
Iclose of the ceremonies.
vice president,
Priscilla Chilles and Mary Mar- Marion Oakes;
secretary,
Mary
pre: Chilles were week-end guests Betty Dyer;
iof Mrs. Bessie Dailey in Rockland. Warren;* treasurer, Beatrice Bur
Sophomores — President,
Mrs Edward White, son Walter gess.
Robert
Tolman; vice president,
1 and Mrs. David Anderson went

,1930 for driven
sale- mileage
ii - . 419. alwaysE chauffeur
7-pas1 'tiger, 4 unworn 6.50-19, 6-ply tires
new 1940 2 fair spares
DR pfa
BODY. THOMASTON
ILTON Ford truck for sale
New
and ll^S' J500
JACK HARi
North Warren East
Sc\en Tree Pond
96*98
UI, w<"! Yarn for sale Street from
u'r^f^tUr<r
Samples an<l knitting
directions free
H. A. BARTLETT.
Harmony. Maine
96 104
sr^J^,ak dlplng chairs and standard
-,/«■ bed spring for sale
Tel, Thom,0 MARIE B. SINGER.
96*98
4door sedan foF sale; 193(7
Buick Sedan, both good rubber, cash or
„ H B. KALER. Washington
Sunday.
96*98
htRSE for sale? saddle or driving,
Tiui v
prlce
reasonable.
TAIL5 HO RIDING STABLE. Rt. 1.

96*98

„nafn?_ERS ?f0,r sale' ste™ hoisting
'XiS. *sl?*Ie ,and double drum)
wireyl?fn
S',. s„heaves- second hand
vv-a !s anci 3 steam compressors.
Write phone Rockland 21 13 or apK,'vat,.,(”,an?' of JOHN MEEHAN &
1
Island
96-tf
\T .motor boat for sale with
>rsy Marine engine
AVA M. RICH.
Isle au Haut_____
96*101 '
,oi?37~ Terraplane Coach for sale;
,
Terraplane Coupe; 1934 TerraO34nerhtda"\ 1933 Chevrolet Coupe;
et panel truck. >$ ton,
t>l 838-W
WALTZ- 165 Broad^'
na

a'nd

HE’S A BOMBARDIER. He’s the business man of this B-17E
bomber crew. His office is the "greenhouse” of transparent

plastic in the nose of the ship. And he works there on splitsecond time. But w hen those busy "office hours” are over
well, just look below and watch him enjoying a Camelthe favorite cigarette on land, on sea, and in the air.

^S’fKL.AND Nearly new 6-room
f°r Sa‘e' modern- 3 acres of

a>X m™"1 Cape Cod type house for
lath
reconditioned. Modern
leUhtKd UrW 1Ot land’ excellent
SlX-rtxtm

house

A PACK OF CAMELS

bath. gl«00.
tn buying or

with

IS STANDARD

i tS-dK^’ Ret ln touch with
•Ei' ,TBLR&TON' 468 old County Rd.

95 tf
3h;<al bVitom office or store
gnt» ior sale cheap; 344 MAIN ST.

EQUIPMENT

WITH ME.

Srcb01" S.ale' bums coal or
inch grate
This is at Bel='ii>ASTi°ni,Of Marltlrne OU Co . TEL.
ata 127 Ht«h st - or
..and1341
(Rockland
/ 2S? Station) for details
95-97
’’! KCTRIC range for sa'e Westing

THEY

SUIT ME TO

A'T'

nw croARWsTlM1 modeI-' tel95?^
f:

l^:!euT~?or sale.
AH
»2. c B TOLMAN. Warren
u 44-5
95-97
Dappifd Gray Horse for sale, six
Aer
Worker. kind and

’FRFTT
r-Kt. I I
imaston.

WOOSTER.

Me

THE

7Beechwood
an<l 9 p- Stm

y-ZONE

✓/

Hili’Cwt

95*97

where cigarettes

RowIYbrPA|s
sale,6 each
-.
. Searsmont.
95*97
Ref’lgerator. 7 cu. ft.
>nln—,
dlt °n' CaI1 CAMDEN. 538.

and Guernsey for sale.
•ixXmoreCan after A P m' BERT
•r , .
New
County
Road.
moas,on. next Trotting Park.
m
F
.«•

TaieP ' tuho:'‘se and 6 acres
hn. Th°pia?t-on. $500
STt-nT«Xeasant Gardens,
STLDLEY. 283 Main St..

,----

land
Four
$350.
Tel

- -------------------------- 92-tf

•?S,I-?lA,BLE , Property for sale ln
PLI?'
VJL681®1* j HERBERT
ULD. Tel. 2306 or 2170, Camden.
- -_________ __________________ 89-tf
hard coal. egg. stove, nut
tnln^*i22nB.deI Nut s,ze and 13111
25 "t ,nN4 i RAer Soft' not greened

V 'n
Ma.n Rt

B & C O PERRY.
92-tf

Tel 487

burlcr-Gazette Want Ads Work
kdeni

are judged
The"T-ZONI"—Taste and Throat—is the
proving ground for cigarettes. Only your
taste and throat can decide which ciga
rette tastes best to you...and how it affects your throat. For your
taste and throat are absolutely individual to you.
Based on the experience of millions of smokers, we believe
Camels will suit your "T-ZONI" to a "T." Prove it for yourself!
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Jan.

guest of Mrs. L. A. Winchenbach,
TENANTS HARBOR
SEARSMONT
Scuth Waldcboro.
[The following will be of inter
I M" Snd MrS" MUlard Mank and
Mrs. Virgil Morse, Jr. and little
THE LYRIC MUSE
Mrs. J. L. Flanders recently visited est to many people in this vicin daughter Mary of Waldoboro were
| S°n' Kenneth- of Pramingdale. were
M'sses Lizzie Winslow and Winnie ity In that Mr. Smith has spent recent guests of Rev. Mary S. Gib
' V S tOrS ®Unday at L" L Mank'S
Winslow
the Summer months practically son.
Mrs Della Dickinson of Rich! mond is visiting her son, Alberti The Social Club met .recently all his life at the home of his
Mr and Mrs. Harold Cobb spent
I
with Mrs Albert Mank with 15 grandmother, Mrs. Emma M. Tor
Mank.
several
days last week with Mr. and
I
members ar.d guests present. The
Mrs. John Burgess and family in
j Chester Wren of Kittery, Mr. next meeting. Oct. 22. will be with rey of this place)
Waldoboro.
and Mrs. Merrill Wren, Carl Wren Mrs. Fred Munro.
Smith - Forsyt h
and Catherine Wren of Gardiner,
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Adams were
Publication Limited to Brief
Mr. and Mrs J O Jameson and
The wedding of Miss Jean M.
Poems
were at home for the week-end.
visitors
in
Augusta
Oct.
8,
Mr.
two daughters attended the chicken Forsyth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
of Original Composition
Adams
attending
the
meeting
of
Mrs. Bessie Hoffses visited Fri- supper Wednesday in North Waldo- William Forsyth of 19 Hancock
By Subscribers
day with her son, Albert in boro. Mrs. Jameson and daughters st. Somerville, Mass., to Attorney the State Town Clerks’ Association.
Mrs. Clyde Marriner. and friend.
were guests Sunday of Mrs. J R James Mont Smith, son of Mr. and
iOaices: treasurer, James Roberts Camden
OCTOBER
Mrs.
Henderson, both of Camden,
I Roland and Leonard Skccg left J Miss ^othy Orff of Warren,! Danfcrth. Union.
Mrs. Albert W. Smith of 45 Bay
I For The Courier-Gazette 1
were
visitors
here
Friday
night.
-------State Ave., West Somerville, took
Oct. 17 for Barrington, R I., where 1 passed the week-end with her
walked down the forest way
Mr. and Mrs. Muhler of Newton. I One
mother,
Mrs.
Fred
Munro.
place Saturday. Sept. 26, at the
quiet blue October day:
they will attend school, Roland as
ROCKVILLE
Mass, were recent guests of Mr. and The leaves, all golden, red and’ brown
Miss
Phyllis
Miller
of
Dutch
West
Somerville
Congregational
a junior and Leonard as a freshMr. and Mrs. Jesse Kellar. Rev. ! Church, at 4 o’clock. Rev. ETastus Mrs. Ben Ames Williams.
_ Here and there were falling down
Neck, was guest last Friday of Mis
man'
and
Mrs
Ncyes
Farmer.
Mrs.
Nellie
i
Mrs. J. G. Packard visited Mr.
But Schick a di^ wa’J oTthe^in/
Vera Jameson.
Green, pastor of the church was
Perry,
Mrs.
Ida
Barrows,
Miss
1
and
Mrs.
F.
L.
Whitten
and
family
|
<
^
o^Xr^n?t^b.ckwbhun
Burgess-C’onday
Sulo Pietila spent the week-end I
the officiating clergyman,
Lottie H. Ewell. Mr and Mrs F. L.
Mr. and Mrs. Vinal H. Conway at home from South Portland.
i The bride was attended by her in Belfast Saturday.
While down ln the valley cattle low'd
Hunter,
Vernon
Hunter
and
Mr.
Evidence of a farm abode.
Mrs. Phillip Thomas and her
Burnell Mank is on a week's va
of Wilmington. Mass., announce
sister. Miss Isabelle Forsyth, as
War seemed far away Indeed,
and
Mrs.
Matthew
Starr
attended
daughter,
Mrs.
Johnson,
both
of
From this woodland, valley and
the marriage of their daughter. cation from the Central Maine
maid of honor, and by Miss Miriam
mead.
the Hamalainen-Kellar wedding
Rockland,
called
on
Mrs.
Francella
Power
Co.
office
in
Rockland
and
Charlotte Elizabeth to Hollis Tol
Brannan, Mis6 Arlene Smith, sister
The
sun
set ln the West and lo!
Saturday
in
West
Rockport.
Miss Vera Jameson from Depositors'
man Burgess.
I knew 'twas time for me to go.
of the groom, Miss Janet Taylor, Moody and True Moody Saturday.
Mrs. F. J. Hunter has passed the and Miss Esther White, all of
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Cole and Mr But I shall go again some day,
The wedding took place in Ban Trust in Waldoboro.
Down the tinted forest way.
week
with
her
daughter.
Mrs.
Wil

and
Mrs.O. W. Amsden, all of Bos
Mr. and Mrs. George Hyler of
gor, Oct. 15 at 8 o’clock. Rev. Au
, Somerville, as bridesmaids.
Rae of Belfast.
brey Winson officiated. Miss Er- Rockport were callers Sunday at liam Gray at Week’s Mills.
The groom was attended by ton, spent the week-end at the Cole
M at at M
Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Shearer, of Somerville, as home here, i
nell Spurdon of Bangor and Basil Miss Ellie Mank’s.
HEARTSEASE
Mrs. Israel Woodbury and Mr.
LaForest I. Mank accompanied Lewis Leighton were Mr. and Mrs. best man. The ushers were Lau
Clements of Winterport attended
I For The Courier-Gazette)
Ernest Burns and William Brooks Norman Wells, daughters, Norma rence Beake and Harry David and Mrs. Clarence Wood, all of
the couple.
Morrill, called on Miss Belle Lowell where MoUc^paiml flout^b^’meloThe bride was gowned in pale to Augusta Wednesday to attend a and Ruth of Augusta and Miss Bowen of Somerville, Harold Seder and W. C. Creamer Sunday P. M. L lovdlest;he floral
blue crepe with matching acces meeting of the Maine Municipal Ruby Leighton of Lincoln.
scent on gentle
of Worcester and Charles Worth
George Skinner has gone, to Bath,
breeze
Mrs. Ncyes Farmer is spending of Medford.
sories and wore a corsage of Association.
„ v.
,
,
,
, ,
Harmonious music's witchery ln these
the heart-throbs to distill
Wilbur Stratton has bought the some time with her parents, Mr.
American Beauty roses. Her at
The bride’s dress was of mousse- Where he is employed in the Ship- | Grasping
Security from life's abundant Ills
yard.
Edward
Coombs
property.
and Mrs. Jesse Keller
I find contentment, gathering flowers
tendant wore soldier blue with
line de sole over satin with a fin
Mrs. Olin Bonnin of Skowhegan Arranged for .bedside
. ..
Recent callers at C. C. Bowers'
comforting
matching accessories and corsage
Miss Helen O’Jala has found em gertip veil of bridal Illusion and
was
a
week-end
guest
at
the
home
hours
were Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Barn ployment with her twin sister, Miss she carried a bouquet of roses and
of roses.
of her sister, Mrs. Colby Howard. WhPr<tuni?£e£ain “F 01 °n“ “nd t°r‘
Mrs. Burgess is a graduate of ard cf Rockland. Mr. and* Mrs Wil Vivian, at the Waltham Watch Co. bouvardla. The maid of honor
Elwood Haves went on Oct. 9 to 5?afts respond to sympathlc reign
_
Of fragrance, and beauty’s well treasMedford High School class 1939. liam Stanford, Mr. and Mrs. S. F tn the defense division.
wore sky sapphire blue silk taf _
Fort
Devens, where he was inducted
ured powers
Haskell,
Mr.
and
Mrs
Silas
Watts,
Mr. Burgess graduated from Vinal
J E. Sinnett, Jr. is mourning the feta and carried pink snapdrag
army.
Before
leaving
stimulating hope and courage again.
haven High, class of 1938 He also Miss Muriel French of Warren and less of his terrier. Prince, which ons and roses. The bridesmaids town be
nrecenled irlth useful The laws of average meet In each one
town, ne was presented
With useiui where duty beckons and fuU hearts
attended University of Maine for Wilbur Stratton.
wore taffeta faille gowns of two gifts by his friends. Mr. Hayes is
was killed by an automobile.
respond
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leland
Orff
and
three years.
yesteryear seeds soon give birth
Mrs. H. M. Wright of Natick. shades of dahlia rose and carried very grateful for these gifts, and ' When and
growth
The newlyweds will reside here ! dauShter- E;sa, Mr. and Mrs. H. W Mass., is spending a few weeks1 bouquets of blue delphinium and
As sunshine fills hearts with courage
wishes
to
thank
all
w'ho
thought

ous hope.
until Jan. l when they leave for , Flanders and daughter June, were here as guest of Mrs. Inez C.
roses. The bride’s mother’s fully remembered him.
The music of our souls responds with
Boston where Mr. Burgess enters visi.ors Sunday at Mr. and Mrs
life
Bror.kie and Mrs. Jane Hallowell. costume was of deep delphinium
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ratten and And cares flee from us like a fire
the Army Signal Corps School, in J. L. Flanders’.
blue canton faille, with corsage of family have moved recently to
fly's flight.
Mr and Mrs. James Ewing and
which he has enlisted.
K. S. F.
red camellias and breton sailor of Rockland, and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
FISHERMAN
’
S
SOLILOQUY
Rockland.
daughter, Jeannie of Warren, were
matching
color.
As
she
was
es

If we haven’t any tires.
Freeman and family to Belfast.
« M Nt M
Parents of men in the war service: i guests Sunday at A. G Miller’s.
corted in, the organist played a se Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Morang and
If
we
haven
’
t
any
gas.
Mrs.
Ethel
Hanna
and
Mrs
David
Is your son receiving The Courier- j
AUTUMN MORNING
lection written by the groom. The family moved recently from AppleWill all the fishing tackle
|For The Courier-Gazette)
Gazette regularly Can you imagine Oxton visited Sunday with Mrs.
bridegroom's
mother
wore
claret
Just have to go to smash?
ton to the Herbert Robbins house In Autumn's early morning glow
anything that would have a greater Eva Masters.
wine
sheer
crepe
roselle,
with
hat
The hedges softly bend and blow
here.
Deputy Grand Master LaForest Clean it, wind it and say
value in the eyes of the absent
__
.
. , ,,
..
,
.And crimson leaves ln glory fall
of
same
color,
and
corsage
of
gar

the card party held at the heme par down the road, along the wall,
I. Mank were in Warren recently We'll hope for better luck with
fighter?
denias.
of Mrs. Ethel Higgins Saturday The hills in silence greet the sky
to ir/stall the officers in the That old trout lost last May—
The soloist for the nuptials was night bv the Townsend Club wns
to southern
woodlands
LOOP. Lodge. He was accom- It might be, we can pluck
xugnt Dy me townsena ClUD was Andbirds
crickets
blithely chirp
thelr fly
lay
Miss
Rosamond
Smith,
cousin
of
attended, and a pleasant social oc- To hall the break of Autumn day.
That same “fella” some day
i panied by L. L. Mank.
ttie groom and her selection pre casion was enjoyed. Some of the Calm nature waits with bated breath
Elizabeth Creamer recently visit- When time, gas and tires, give men
j
.
As Summer’s eyes are closed ln death
ceding
the marriage ceremony
BUY U.S. WAR BONDS
their desires.
members of the Camden Club, in- But drvs her tears at Autumn's smile
! ed Mrs. G. J. M»nk.
was
"Believe
Me,
Dear,
”
and
then
eluding their President, Mrs. Lin- In a°f*ned beauty mile on mile,
K. S. F.
Phyllis Bowers was week-end
Maurice P. Hill
following the service while the coin, attended the party.
Rockland
bridal party were having their
Mrs. Roscoe Ryan and children.
pictures taken she sang "Be w^io have been staying in Norridge
NORTH HAVEN
cause,” “All That I Have I Give wock with Mr. Ryan, are at the
Members of the Young People’s
To You’ and “I Love You Truly.” home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
A wedding reception was held in Maynard Cushman, for a short Library, Pulpit Harbor, are request
ed to meet at Mrs. Frank Water
the church vestry where the bride time.
and
groom
received
the
many
YOU'RE GEARED TO
Emery Cottrell of Belfast was a man’s, Nov. 12, at 7.30 p. m„ to de
cide what will be done with the
guests under an archway of Sunday guest of Frank Wood.
Library
Books.
96T99
dahlias.
Mrs. J. G. Packard is visiting j
The bride is a graduate of Som her daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Smith,
erville High School, class of 1934, and family in Hallowell.
GLEN COVE
and Jackson College, 1938. For
Mrs, Mildred Colby of Rockport
the pest three years she was a
was a visitor Thursday at the home
CUSHING
teacher in the High School of
of Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Wood
Dr. E. G. Payne and Mr. Badger J
WHEN YOU'RE TRAINING
Ashby, Mass. The groom gradu
ward.
of New York University were re
ated from Somerville High in 1032.
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. M. J. | Mrs. Charles E. Gregory was
TO WIN YOUR WINGS
and from Harvard College in 19Q6, Maloney.
guest Friday of Mrs. Arthur Grin
and Harvard Law School, class of 1
nell
in Camden.
Mrs. Charles Bailey accompanied
AS-A BOMBARDIER
1940. He practices law in Wor
Mrs. Martha Shibles and sister,
by Mrs. Ellsworth Ross of Washingcester, but at the present time is a
ton, D. C. who have passed the Carrie Tolman of Portland recently
munitions supervisor in the Unit greater part of the Summer at Pilot I visited their father, Fred E. Greged States Coast Guard and is sta Point, left Friday for Portland, ory- The group then called on
tioned in New York City where where they will visit relatives and relatives in Searsport.
the couple expect to make thelr friends before proceeding to their
Mrs. Bessie Hew-ett of Rockland
home.
homes. Mrs. Bailey will join her was a recent guest of Mrs. Mary
husband at their home in New York | Gregory.
for the Winter, he returned to New
SOUTH HOPE
Mrs. Edith Lunt of Thomaston
Mr. and Mrs. Marcellus Taylor York after his annual vacation was a recent visitor at her former
have moved to Rockland where the here, leaving last Wednesday..
home here.
former has employment.
Mrs. Alonzo Seavey remains
HATE
Mrs. M. H. Bowley and daughter. seriously ill, being confined to her
bed
most
of
the
time.
Miss Lucy Bowley passed the week
Hate is a bad word, but it may
Rally Sunday was observed at the be p^je that America and
end at the Francis Harding home
Union Church Sunday, with special BrRain do not hate aU thlngs
in Rockland.
Mrs. R. E. Robbins and Mr. and music by Marilyn Maloney. Mary wrong, enough? Resentment and
MTs. W. L. Taylor were visitors Orne, and Miss Johnson’s class of bitterness are natural in this evil
Sunday at the home of Mrs. Char young ladies, assisted by Miss John and senseless war, that has torn
son, the pastor Rev. Walter Smith
lotte Frost in Lincolnville.
the world to pieces. Hatred ls
chose
for his subject the following
Mrs. L. L. Mills had as guests
mostly linked with fear. Most al
A LL America’s living at split-second time today ... from the bomrecently, Mrs. Walter Sprowl of “The Church that Glows, Goes and ways one fights for a philosophy
Appleton, Mrs. Alice Corliss of Grows”, which he handled in a very and program he thoroughly be
jLA hardier at his bombsight to the men who make the bombs like
Wells River, Vlt., Mrs. Ida Chase able manner.
Jerry Lorigan below. You...and you...and everybody!
lieves in. Britain has, however, no
Charles Bucklin is in very poor
of Rockland, Mrs. Elizabeth Hilt of
schools
of hate, that idea has been
So it’s only natural that most everybody’s smok
Union and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph health.
ing more these days. Only natural, too, that taste and
All the deciduous trees are gay ln forbidden by her splendid leaders.
Robinson of Warren.
Of course they and we hate the
throat—the "T-Zone”—are more important than ever
Mrs. Isabelle McNiff is visiting their many painted colors of red.
yellow
etc,
signifying
that
summer
thin8s Hitler stands for and we
to cigarette smokers now.
relatives in Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Taylor spent has gone and the autumn weather hate *'ith Justlce the materialism
v But... take no one’s word for it when it comes to
a week ln Winnlsquam, N. H. re is rapidly following along. Some that breeds the “isms ’ we are
your own smoking. Make the "T-Zone” test described
^*8hting.
And
with absolute
cently. While there they attended of the trees are more beautiful than | Justice.
at the left, below. And let your taste and your throat
—K. S. F.
any
artist
could
ever
paint
them.
the wedding of Mr. Taylor’s grand
decide for themselves.
Charles
Rivers
and
two
daughter, Miss Lorraine Simmons
It is a good idea to leave all doors
daughters
of
Washington,
were
and John Dunlop of Tilton, N. H.
of
an unused furnace system open
R S. RM-noldiTobteeoCompany. Wlmton-Salrm.NorthCarollM
Roy T. Jacobs of Southwest Har guests of a friend in town Saturday. during the summer. As this will
Mr. and Mrs. William Browne
bor passed the week-end with his
conducted
a show, with talking allow a free circulation of air,and
daughter, Mrs. Elmer C. Hart.
pictures
last
week about every thus much moisture which might
Mrs. Arthur Larner (Kathleen
night
at
Acorn
Grange hall, they otherwise collect and cause corro
Moore) and children h%ve moved
sion will be carried away. »
from East Eddington to the farm will return Friday night, when
which she bought from the W. B. they will again produce talking
Fish estate. Mrs. Larner is the pictures and every Friday night
AIR CORPS RATCt
for Taste,
granddaughter of the late C. B. thereafter during the next few
Fish of Camden and a great-great- months.
F. I. Geyer has employment at
granddaughter of the late Abel
FOR MV
HROAT,
Gray’s Boat Shop, South Warren.
Fish, the settler and first owner of
John William Olson, son of Mr.
the farm. It was latter owned by
and Mrs.- Samuel Olson, left
CAMELS
his son, the late Simon Fish, and
October 17 to join the Navy.
then by his son, the late W. B.
Harvey Crute also expects a call in
ARE
OPS
Fish. Thus the farm has been
a few days.
owned by the Fish family since
first settled. Mr. Larner is in the
ST. GEORGE
Naval Reserves and is stationed in
Thirteen members attended the
Portland.
Harry gone nuts? V.o —
Ha*heLieut.
’e just celebrating four he/ pings
Red
Cross
meeting
last
Tuesday
and
JERRY LORIGAN, who forges bombs on a split-second
of Kate’s newest oven tri uno phs—
Parents of men in the war service: made 212 surgical dressings.
chocolate cake, walnut cookie*, made
schedule, is just as partial to Camels as the man who lays
Mrs. Adele Hazelton is making with Rumford Baking Powdrar. Try
Is your son receiving The CourierThe favorite cigarette with men in
those bombs on the target. "I’ve smoked Camels (or years,”
Rumford. Alto tend for new *bookl«t,
the Army, Navy, Marines, and Coast
Gasette regularly Can you imagine her home with her brother, Wins chock-full of recipes and ideas for
says Jerry. "They don’t get my throat, and they don’t tire
Guard is Camel. (Based on actual
better baking. FREE: Patriotic pam
anything that would have a greater low Robinson.

Saturd., i S?°°S ant* ,a“lly went I tJbby: trMsut«. Herbert Conwav;
Saturday to Barrington. R. I.
“
, Freshmen
—President, Robert StraLarry Heath, son of Mr. and ' chan; vice president. Parker WadsMis Lawrence Heath, who fell worth; secretary. William PolkFriday from his bicycle, was taken treasurer. Mary Helen Ames.
to Rockland for x-rays and treat
The class presidents are elected
ment.
ex-officio
of Activity Association
Robert Barton. US. A. came
i also Charles Mitchell, Herbert
Thursday from Kansas, for a few
Peterson. Wyvern Winsow. Joseph
bays furlough. His mother, Mrs.
j Dyer, Emily Kelw’ick, James RobJames Barton accompanied him
: erts. The officers are: President,
from Springfield, Mass
and
VTrc
n
i
Alton Oakes; vice president, HerMr
Southbrtdge
Ma^
f^ert Peterson: secretary. Marion

✓s xx

IVE BUT EFFECTIVE

I M"‘°n Phllbr“^

““

EAST WALDOBORO

f

sales records in Post Exchanges,
Sales Commissaries, Ship's Service

Stores, Ship's Stores, and Canteens.)

my taste. They’re tops!”

Mr. and Mrs. Otto Anderson
value in the eyes of the absent
have moved to Bath for the Winter.
fighter?

4

phlet of sugariess recipeat Conserve
for victory. Write Rumford Baking
Powder, Box ES, Rumford, R. L

Tuesday-Friday
Tuesday-Frlds
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Strand Theatre, Friday and Saturday

THOMASTON
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LIDA G. CHAMFNEY
Correspondent
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Tel. 94

Tel. 2229

ADELLE M. ROE3

Correspondent

were Mrs. Louise Holbrook. Mrs.
Cora Upham and Mrs. Amy Miller
The G. W. Bridge Club met Mon
day at the home of Mrs. Mary
Whitman.
Stated meeting of Harbor L:ght
Chapter. OE.S. will be tonight with
covered dish supper at 6.30. Mrs.
Cera Upham and Mrs. Amy Miller
will serve as supper committee.
Guy Young of Brunswick spent
the week-end at the heme of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Young.
Miss Lillian Whitney, daughter
of Mrs. Maud Whitney and Miss
Millicent Roberts, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Lament Roberts, were
members of the class which graduated Friday from Knox Hospital j
Schcol of Nursing.
J
;
Fifty Years Married

WEST ROCKPORT
Hamalainen - Keller

Realm of*
Music

A pretty wedding took place
the local church Saturday wl
Dorothy Ellen, older daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Keller, beca
the bride of Daniel Emil, son
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Hamalaiu
Sr.
Rev. C. Vaughn Overman, p
tor of the church performed t
double ring service assisted
Rev. Noyes D. Farmer Jr., Ensi
in the U.S.N. The bridal par
stood before a bower of evergn
trees with bouquets of cut flow
placed at attractive positions amc
them. Candelabra afforded I;,
on the platform while elecd
candles in the windows ar.d smj
strings of light along the a.
up
which
the
bridal pa;
marched.
Simon Hamalainen, brother
the groom, was best-man, whi
Mrs. Simon Hamalainen acted
matron of honor. Arlene Kel!<
sister of the bride and Carol]
Andrews were bridesmaids. Ma
reen Hamalainen, niece cf tl
groom was flower girl and E'.
Andrews, cousin of the bride w
ring bearer.
The ushers w< t|
Martin Hamalainen, brother
the groom and Sidney Andrews
The bride wore a floor lengt
mousseline de soire dress with vei
of silk net with coronet caugl;
with orange blossoms. Her hot
quet was of white roses with a:
orchid in the center. The brides
maid's dresses were of rose pin
taffeta with pearl necklaces an<
they carried colonial bouquets
chrysanthemums.
The matron of honor wore
gown of blue taffeta and carrie
a colonial bouquet of chrysanthe

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Levenseler of
Ay Gladys St. Clair Heistad
Rcckland w’ere guests Thursday at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
One of the first of the country’s piano accompaniment. All contests
Gardner.
major organizations to abandon are open only to native composers.
Maurice Miller is stationed in
* • • •
plans for a Biennial Convention in
Stockton, Calif.
His address is:
Harriet Parmalee, now in Wash
patriotic response to the request of
Pfc. Maurice Miller, Ordnance Mo
Joseph
B. Eastman, Director of the ington, D. C, tells in a charming
tor Transport, 3rd Provisional Co.,
Office of Defense Transportation. letter cf hearing Jeanette MacDon
Stockton, Calif. He is the son of
that such meetings be postponed to ald. She writes:
Mr. and Mrs. James Miller and
“I wished many times that you
free transportation for the war efhas been in army service since July.
could
have been with me to hear
fort, the Nationa 1 Federation of
The Methodist Junior Ladies' Aid
Jeanette
MacDonald. She was love
Music Clubs has announced the
met Wednesday night at the heme
ly.
but
I
thought in some of her
substitution of an “American Muof Mrs. Georgia Rhodes, Highland
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. McKen sic Festival of the Air.” for its cus pieces which I had heard Lotte
Square.
ney of Limerock street will observe tomary Biennial American Music (Lotte McLaughlin) sing, she could
Everett Sanborn of Staten Island. their 50th wedding anniversary Festival pregram. This will take not come up to Lotte. I have
N. Y. .who is on a business' trip in Sunday by entertaining a small place during National Music Week, marked these on the program
froup cf relatives and friends.
enclosed.
May 2-8. 1943.
“Sherlock Holmes and the Voice of Terror,” Universal’s up-to-the- this vicinity, called Saturday on
They
were
married
in
Camden
by
“Jeanette MacDonald is certainly
minute detective classic, stars Nigel Bruce, left, and Basil Rathbone. friends and relatives here.
Mrs. Guy Gannett, president of
Rev.
C.
C.
Phelan
of
the
Methodist
lovely
to look ait. She wore a stun
Evelyn Ankers has the leading feminine role.
Mrs. Charles King entertained
the Federation, who made public
Church.
Mrs.
McKenney
is
the
ning
long
black dress and carried
Friday at a family dinner padty
the change in plans, said that a
daughter
of
the
late
Charles
and
an
ermine
muff. The dress was
honoring the birthday anniversary
brief business meeting will be held
Anna
M.
Brcwn
of
Lincolnville
cut
with
a
square
neck, front and
of her sister, Mrs. George Cram
CAMDEN
for the election of officers and di
She
came
here
when
a
young
giri
back,
with
long
bands
of velvet
Fifteen were present.
rectors, since this is compulsory un
•
Z\ ZX Z*s ZS
and
has
resided
here
ever
since.
banded
wth
ermine,
and
she wore
Maine Chapter, D. of F. and
Mrs. Carrie Grey of Boston is Naturally of a quiet disposition, her der the terms of the Federation
a
dinky
little
hat.
My.
but her
NAOMA MAYHEW
P. of America Assembled
Constitution, but that attendance
visiting Mrs. Nellie Alexander.
life
has«been
devoted
to
her
home
hair
is
red!
”
Correspondent
Mrs. Annabel Miller, who was
will presumably consist primarily of
In Rockland
A ZN ZS ZN
• • • •
and its interests.
officers, directors, State and dis
called here by the Illness and death
Mr.
McKenney
is
the
son
of
the
The songs Miss Parmalee marked
Tel. 659
The members of the Maine Chap
of her brother, Fred D. Achorn, re
late William and Lucy McKenney. trict presidents. It is indicated were: “Oh! Charlie is My Darling,”
turned Saturday to Boston.
ter Daughters of Founders and
He attended the public schools of that the attendance will narrow “Do Not Go, My Love’’ (Hageman).
Ethelbert Keller and daughter,
Mrs.
Nancy
Turner
has
re-opened
Patriots of America were pleasantly Betty of Islesboro spent Saturday
the town and has served as its down ito 100 or 150. a delegate body, I have not heard Miss MacDonald
her home on Church street after Selectman and Road Commissioner. instead of the several thousand
entertained for the annual meet with Mr. and Mrs. Raymond May
in these songs, but can well under
who are usually present as onlook
spending the Summer with her
For
a
number
of
years
he
conducted
stand that few singers could put
ing by the president Mrs. H. P. hew.
daughter. Mrs. Lila Allard in Spruce an ice cream, confectionery store. ers and participants when the
the archness into the former song
Blodgett at the Copper Kettle. Mrs.
The annual meeting of Amity Head. Her granddaughter, Miss
For the past several years he has American Music Festival is made and the haunting loveliness into
7.30 Florence Wentworth, is with her.
E. Stewart Orbeton of West Rock Ledge will be held Friday
been engaged in farming, retiring a part cf the convention.
the second as Miss McLaughlin can.
o
’
clock.
Miss
Annie
Richards,
who
spent
Since the early September Board
port, State president of the Garden
only last year because of ill health.
The Daughters of the American
Mrs. Lebo who has been visit a 'vacation at her home on Russell He is a member of St. Paul’s Lodge Meeting in Providence, when the Revolution have invited Marian
Clubs Federation and Miss Cora
avenue, has returned to the home F.A.M.
decision to postpone the Biennial Anderson, famous colored contralto
Perry of Rockland, a member of ing Rev. and Mrs. Melvin H. Dorr,
of her sister, Mrs. Sarah Prince
I
Jr.
for
the
Summer,
has
returned
Convention
was reached, a meet to appear in Constitution Hall in mums.
Mr. and Mrs. McKenney have
Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R. and j
The Twentieth Century Club will two children, Mrs. Veda Brown, a ing with representatives of the mu
to Germantown, Pa.
The mother of the bride wa
the first of a series of war benefit
whose grandfather was a soldier in
meet
Friday
at
the
home
cf
Miss
sic
departments
of
the
four
major
gowned
in wine vevlvet and th
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bond will
teacher in the public schools, and
concerts. You will recall that three
the American Revolution, were
Maricn Weidman. Mrs. Doris Graf
networks
—
the
National
Broadcast

a son, Jasper McKenney; also five
guests. The meeting was preceded move soon to Portsmouth, N. H.,
years ago the D.A.R. refused to groom’s mother wore navy blu<
fam will be the reader.
ing
Company,
the
Columbia
Broad

where
the
former
has
a
position.
grandchildren,
Neil
Brown.
Barbara,
permit the singer to appear in with corsages of white roses.
by a delicious luncheon.
Ralph Wilson was at home from Roberta, Forest and Mary Ellen casting System, the Blue Network
Following the ceremony, thi
Mrs.
Helen
Dean
is
spending
a
Constitution Hall for a concert on
It was with sadness that the
Criehaven over the week-end.
and
the
Mutual
Broadcasting
Sys

bridal
group formed a line in thi
few
days
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Park

McKenney,
all
of
Rockport.
Easter Sunday, April 9. 1939. It
death of Mrs. Euretta Sherman AnJohn Sullivan of the Merchant
tem,
has
been
held
to
discuss
plans
1
er
Dean
in
Loncolnville.
vestry
in front of a row of ever
gave the organization a great deal
natoyn of Rockland was reported.
Hyssong-Wilson
Marine spent Friday and Saturday
for
the
proposed
air
festival
and
Miss
Ruth
Bennett
has
returned
of unpleasant publicity and result green trees and there receive!
A tribute to her memory was read
Miss Leoline Annie Wilson, that all co-operation possible under
with his family here.
ed in many resignations, one of their guests informally.
by the president. Mrs. Blodgett and to Achorn’s Store after a weed's
Misses Helen Lowell and Joyce daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph wartime conditions
has
been which came from Mrs. Franklin D.
The church was well filled w:tl
the chaplain, Mrs. Oscar Look of vacation.
Ingraham, who have been employed Wilson, became the bride at a late pledged.
Miss
Lillian
Grey
is
on
a
weed's
relatives
and friends includini
Roosevelt.
It
resulted
*for
Miss
Jcnesport closed the memorial serv
by the Government, the former in afternoon ceremony Saturday of
Following
the
usual
pattern
of
Anderson
in
an
cutdoor
concert
in
vacation
from
G.
H.
Thomas
Fuel
Rev. and Mrs. Noyes D. Farmer Jr
ice by repeating the poem “Cross
the War Department in Arlington John William Hyssong. Jr., son of the Federation’s Biennial festivals,
Co.
Washington, front of the Lincoln of Boston, cousins of the bride
ing the Bar.”
daughter. Miss Alveda Cribby.
Mrs. Charles Atkins, superin Va., and the latter in the Depart Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Hyssong of a theme will be selected for each Memorial building, attended by 75,- Several of the guests wore uni
The Chapter gave $20 to the Na
At the weekly meeting of the tional Committee for the Preserva tendent at the Baptist Church to- ment of State in Washington, D. C Brunswick, at the home of the day of National Music Week, Mrs. 000 persons, and concert bookings forms of either Navy or Army as
Contract Club there were two tables tion and Restoration of Rect^ds. gether with her assistants, Mrs. have resigned their positions and bride's parents on West street. Gannett states, with emphasis upon for a solid three years. You know they were home on furlough
with high scores going to Mrs. The old records and deeds of many j Margaret- Spruce, Mrs. Inez Tif- returned home Friday. Miss Lowell The double ring ceremony was the significance of music in the hew it goes — “he who laughs
The bride is a graduate oi
James Creighton and Miss Lizzie towns have been restored to first' fany, Mrs. Leon Bryant, Mrs. is the daughter cf Mr. and Mrs performed by the grooms father, victory effort and in the promotion last . . .”
Rockport
High School class of '41
Levensaler. The next meeting will class condition by this Committee., Carlton Wood, and Mrs. Dorr, Burton Lowell and Miss Ingraham the bridal party standing before a of increasingly cordial Western
• • • •
and
for
nearly
a year trained a;
be Friday at the home cf Mrs.
The following officers were elect- j planned a delightful Cradle Roll is the daughter of' Mr. and Mrs background of evergreen trees Hemisphere relations.
Samuel Barber, American com Knox Hospital School of Nursing
Mark Ingraham.
and Autumn leaves, the lighting
While network participations will poser, who spent portions of sev
James Creighton.
ed: President, Mrs. Frank Peck, Party Thursday afternoon at the
Rockport
wins
second
place
in
effect
beins
furnished
by
four
be sought, the customary com eral Summers in Rockport, is now The groom attended Rockport
Mr. and Mrs. Warren C. Ford Auburn;
vice
president, Mrs. church parlor. The table was atand Supt. and Mrs. A D. Gray of Charles B. Rose, Tenant’s Harbor; tractive with a centerpiece of the County in the Scrap Metal candelabra. The decorations were munity Music Week programs, in a private in the, U. S. Army. At schools and is now employed at
Waldoboro were week-end guests of chaplain, Mrs. Oliver L. Hall, brenze dahias and refreshments Drive, the amount collected esti arranged by Mrs. C. V. Overman. which the Federation has joined the time of his induction, he was South Portland shipyard in the
Both are
The couple were attended by other musical organizations, will working on an opera commissioned welding department.
Mr. Ford’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hampden; recording secretary', Mrs. were served. Toys were given to mated to be 100 tons. This splen
members
of
Mt.
Pleasant
Grange
did record would not have been pos Miss Carclee Wilson, sister of the not be abandoned. Local music
C. A. Ford, Sedgwick.
by the Koussevitzky Music Founda
Orel Davies. Rockland; correspond the youngsters. Mrs. Howard Rol
Mrs. Howard Rollins of Camden
At the parish meeting held at ing secretary, Mrs. Frank Peck, lins played selections on the piano sible had it not been for the valiant bride, and by Dell Hyssong, clubs will be asked to plan a daily tion.
played
soft music before the cere
efforts
of
First
Selectman
Arthur
bi
other
of
the
bridegroom.
prograjji
consistent
with
the
theme
the Baptist Church, Thursday, it Lewiston; treasurer, Mrs. Edward ar.d Mrs. Leon Bryant held) the
mony
and
the traditional weddin
K
Walker,
High
School
Principal
The
bride
wore
a
tan
wool
dress
which
is
being
currently
empha

was voted to call Rev. H. W. Flagg Mansfield. 3d, Portland; registrar. attention with stories. There were
ma
r
ches.
The
bride entered on;
The
Kents
Hillers
Darrock,
the
boys
of
the
High
and
sized
by
the
networks,
and
to
seek
with
brown
accessories
and
a
cor

of Mapleton, as pastor, who has Mrs. Horace Crosby, Portland; his 19 children present, and as many
Grammar
Schools
and
the
men
the
arm
of
her
father.
the
cc-operation
of
local
radio
slasage
of
white
roses
and
white
baby
since accepted and together with torian, Miss Marion W’eidman, mothers; seven received promotion
who so willingly donated use of chrysanthemums Her sister wore tions in broadcasting as large a
Mrs. Flagg will occupy the par Rockport; color bearer, Mrs. H. P. certificates to
the beginners
Eleven Members of the Knox Guest book was in charge of
their trucks, as well as the hearty a light tan dress of wool with proportion of that program as
Blanche Collins, who wore a dm.
sonage in the near future. They Blodgett,
Rockland; councillors, Dpartment.
and Lincoln Club Attend
co-operation on the part of the brown velvet trimmings andi a possible.
of
black crepe.
have two daughters, one a student Mrs. Andrew Hayes. Orono and
Dr. and Mrs. Armstrong have as
the Annual Meeting
The Young Artists Auditions, a
corsage of pink roses and white
During the reception a> th
at the University of Maine and Mrs. Joshua Southard. Rockland. guest the doctor’s mother of Som townspeople.
Word has been received of the baby chrysanthemums. The bride's customary feature cf the Federa
one in defense work, Hartford.
Mrs. H P. Blodgett was elected erville. Mass.
Friday night at the home of bride’s home refreshments were
birth
Oct.
13
of
a
sen
to
Mr.
and
tion
’
s
biennial
convention,
will
not
mother
was
gowned
in
green
wool
served with Mrs. Leola Oxton a'
Edward P Ahern went Saturday honorary president.
Mrs. Leon Bryant ls going to
Mrs. Charles Emery a few loyal
Mrs.
Eugene
park
Lowell
of
Man

be
postponed,
Mrs.
Gannett
an

and
Mrs.
Hyssong
wore
blue
silk.
to Saybrook. Conn., where he will
the punch bowl and Mrs. Jennie
Delegates and alternates were Exeter, N. H., seen to visit her
hattan Beach, Calif. Mr. Lowell is
The dining room was attrac nounces. These will be held in members of the Kent’s Hill Knox Rivers and Glenice Farmer pourin
visit his daughter, Mrs. Wendell elected for the General Court to: mother.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Burton tively decorated with streamers whatever city is selected for the bi and Lincoln Club met for their an coffee.
Fifield for a few days.
be held at Washington D. C. in
The Rebekah Assembly of Maine
Lowell
of Union street. The child in Autumn colors. The three ennial business meeting. The Fed nual Fall meeting:
Philip Randall Greenleaf, son of April. The delegate being Mrs. is holding Grand Lodge sessions
Five of the nurses associated
Present from Rcckland were Mr. with her at Knox Hospital—Marie
has
been
named Park Eugene.
tiered wedding cake was cut by eration is choosing for Young Artist
Dr. and Mrs. Philip R. Greenleaf Peck, President. Alternates Mrs. | this week in Lewiston. Mrs. WilTwenty-five were present at the the bride.
winners in 1943, male voice, female and Mrs. Harry E. Wilbur, Mr. and Brown, Erma Hoyle, Edith Atwell,
celebrated his sixth birthday today Look, Mrs. Mansfield, Mrs. Crosby, liam M. Smith left Monday for atMrs. Cheever Ames, Mrs. Adele
by entertaining several friends at Mrs. Blodgett, Miss Weidman, Mrs. tendance and Misses Bessie Bow Farm Bureau meeting Trursday at
Only the immediate members of voice, violin and piano, each of
June Chipman and Patricia Mer
the home of Mrs. Minetta Paul the two families were present at whom will receive a $1,000 award Morten Bird, Union and Rockland,
lunch. Halloween decorations were Wallace White of Washington. D. ers and Lillian Grey leave today
rill—served, assisted by a few lo
“Slip Covers” was the subject for the ceremony.
and will be given concert bookings Mr. and Mrs. Charles Emery.
used. Guests were Kathleen Libby C. and Mrs. L. N. Edwards of Glen
cal
friends.
Community Hospital: A son was discussion with Mrs. Bessie Haraden
From South Thomaston. Gilford B.
by federated clubs.
Richard Feyler, John Elliot, David Echo. Maryland.
A bride’s cake decorated by Mrs
born Oct. 14 to Mr. and Mrs. Jen of Rockland in Charge. Dinner at
The young couple left immedi
Three composition contests are Butler and Miss Louise Butler.
Stone, Arthur Strout, Linwood
Tlie President, Mrs. Blodgett in ness Hall; a son was born, Oct. 17
Margaret
Andrews was placed a’
ately
for
Brunswick
to
begin
the Miss Mary Bartlett and Mrs. Fred i
Moody and Mary Greenleaf.
corporated in her auunal report the fo Mr. and Mrs. Walter Weed; a noon was under the direction of housekeeping in an apartment currently in progres and if
one
end
of
the serving table in
Mr. and Mrs Edward P Ahern number of hours and amount of daughter was born Oct.. 19 to Mr. Mrs. Maud Walker, Mrs. Ella Oxer- which they had already furnished. winning composition are of suf- Ripley.
the
dining
room
while another
ficient merit,, some t all of them
Cheever Ames was made presi
have moved to the apartment on work done by members during the and Mrs. Harvard Clough. Mr lock, Mrs. Hazel Cain and Mrs
large
decorated
cake
bearing the
The bride is a graduate of Rock will be premiered or the air dur- dent to fill the unexpired term of
Hyler street owned by Mrs. Frank year for the Red Cross, Civilian De Hale has left the hospital and is Annie Spear.
Mrs. Nina Carroll entertained at port High School, class cf 1941. ing National Music Week. One Dr. Guy Wilson. Mr. Ames was inscription “Dcttie and Davie'
D. Elliot.
fense and allied organizations per at the home of her aunt, Mrs. Carl
bridge Thursday at her home on She is a member off the Rock contest Ls for chamber music; a elected for two years as were the rested at the other end. It wa a
All children in the Green Street taining to the war effort, showing
Cole.
Richards Hill with Mrs. Marion port Baptist Church and of the second for a victory chorale for a following officers: Vice president, gift of the groom's parents The
School building who had the diph the keen interest taken by each in
A patriotic birthday party was Richards winner of first prize, Mrs Christian Endeavor. The groom massed chorus. The third, the' Gilford Butler; secretary and centerpiece was a bouquet of chry
theria toxoid last May are to be dividual in many different ac given Saturday afternoon when
santhemums, tapirs and greet:
given the second and final inocu tivities throughout the State. The Julia Spear celebrated her fifth Hildred Rider, second and Miss was graduated last June from the first Student Contest ever held un treasurer, Harry Wilbur.
An unusualy large number of
Brunswick
High
School
and
is
der
National
Federation
of
Music
Helen
Small,
consolation.
Others
A
report
from
the
Treasurer
lation on next Wednesday at the next regular meeting cf the Chap
birthday. The table was attrac present were Mrs. Marion Ingra employed at Bowdoin College.
beautiful
and useful gifts were on
Clubs
auspices,
seeks
a
piano
solo;
shows
9100
turned
into
the
Loyalty
school building at 1 o’clock. Al! ter will be held in Auburn in May.
tive with red. white and blue and ham, Mrs. Elsie Hawkins, Mrs. Nel
display.
a
trio
for
piano,
violin
and
’
cello;
Fund of the school by the Mite
other children who received the in
favors of balloons and small lie Staples and Mrs. Marie Bisbee.
During
the merriment the
a composition for piano With violin, Club for the refurnishing of a
oculation in May are to be given
FRIENDSHIP
American flag pins were presented
Tire
Certificates
’cello or viola; and a song with room in Girls’dormitory, and other couple made their get-away much
Mrs. Gertrude Pease of Ports
the second and final treatment
to each child. Refreshments were mouth. N. H. arrived Friday and
The
Ladies
Aid
met
Wednesday
to the disappointment of several
Thursday at the Selectmen's office
War Price and Rationing Board served. Present were Nancy Har
with
Mrs.
Susan
Wotton.
Covered
who had worked hard to block
on
returning
home
Saturday
was
at 2 o’clock. Parents wishing tc 7-1 has announced the issuance
Strand Theatre, Wednesday and Thursday
mon, Sandra Goodwin, Barbara accompanied by her sister, Miss dish luncheon was served by the
their
w’ay with a tractor and nu
have children receive first inocula of the following certificates*fcr the
Tcunge,
Judith Rhodes. Caroline Mary Havener and her aunt, Mrs. hostess, assisted by Mrs. Olivia
merous
cars. They left for an un
tion may take them Thursday.
week ending Oct. 17:
Spear. George Gllmor and Dean Ethel York, who will visit for sev Hoffses.
In the afternoon the
announced destination but r 15
New Truck, Bus and Passenger Mayhew. Del Babb. Shiela Bill eral weeks in Kittery’ Point.
women sewed on patchwork, aprons
now known that they have been
Two hundred kinds of fish are
Car Tires
ings, and Edward Burnham were
Mrs. Emeline Abbott returned and faneywerk Visitors were Mrs.
spending the week at cne of the
found in British waters, but only
Maynard H. Gardner. Pert Clyde. invited but were unable to attend. Monday to Tirewer, after a visit Edith Wilder, Mrs. Elizabeth Brown,
Ralph Buzzell cottagges on the
20 of these varieties now come to
Camden
Shipbuilding <fc Marine Mrs. M. W. Spear, Mrs. William with Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Berry Mrs. Carrie Morse and Mrs. Julia
the table.
Rockport waterfront.
Reed. Mrs. Clarence Thomas, Mrs.
Railways, Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ball cf Winchenbach.
Gecrge Ingraham, Mrs. Burt Stev South Hampton, N. H., are visit
Mrs. Ralph Simmons and son
Grade B. Tires
moneys in treasury.
HERE'S QUICK
enson, Mfs. Wesley Thurston were ing at the Townsend Cottage.
Arthur are visiting relatives in
The remainder of the even: u
Fred C. Tolman, Rockland.
present. The child received many
Mrs. Elsie Packard, who has been Massachusetts. Frances Cook is
was
spent with games, during
Paul K. Start, Camden.
nice gifts.
visiting her parents, Mr and Mrs. caring for the Simmons home dur
which
time we had a surpr-'’
Edwin D. Yeung, Camden.
Mrs. Kate Sherman died Monday Alor.zo P. Spear for several weeks, ing her absence.
black-out,
which didn'* mar the
Albert H. Wallace. Rcckland.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Lawry were
at Community Hospital after a left Monday for her home in
pleasure of the evening at all
Clifford M. Hall. Camden.
Try 3-purposa Va-tro-nol. 11 (1) shrinks
long illness.
week-end guests cf Capt. and Mrs.
Montreal, Canada.*
Light refreshments were serve.
swollen membranes, (2) soothes irrita
Gecrge Matson. Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Carroll and Melvin Lawry.
tion, (3) relieves transient nasal con
by
the hostess. All were sorry not
Elurick Grotton, Washington.
Ray Simmons was recently
George W. Scott, Rockland.
Albert T. Carroll spent Sunday in
gestion ... And brings great- XJS.
to have some of the teacher.' from
Frank Guistin. Rockland.
Waino Lehto, Warren.
er breathing comfort. uievt < w
Augusta as guests of Mr. and Mrs. brought home from the dragger on
the school present or to see P;0”
You’ll like itl Follow • IKR>
Mikail A. Leo, Rockland.
which he is engineer, suffering
Frank J. McDonald. Rockport.
Howard Carroll.
directions in folder. VATRO-NOL
and
Mrs. J. O. Newton, this be
Albert C. Fales. Rockland.
Fred C. Tolman, Rcckland.
Mrs. Margaret Eckman is ill at from a leg ailment.
ing our first gathering when some
Louis A. Crockett, Rockland.
Obsolete Size Tires
her home on Mechanic street.
have not been with us to represer..
Herman
Hall,
Rockland.
Dfi.O.M. Nellie Staples was in
Reuben O. Barrett. Hope.
the school.
Everett J. Redman, Camden.
FOR
spection officer at the annual in
Willis E. Ogier, Rockport.
Due to present day condition
For the Winter Months
Forrest W Morris. Port Clyde. spection of Grace Chapter O.ES
Cly'scn W Prior. St. George.
we will not hold our usual Spr Sccony Vacuum Oil Co., Rock Wednesday in Thomaston. She was
John W. Olson. South Cushing.
meeting, it was voted to hold
$3 per month
ICTORY
land.
accompanied by Mrs. Edna Dwinal,
next meeting of the Club the thi:
Retreads—Passenger Car,
Truck
1
Albert H. Wallace. Rockland.
Mrs. Cora Upham and Mrs. Amy
Friday in October ’43. Kents
and Bus
DYER’S GARAGE
BUY
Burgess Simmons, Friendship
Miller cf Harbor Light Chapter,
Robert Newton, as the flying meteor Jim Moilison, Ls congratulated
Hillites please remember and keep
UNITED STATES
Mi Luther A. Clark. Thom
upon to.-, successful flight by Amu Neagle, who pUys the rote ,at Amv
Maoei A Frencn Camden.
O£S. Friday, Mrs. Staples In
54 PARK ST- ROCKLAND ME.
.
isfensena thruiing scene from £r>.O Radio’s “Wing- and the Wcman’ this date open for our next
aston.
James E. S inn. e ite. Rockviiie.
spected ivy Chapter of Warren.
which is the dramatic ufe story of the English firi who made avStton together.
TEL. 124
BONDS * STAMPS
Tiz
etre
R
Enter*
Emery’ E Morton, Rockland
Howard H. Hunt, Cusiunj.
Others attending from Harbor Light
history.
Publicity Chairman,
Miss

Connie

Huennekens

left

Sunday for Cleveland, Ohio, en
route to her home, Oak Park, Ill.,
after being guest for a week, of
Mrs. N. J. McCoy and Mrs. Walter
Henry. .
Miss Edna Watts ls enjoying a
weeks vacation frem her duties as
bookkeeper at Burpee Furniture Co..
Rockland.
Mrs. Rena Kalloch and Miss
Margaret Young were week-end
guests at the Eastland Hotel, Port
land.
The Motor Corps will hold a
rummage sale Nov. 13 and 14 at
the Davis Block, Main street, with
Mrs. Kenneth Fales and Mrs.
George Rogers in charge. Anyone
wishing to donate articles may
phone any member of the Corps.
A truck will call each Tuesday and
Friday for these articles.
Mr. and Mrs. William Stone were
guests Tuesday of their son, Lewis
Stone, Waterville. He is a fresh
man at Colby College.
Mrs. Mary Daniels, who has been
visiting friends in Vinalhaven, was
guest Thursday of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Crawford, enroute to her
home in Medford, Mass.
Mrs. Nellie Itemey returned Fri
day, after seven weeks’ stay with
Mr. and Mrs. Tay Stoodley, South
Lyon, Mich, and with Mr. and Mrs.
James Gillispie, Detroit.
Miss Mary B. Cullen is enjoying
a week’s vacation from her duties
at John Bird Co., Rockland.
Mrs Harriott Porter and Miss
Charlotte Lovejoy of Norway, were
guests Sunday of Mrs. Philip R.
Greenleaf.
Lieut. Carroll E. Tabbutt arrived
Thursday from Fort Belvoir, Va.,
to visit his mother, Mrs. Winfred
Tabbutt. Mr. Tabbutt graduated
Wednesday from Officers Training
School.
Miss Frances Wotton passed the
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. C W.
Cribby, South Portland, while at
tending the wedding of their

ffHOStCWfiS

Held Annual Meeting
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zs

zs
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Paul Horeyseck. son o
Mrs. Frank Horeyseck.
^treet, who has been a ;
the Eastern Maine Gen
pital. Bangor, several w
resumed his studies
senior class at the V; |
Maine-

Major and Mrs. Talb
re closing their Sum in
..-pre Crags.” Tenant's H
gill return to their hon
yernon street, Boston. Sal

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
returned Friday from
tonio. Texas, where they
(he home of their son. C.
ard M. Snow.
Miss Ellen C. Daly. Cl*. I
the Maine Council fcr vl
ing. attended a mectit
I council held in Augusta

Mr. and Mrs. I F
Broad street, returned
from a two weeks' tri
which they visited in
and Portsmouth, N. H .
Mass., and Portland. Lewi
Orcno. Mr Brackett w |
cation from his dutic
Maine Central Railroac
office.
The Arthur W. Robins
closed their cottage at
Beach and returned to
in Natick, Mass.
,YOU WOMEN WHO SUFFER

HOT FLASH

If you suffer from hot flash!

ness, distress of "Irregularlf
weak, nervous—due to the fu
“middle-age" period ln a
life—try Lydia E. PinkhnrJ
table Compound. It's !
I
sands upon thousands of wl
relieve such annoying : l
Follow label directions Pl!
Compound ls worth tri/uijl

NOTI
For Examination Bv|
The Pelletier School
dressing theory cours^
help girls who failed I
will begin November
interested please call

Pelletier |
215 LISBON ST.

Seal Dyed ConH
Beaver Dyed Co|
Beaver Dyed M<

Sable Dyed

l
fj

Coiv

Black Russian

Elack Persian Li

Black Dyed Sku,

Black Caracul .
Platinum Caract

Kaffa Caracul .

Sable Blended
Natural Tipped
Let Out Silver D}
Hudson Seal Dy(
Genuine Silver
Northern Back rl
Black Persian Lf

Gray Krimmer IJ
Natural OcelotNatural Leopardi

DEAD STORAGE

V
3fifi MAIN STItil

Tuesday-Friday
fr

WEST ROCKPORT
Hamalainen-Keller

A pretty wedding took place in
i the local church Saturday when
Dorothy Ellen, older daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Keller, became
' the bride of Daniel Emil, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Hamalainen,
j Sr.
Rev. C. Vaughn Overman, pastor of the church performed the
double ring service assisted by
Rev Noyes D. Farmer Jr., Ensign
in the U.S.N.
The bridal party
stood before a bower of evergreen
trees with bcuquets of cut flowers
|- placed at attractive positions among
| i them. Candelabra afforded light
L on the platform while electric
I
ndles in the windows and small
strings of light along the aisle
|r up
which
the
bridal
party
marched.
1 Simon Hamalainen, brother of
k the groom, was best-man, while
I1 Mrs. Simon Hamalainen acted as
’ matron of honor. Arlene Keller,
sister of the bride and Carolyn
Andrews were bridesmaids. Mau
reen Hamalainen, niece of the
I groom was flower girl and Elsie
Andrew.', cousin of the bride was
1! ring bearer. The ushers were
2 j Martin Hamalainen, brother of
jthe groom and Sidney Andrews.
The bride wore a floor length
I mousseline de soire dress with veil
1! of silk net with coronet caught,
I with orange blossoms. Her bou.' quet was cf white roses with an
' orchid in the center. The bridesj maid's dresses were of rose pink
'1 taffeta with pearl necklaces and
' J they carried colonial bouquets of
chrysanthemums.
„
The matron of honor wore a
gown of blue taffeta and carried
I, I a colonial bouquet of chrysantheI mums.
The mother of the bride was
gowned in wine vevlvet and the
J, | groom's mother wore navy blue
' with corsages of white roses.
Following the ceremony, the
bridal group formed a line in the
vestry in front of a row of ever! green trees and there received
, their guests informally.
The church was wel! filled with
relatives and friends including
Rev and Mrs. Noyes D. Farmer Jr
J of Boston, cousins of the bride.
Several of the guests wore uni
forms of either Navy or Army as
[ they were home on furlough.
The bride is a graduate of
[ Rcckport High School class of ’41
! and for nearly a year trained at
Knox Hospital School of Nursing.
The groom attended Rockport
; schools and is now employed at
j South Portland shipyard in the
j welding department.
Both are
j members of Mt. Pleasant Grange.
Mrs. Howard Rollins of Camden
played soft music before the cereI mony and the traditional wedding
I marches. The bride entered on
! ;he arm of her father.
Guest book was in charge of
Blanche Collins, who wore a dress
I o' black crepe.
During the reception at the
• bride's home refreshments were
served with Mrs. Leola Oxton at
, the punch bowl and Mrs. Jennie
■ Rivers and Glenice Farmer pouring
coffee.
Five of the nurses associated
with her at Knox Hospital—Marie
Brown. Erma Hoyle, Edith Atwell,
i June Chipman and Patricia Mcrr.ll—served, assisted by a few lo
cal friends.
A bride's cake decorated by Mrs.
Margaret Andrews was placed at
j one end of the serving table in
I the d ning room while another
i large decorated rake bearing the
inscription "Dottie and Davie’’
rested at the other end. It was a
gilt of the groom's parents. The
centerpiece was a bouquet of chryI santhemums, tapirs and greens.
An unusualy large number of
beautiful and useful gifts were on
I display.
During
the merriment
the
couple made their get-away much
to the disappointment of several
who had worked hard to block
their wav with a tractor and nu
merous cars. They left for an un
announced destination but it is
now known that they have been
spending the week at cne of the
Ralph Buzzell cottagges on tho
Rockport, waterfront.

, moneys in treasury’.
The remainder of the evening
was
spent with games, during
which time we had a surprise
black-out. which didn't mar the
Pleasure of the evening at all.
Light refreshments were served
1 by the hostess. All were sorry not
to have some of the teachers from
the school present or to see Profand Mrs. j. o Newton, this be
ing our first gathering when some
have not been with us to represent
the school.
Due to present day conditions
■ we win not hold our usual Spring
j meeting, it was voted to hold the
i next meeting of the Club the third
I Friday in October '43. Kent's
Hillites please remember and keep
thi date open for our next gettegether
Lizette R. Emery
Publicity Chairman,

Tuesday-Friday
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It is hoped that all members of
Mrs. J. L. McAleney of Portland '
Rockland Girl Engaged
the High School Band Mothers
spent the week-end with Mr. and i
This And That
Club will be*present Wednesday
Mrs. Fred Collamore.
morning at £• o’clock to help in the
Mrs. Delia Sullivan, Masonic
rummage sale, which takes place in
■
street,
is visiting her son. Almon
the Thorndike Hotel annex. It
’
in
Augusta.
would be much appreciated by the
committee if donations of saleable
Paul Horeyseck. son of Mr. and
Mr and Mrs. Alton L. Horton rummage from the members, and
The graduates of the Knox
Mrs. Frank Horeyseck, Amesbury (Ethel Hayes) spent last week in
County
General Hospital School of
street, who has been a patient at Portland, guests of Mr. and Mrs. any friends interested in the High
Nursing:
"Miss Ella Herron. Miss
School, be left here. The Band
the Eastern Maine General Hos- Edward M. Hayes.
Gaynell
McIntyre,
Miss Millicent
needs help, and the Band Mothers’
p.tal, Bangor, several we^cs, has
Mrs.
Margaret
Raekliff
of
Berke

Roberts.
Miss
Lillian
Whitney.
By K. S. F.
are making every effort to do their
resumed his studies with the
The first circle supper of the part. A little assistance from in ley street, announces the engage Miss Virginia Richards. Miss Lelia
senior class at the University of s cason at the Universalist Church
terested friends would be much ment cf her daughter, Virginia, to Shaw and Miss Iva Jcnes. dined at
Some one has been wise enough
Maine.
Joseph Preslcpsky, son of Michael Hotel Rockland. Saturday night.
will be held Wednesday flight at appreciated.
to
discover that certain varieties
Preslopsky cf Glen Lyon. Penn. O;hers present were Miss Ellen C.
Major and Mrs. Talbot Aldrich 6 o’clock, with Mrs. I. F. Brackett,
of
rcses
have jl very high content
The Womans Educational Club Miss Raekliff graduated frem ROck- Daly. Miss Lillian Nash. Mrs.
are closing their Summer home, chairman. Her assistants will be
of
Vitamin
C—So cultivate the
Mrs. C. E. Daniels, Mrs. Lillian enjoyed a picnic at Mrs. Lena land High Schocl and was recent Florence Stanfield. Miss Ethel
The Crags,” Tenant's Harbor, and
roses
while
we
may.
McRae, Mrs. J. C. Cunningham, Merrill's home on Broadway Fri ly employed in Portland. She is Payson and Miss Nellie Button.
•
•
* •
w.ll return to their home on Mt.
Mrs. F. F. Gould, Miss Maude day. The afternoon speaker was now employed by Western Union Following dinner the group at
Vernon street, Boston, Saturday.
Sometimes “AC.” meaning (Ante
Staples, Mrs. S. F. Copeland. Mrs. Mrs. Donald Fuller who gave an and is at the Dever, N H. office. tended the motion pictures.
Christum)
is used instead of the
Mr.
Preslopsky
attended
the
G
’
.
en
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice R. Snow Morris B. Perry. Mrs. George author's reading of her recently
Miss
Anne
Flanagan
of
Port

very
much
more familiar “B.C.”
Lyon
schools
and
was
recently
em

returned Friday from San An Stewart, Miss Maude Pratt, Mrs. published book entitled “Florimel
land
is
visiting
the
Misses
Rose
(Eefore
Christ.)
It s rather mix
ployed
by
the
Dreyfus
Inc.
of
New
tonio, Texas, where they visited at J- E. Diamond, Miss Therese Fluff.” It was a charming story
ing
and
the
mind
needs much
McNamara
and
Adelaide
McNa

York
City
before
being
drafted
in

the home of their son, Capt. Rich Smith, Mrs. Eugene B. Sleeper, and was greatly enjoyed by the to the army, March. 1941. He has mara. Masonic street.
alertness
to
fathom
all
the short
Mrs. Eugene E. Stoddard. Mrs. audience. Box lunch and hot
ard M. Snow.
cuts
alphabetically.
Luke S. Davis, Mrs. Walter Dim cocoa were served by the hostess in completed a course in the cocks
• • * •
A delightful surprise birthday
the evening. The Club enjoyed and bakers school and is now sta
Miss Ellen C. Daly, Chairman of ick and Mrs. Artis Pease.
supper
party
was
put
over
by
the
A total of 27.000.000 soldiers and
three fine speakers, the next being tioned at Camp Langdon, N. H., as
tbe Maine Council for War Nurs
family of Mrs. Ella Bird. Saturday military stores estimated at 50.000,cock
at
officers
mess.
Ralph
C.
Wentworth
of
Hope,
ing. attended a meeting of the
Housekeepers at the Congrega
evening at the home of Mrs. Elmer 000 tons were convoyed to all parts
council held in Augusta, Saturday. tional Circle Supper Wednesday will County Agent, his subject being
Mtss Virginia B. Egan, cn a S. Bird, Broadway, to celebrate of the world by the British Royal
I be Mrs. Carl Snow, Mrs. John I. “Farmers and Their Problems." He week's vacation from her duties at this event in their mother’s Navy during World War I.
Mr. and Mrs. I. F. Brackett. Snow, Mrs. Howard Proctor, Mrs. said a lack of help who were ex
“Round - the - year attainment.”
• • • •
Broad street, returned Saturday i Eugene Lamb, Mrs. Alden John- perienced in farm work was one the Kncx County Trust Company,
Those
present
were
Mrs.
Elmer
S.
Still with us, many beautiful
from a two weeks’ trip, during : sten, Mrs. Murray Whalen, Mrs. thing that might cause a short visited Mr. and Mrs. Frank Nagle Bird, Richard P Bird and wife;
flowers
blossoming so gloriously
in
Winchester,
Mass.
Miss
Egan
which they visited in Whitefield ■ Esther Howard. Mrs Donald Fuller. age of milk, poultry and beef in
Elmer S.' Bird, 2d. and wife; Mrs. and bravely in treasured gardens.
returned
to
work
Monday.
Zenas
and Portsmouth, N. H„ Melrose, ' Mrs. Vance Norton, Mrs. Daniel the! coming year. An open forum
Mary Hudson and husband; their
• • * *
Mass., and Portland, Lewiston and Paulitz, Mrs. Lawrence Leach and followed. Rev. Winfield Witham. W. Melvin is now cn vacation.
two lovely daughters and Mrs. Ella , The Coast Guard Women’s Unit
pastor of* the Congregational
Orcno. Mr. Brackett was on va Mrs. Roland Ware.
Bird. It was an event to be long approved in the House vote for the
SAVE RATION BOOKS
Church gave a report of the Gen
cation from his duties at the
remembered.
WAACS and WAVES counterpart
Maine Central Railroad freight
The annual birthday party of eral Council held at Durham, N.
The lccal rationing board
may finally be called the warcogs.
office.
the Opportunity Class, and families H. He said now is the Golden Op
Announcement is made cf the Women have been pretty steady
wishes to call the attention of
of members, will be held at the portunity of spreading the Gospel
engagement
cf Marion Evelyn Wal ccgs in the wheels of life for a long
holders of all classes and types
The Arthur W. Robinsons have , First Baptist Church, Thursday of love among people who see so
of gasoline ration books that they lace, daughter of Mrs. Elmer Smith. time.
closed their cottage at Crescent ; night. Members are asked not to much hate in the world. The sub
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
must surrender to the issu'ng Jr., cf Tenant’s Harbor, and Staff
Beach and returned to their home forget their birthday money.
ject for study in the Club during
The beautiful “out-of-garden"
board all expired ration books Sgt. Rcbert Emerson Sadler, son of
in Natick, Mass.
the Winter was decided. A vote
within five days after the ex Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Sadler of flowers decorating with lavish
Complete line of Gossard’s Miss was taken and “The Pioneers of
Rockland.
Miss Wallace is a charm the rooms at the gradua
piration date which is noted on
xYOU WOMEN WHO SUFFER FROM v Simplicity Foundation garments, America” was the subject chosen.
graduate
of
Hallowell High School tion exercises of the nurses, at the
the front cover
front lacing corsets, combinations, The report of secretary and treas
and
is
employed
at the Payson William Bek Nurses Home Friday
These books, even if all the
etc. Expert fitting and alterations. urer were read and accepted.
Beauty
Salon
Rockland.
Sgt Sad evening, were gathered by Mrs. A.
stamps are used, must not be
Mrs. L. K. Mansfield, 232 Main St., Meeting adjourned.—Mabel Hard
ler
graduated
from
Rockland
High G. Hempstead and donated from
surrendered to a gas dealer or
If you suffer from hot flashes, dizzi
Phone
1100,
Rockland.
41-T-tf
ing.
secretary.
Schocl
in
1928
and
is
a
former
ness. distress of "Irregularities”, are
any other person or thrown
the garden at the Methodist parweak, nervous—due to the functional
member of the Rcckland police sonagfe. They were planted by
away.
Failure
to
surrender
the
“middle-age” period ln a woman’s
Mrs. Guy E. Nicholas cf Cape
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
life—try Lydia E. Plnkham’s Vege
expired bocks to the issuing force. He joined the Army Air Dr. Guy Wilson before his de
table Compound. It’s helped thou
second floor, 16 School street, Odd Elizabeth spent the week-end with board as required by regulations Corps and is stationed at Wheeler
parture for another field of work.
sands upon thousands of women to
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
relieve such annoying symptoms.
may deprive an applicant of Field, Oahu. Hawaii. The wedding Dr. Wilson was an expert gardener
Follow label directions. Plnkham’s
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate R. Edwards, Cedar street.
date has not been set.
further rations.
Compound ls worth trying!
and indefatigable worker in what
prices.
9tf
ever he was interested in, which
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Hellier
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Estey, who includes almost every branch of
are spending a few days in Bos
have been spending a week at one life’s best adventures. When one
ton and at the home of their son,
cf
the Duncan cottages. Holiday tries to numerate the number of
NOTICE TO APPLICANTS
Edward G. Hellier, Concord, Mass.,
Beach,
have returned to their home varieties of flowers blossoming on
For Examination By The Maine State Board of Hairdressing!
while Mr. Hellier is on vacation
ROC KLAND
The Pelletier School of Beauty Culture is offering a special hair
in Lynn. Mass.
Oct. 21st one is astonished that
from his duties at the Rockland
dressing theory course both in anatomy and practical theory, to
Jack Frost has been so lenient
help girls who failed to pass the Maine State Exam. This course
Savings Bank.
■CM « BONDS
Mrs.
John
M.
Richardson,
Gran

with gardens in Maine this Fall.
7/£Rv
will begin November 2 and continue for One month only! Girls
ite street, entertained THE Club
♦ ♦ • ♦
interested please call or write at once to the—
Browne Club will meet Friday
Mcnday
evening.
Honors
at
bridge
So
Marian
Anderson
gets an in
night with Mrs. Helen D. Perry,
TODAY. WED.. TIIURS.
Pelletier School Of Beauty Culture
i
went
to
Mrs.
Gertrude
Boody.
Mrs.
vitation
to
sing
for
the
Daughters
215 LISBON ST.
LEWISTON, ME.
TEL. 1051
Summer street. Miss Christol K.
Bernice
Havener
and
Mrs.
Marion
97-98
of
the
American
Revolution.
Now
Cameron will be the hostess.
Cock. Buffet lunch was served.
everyone is happy, including the
D.A.R. members.
WANNA HAVE SOME FUN?
♦ ♦ • ♦
Miss Hazel Vasso is at the East
Then please don’t miss this
New for Maine apples, and where
ern Maine General Hospital in
double fun and thrill show! A
Bangor where she was to have can one find better apples than
show that will leave you chilled
the Maine McIntosh and several
been operated upon yesterady.
from over-laughter!
other varieties almost as excellent.
Hit No. 1
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Edwards Eat mere apples.
• • • •
PRESTON FOSTER
and sen Richards spent last week
War! Three letters make a cruel
PATRICIA ELLIS
on Metinic Island while Mr. Ed
word
wards, senior, was having his
in
The
worst
that humans ever heard
vacation.
Gives license to this bitter fate
Tbe Methebesec Club met Fri That man must conquer before too
late.
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Else civilization is at stake.
Lcuis A Walker. Names of three
• ♦ ♦ *
persons, proposed for member
Good uniforms are called a great
ship, were presented for considera spur to the Army’s Morale and this
tion. Following the business meet is cne of the motivating considera
Hit No. 2
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
ing,
Mrs. Edward F. Glcver told in tions that has follow’ed this trend.
DONALD WOODS
terestingly of a Trip to England,
• ♦ • *
EDGAR KENNEDY
taken some years ago. Mrs. George
OCTOBER 22, 23, 24
The Attorney General was not
H. Avery, new of Portland, gave one of the select memebers of the
This year your fur coat will be the backbone of your ward
an account of the 50th Anniversary President’s cabinet until 1814.
• • • •
meeting pf the Maine Federation
robe. Choose an Annis-Watkins fur coal that is exactly
So the Ballet Russe is going
cf Women’s Clubs, held in Frye
right for your habits and needs . . . one that has been select
Hall at Portland, in June. Mrs. “Wild West" this year in NewYork.
ed for its beauty, durability, exquisite styling and fine workElizabeth Davis discussed Current They all come to it.
manship . . . and offered in this sale at very exceptional
• • • •
Affairs. Thirty-five were present.
I
like
rugged
old Wallace Beery
savings. Come in today and choose from this unusually
PLUS LATEST NEWS
with
or
without
makeup
and I have
Wcmen of the Methodist Church
large assortment.
will meet Thursday in the vestry been told he is breaking a Holly
foi an all-day session of Red Cross wood precedent by appearing in his
Seal Dyed Coney.............
.........................................................................
new technicolor picture minus one
sgwing. with Mrs. Frank Horeyseck
Beaver Dyed Coney.....................................................................................
bit of make-up Well, the picture
in charge.
Luncheon will be
Beaver Dtyed Mouton Lamb..................................................................
will
be watched for witth deep in
served at noon.
terest. It’s called “Salute to the
Sable Dyed Coney r.........................................................................................
TODAY—BARGAIN DAY
Marines."
Black Russian Pony......................................................................................
■
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
Two
Big Features
Two
* • • •
Any Seat, Any Show. Any Time
Is
Rcckland
collecting the fats
Black Persian Lamb Paw...................................................................
Adults 25c; Children lie
that are needed by*the govern
Black Dyed Skunk...................................................................................
1 I 11 I
Our New Hit
ment? Everj’ kitchen has more
Black Caracul...............................................................................................
Bill
cr less, quite enough to share with
“Grand Central Murder”
ROCKLAND
Platinum Caracul......................................................................................
Uncle Sam?
At Your Request

Social Matters

HOT HASHES

Wanna Laugh?

VESPER A. LEACH
SPECIAL SALE!

ANNIS - WATKINS FURS
THREE DAYS ONLY!

“THE BLACK
DOLL”
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Kaffa Caracul ...............................................................................................
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Sable Blended Muskrat......................................................................
Natural Tipped Skunk............................................................................ .......
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Let Out Silver Dyed Raccoon............................................................
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Ml BJ

I II I
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Gene Tierney, Victor Mature
and Walter Huston in

TODAY

• • A •

ERROL FLYNN

“Shanghai Gesture”

‘Desperate Journey

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY’

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Anna

A new quota of 12,500 000 pints
of blood to be collected by the
American Red Cross during -the
next 12 months has been request
ed bj- the Army and Navy. The
expanded program represents the
biggest single medical undertaking
in history.

Hudson Seal Dyed Muskrat...............................................................

Northern Back Mink Blended Muskrat................................

Black Persian Lamb............................................................................
Gray Krimmer Dyed Lamb............................................................
Natural Ocelot—Three-quarter Length................................

Natural Leopard Cat............................................................................

I II I

ALASKA SEALS,

regularly $438.00
regularly $665.00

DARR*1

SPECIALTY STORE

issla

rockland, me.

Robert

NEWTON

m
G
TT

$395.00

VESPER A. LEACH

NEAGLE

AND THE

$299.00

All furs subject to Federal Taxes

366 MAIN STREET

CUMACTf,
wAI10F
ORAAWIE
POSNER
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EXTRA SAVINGS!
PERSIAN LAMBS,

ttu-

Plus
“WINNING iolK WINGi”
LATEST NEWS EVENTS

Die thrill-pecked drum
cf Amy end her Jim—
~ . -lying Mollitont
Plus » . Tt HE PEOPLE
“KTNG CF 49ERS”

STARTS FRIDAY
SHERLOCK HOLMES in
•‘VOICE OF TERROR”
1HIS ftpUxE SEELS WAR BBNBS AMD STAMPS

SISTERS OF THE ATONEMENT
A Comprehensive Story Of What They Are
Doing In St. Bernard’s Parish
Who they are and their purpose
here, are the natural mental notes
on observing three Sisters garbed
in the brown habit cf their re
ligious order, who arrived this
month in Rockland. One frequent
ly sees them as they go about their
mission work in St. Bernard's Par
ish which also embraces St. James
Church cf Thomaston and the
Church of Our Lady cf Good Hope
in Camden.
They are .Franciscan Sisters of
the Atonement from Graymoor.
Garrison. N. Y., and their objects
are of missionary character, especially the teaching of catechism and
Christian doctrine, visiting the sick,
and social service werk. A con
vent has been prepared for them
at 83 Grace street, the former
McCarty house, bought by St. Ber
nard’s Parish for that purpose.
Open hcuse was held Sunday at
the convent fcr all parishioners and
others who cared to call. Furnish
ings are of the simplest as befits
their calling, floors are uncarpeted,
but the presence of sacramentals
such as statuarj’ and religious arti
cles conveys adornment of their
own distinctive style. One rocm
has been converted into a chapel
fitted with an altar: in the taber
nacle reposes the Blessed Sacra
ment signified by -the everlit sanc
tuary lamp. Following the bless
ing of the convent, only the guest
parlcr and chapel will be open to
visitors, the remainder of the nineroom structure to be cloistered.
Graciousness accented by inner
calm best describes the demeanor
of these three women who have
dedicated their lives to the spiritual
welfare cf whomever needs them
most. Meeting them personally at
their convent quarters is a definite
social pleasure, uplifting but in an
intangible sense, for rarely does
their conversation initiate a pious
tone though the response, eager
and authoritative, is there if in
vited. Most of all one is impressed
by their consummate poise, gentle
ness ar.d thoroughly human appre
ciation of humor. Tlie life of the
Sisters cf the Atonement is far
frem being an austere or gloomy
cne. Were such the fact, they
would be very poor Franciscans, for
the spirit cf the order is one of
joy and simplicity.
"How do you like Maine?” was
a question put to Sister Imelda
from a recent caller.
“Oh, we like all of New Eng
land!” was the enthusiastic reply
from the cultured young nun in
charge, who then conversed pleas
antly cn general subjects, in the
course of which she mentioned that
she, herself, is a New Englander—■
from Vermont. For six years how
ever. she was in Galveston. Texas,
where a branch house of the Fran
ciscan Order is located. The Pan
handle State was also the home of
beatific Sister Thcophane, while the
“wild Bronx, N. Y.” was given as
the original residence of Sister
Mary Martin whose eyes twinkled
merrily as she acknowleded the
introduction given in just that
form.

A regular schedule for week-day
catechism after school has also
been inaugurated: Monday, Tues
day and Wednesday at St. Ber
nard’s Church; Thursday in Thom
aston; and Friday at the home of
Mrs. Jchn T. Hughes in Camden.
Already the children of the parish
are displaying a keenness and
verve which promise rich returns
for the patient guidance of tlie
Sisters. No religious order lias ever
been stationed in this parish be
fore; hence the ministrations of
tlie Franciscans will be of the pi
oneer spirit, but their reception lias
been most heartening and augurs
well for a fruitful future.
Visitation at each home in the
parish is now underway. This is
an annual project serving as a cen
sus, but previously it had been
conducted by the parish priest. Rev.
James F. Savage and his assistants.
In performing this work, the Sisters
will have an opportunity to become
personally acquainted with the
Catholics of this area and will
therefore be in better position to
study their needs and render in
dividualized assistance and service.
Regarding the Order

The Sisters of the Atonement cf
tlie Third Order Regular of Saini
Francis form the youngest branch
of the Franciscan Family. By an
indult from Rome in 1921. they are
affiliated with the Friars Minor
throughout the wcrld.
They wear the brown habit of
St. Francis, a black veil, crucifix,
white cord and seven-decade rosary,
their tranquil faces framed in
white wimples.
Aspirants—that is, candidates to
the order—must be between the ages
of 15 and 30, cf good health, sound
mind, and free from financial ob
ligations. The first period cf their
acceptance is six menths, after
which cc-mes a year’s novitiate,
then six years’ profession in year
ly vows, after which the final or
life vows, are made.
Branch houses are maintained in
Texas and settlement work is car
ried on in the crowded section of
Nev; York City and among the
colored in Philadelphia. The Sisters
ccnduct Fresh Air Camps for chil
dren and missions in New Jersey
and New York State. Graymoor.
which is familiar to radio listeners
by reason of itsz“Ave Maria Hour,”
is the seat cf the Motherhouse. but
there are also a beautiful Wash
ington Retreat House, four Founda
tions in Canada. Guest House in
Assisi, Italy, and other establish
ments in Ireland and England.
5 • • *
Here and throughout Knox Coun
ty the Sisters have a broad field
fcr their labors and have under
taken them with cheerful confi
dence fortified by faith and prayer.
by Katherine McDonald

The first meeting of the season
of the Ladies' Aid cf the Littlefield
Memorial Baptist Church will be
held with Mrs. Charles A. Mars
taller at the parsonage Wednesday
night. There will be election of
officers. Mrs. Harry P. Chase will
be hostess to members of the Wom
en's Missionary Scciety Thursday
a’terncon. The annual roll call of
tlie church will be held Friday
night at 7.30. with Rev. Alfred G.
Hempstead, minister of the Metho
dist Church, guest speaker. Sup
per will be served at 6 o’clock.

Work cf the Sisters
Prayer and meditation, to guard
the interior life for the advance
ment of their own union with God,
is the primary end of the Graymcor Sisters, but their daily life
has also a substantial work pro
gram. Among their duties is the
teaching of Sunday School, classes I
in which are held every Sunday' Mrs. Frank Vaughn has returned
after Mass in Rockland. Thcmas to Portland to spend the Winter
ton and Camden.
with her niece Mrs. G. S Bibber.
READ

FLORIMEL FLUFF”
A Cat’s Journey Into Wonderland
Leah Ramsdell Fuller,

Rockland, Maine.
Please have your publisher reserve for me
-............. copies of “Florimel Fluff’’ at $1.25 a copy.
.......................................................................................................

Name

Address

................................................................................................

95-98

• • ♦ •

Two negro soldiers were discuss
ing the relative merits of their
company buglers.
Said one, “Fellah, when dat boy
of cuahs plays payroll call it sounds
’zactly like de Boston Symphony
playin’ de Rosary.”

PERMANENTLY
MANAGEABLE

INDIVIDUALIZED
OIL
PERMANENT
$2.00

The second colored boy snorted:

“Brother, you ain’t got no bugler
a-tall. When Snowball Jones wraps
his lips arcun’ dat bugle cf his, an’
plays mess call, I look down at ma
beans, an’ I sez: ‘Strawberries, be
have! You is kickin' de whipped
cream right out of my mouf.' ” t
• • e •
“And (there I was cast away on
a desert island with a lovely

/
I

X

$2.50, $4.00, $5.00
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GILBERT S BEAUTY SALON
375 MAIN ST„

W fial Qid jvU do for iwzdd'
“Dam if I can remember,” .

OTHER PERMANENTS

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 142
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WAR TO END NEXT EASTER

Convention Of Note

Maine W. C. T. U. Has Most
Interesting Annual Ses
So Says Alvin Wortham, Who Indulges In An
sion In Greene

Interesting Dream

ln prayer at 9 a. m. each day. She
quoted a press head line “Wets are
anxious, the women are praying at
the polls,” referring to the recent
elections in Kentucky where the
women gathered ln praying groups
50 feet from the polls, the required
distance for propaganda. Whole
counties voted dry including tire
county of Fort Knox.
Mrs. Martha Gould, reporting for
Christian Citizenship, said, keep
watch of i mportant bills coming up
in the Maine Legislature this Win
ter, note the time of hearings before
committees, try to go and speak for
or against them.
Mrs. Anna Bisbee of Portland, reporting for department of Soldiers
and Sailors, said: Due to rigid phy
sical examinations, the best con
ditioned army in the world marches

Follow The Trend
Rockland League of
Women Voters
The first board meeting of the
Rockland League of Women Vot
ers, was held at the heme of the
president. Mrs. Oliver W. Holden.
Old County road, Monday after
noon. It was decided to hold a
rummage sale. Saturday, Oct. 24.
at 9 a. m.. in the vacant store in
the Thorndike Hotel building. All
members and citizens are asked to
please donate clothing, dishes and
anything that they may have
available in this effort to help the

The Memory Man
Receives Call From One Who
Had Always Threatened
To Lick Him

WASHINGTON—AND YOU

Dr.TruesElixir

AND

FRIDAY

By Margaret Chase Smith

Washington, Oct. 14—Shortages
of
rubber and the approach of Na
(By Iree Member)
tion-wide gasoline rationing on a
Glad to find A Jay See once more mileage basis, begins to show up
on the pages of The Courier-Ga in many ways. Many letters come

In. business. They have made sev
eral hundred scythes for the WarR
Department already and would lx
glad to take government orders tor
anything the company can product

The annual convention of the
Ma:ne Woman’s Christian Temper(By Alvin Wortham)
the whole world laid flat upon the ance Union convened last Tues• * * ♦
zette and judging by the way he to me from commercial car users
What a sensation! To be for the table. There was Asia, with Japan day night in Greene, with Augusta
A
Franklin
County constituent
speaks of tons of blueberries I am so I asked the Office of Defense
at
the
furthest
end
of
it
—
westward
K.
Christie
of
Presque
Isle
premother
of
a
man
in the Army
first time thousands of feet above
sure he has a knowledge of the blue Transportation for an explanation
extended China, Siberia, Russia,' siding.
writes
to
ask
why
she
has not re
fields, soaring through banks of Finland Sweden. Norway — each I Greetings from the town were
beauties not possessed by the ordi of the situation. A General Order
ceived
War
Bonds,
for
which her
nary blueberry fan—most of us has been issued covering all op
fleecy cotton-like chilly clouds and country seemed to be in a different extended by E. H. Sandoram, from
measure them in pints and quarts! erators and users of commercial son allotted pay in June, I am in.
then out again into the open blue color.
the schools by Isaiah Hodges, super
Well, the gentleman in question motor vehicles, which is of interest formed by the Treasury Department
--beneath a wonderful, unbelievable
I saw where stood armies of the intendent, and from the churches
has a fund of knowledge on many to automotive and supply dealers that the deduction from pa\
different waring nations. I saw j bv Rev. Walter Sheppard. Response
landscape—-my country.
made at the end of each monthly
other subjects. His knowledge of of course.
Here at last I am, stick in hand; their vessels. I saw their trains was made by Mrs. Mildred S. Washpay
period. The order for the bond
“Trend” situation.
Way stations many things rates my admiration
Effective Nov. 15, no person may
the instructor in the front cockpit, moving—everything was clear as bum, secretary of the Young Peo
is
then
registered. The first trat.. where
rummage
may
be
left
are
at
and respect and just because he operate any cemmercial vehicle
but, I—I am the pilot guiding this crystal. From this aerial position ple’s Branch. Three young people
a«tion
takes
about 90 days befon
the homes of Mrs. Deris Fogg, 115 was unaware of the fact that within continental United States
airplane, the product of hundreds I could see what each nation was Harriet Furber, Floyd Carter, and under the Stars and Stripes. In : <5Ummer street, Mrs. Reita Holden,
the bond is actually issued; other
George and Raymond Stewart are
of marvelous American minds. How doing as if on a checker-board and Gloria Stover, from the newly or local places where camps are lo- I „„ Old County rcad Migs Doro_ brothers is of small moment—Ray without a certificte of War Neces come along more quickly—about a
sity issued by ODT.
sad it is that all these months of what the next move should be to gan zed Y.T.C. cf Bath, presented a cated, recreation centers have been I thy Lawry
Oak str^t Mfs
month should elapse between al
says that he has always been under
skit,
"Abstinence
Wins.
”
Application blanks, with instruc lotment and arrival of the bond
study and instruction are for win the game.
opened, cookie jars kept filled, liter- r.an ^iHer, * Rankin
anQ the impression that George was and
The address of the evening ‘‘Pilot ature on the tables, boys are invited
tions and copies to the General Or Loss of receipts for bonds should
destruction. Now I have mastered
_
...
„ ..
The Russian armies were moving
is his brother, anyway. It is also
x
.
Mrs. Nathalie snow.
24 Fulton
ing
Modern Youth,” was given by ,into
der, will be mailed to every owner not cause alarm although duplicates
all the details of aviation, for have against the slowly retreating Hit
the homes.
r .
'street. The first meeting of tie true that brother George performed of a truck, bus, taxicab, ambulance,
I not applied every thought and ler forces. There to the North I Judge Emma Fall Schofield, As
Mrs. Edith Thomas, director of
season of the league will be neid seal-like antics in the icy water hearse, jitney or other vehicle may be obtained if desired front
conquered myself to become pro could see plainly that Stalin should sociate Justice. First District Court fairs and exhibits, had an interest
personnel officers of the military
over a period of years—I don’t know
ficient in the operation and mech and must cut across Finland and of Eastern Middlesex, Mass., who, ing demonstration on display. Mem Oct. 26, the place to be announced, how many years, ask George, or available for public hire who was unit in which thfe soldier is serving |
anism of every part of the machine, cross Northern Sweden to get con regardless of her austere title, won bers were urged to use in helping to later. Board members present at some of his comrades in water registered Dec. 31, 1941. The mail
ing began Sept. 28, 1942, so there
and thus to become a master with trol of those Swedish high-grade her audience with her friendly and educate the people as to what alco Monday's meeting were. Mrs. Do'o- frolic.
Business schools in the District
thy
Bird.
Mrs.
Burton
..Bartlett,
genial
personality
should
be plenty of time for every have written me asking support of
no superior but that gained by ores so essential to Germany for
hol is and what it does.
It was Sunday. All was quiet and
The Judge took as the basis for
experience.
Mrs. Augusta Christie spoke brief Mrs. P. P. Bicknell, Mrs. Caroline peaceful. No cars tearing past the one to get certificates.
producing planes in quality equal
several bills for vocational re
At last I have conquered myself, to those of the United States and her remarks Van Dyke’s poem, “The ly on highlights from the National Sleeper. Mrs. Horatio Cowan, Mrs. Igloo as was the case before Gen
One example of how this hits habilitation of veterans, and sug
too, for I knew at heart I was a England. If that supply be cut off Zest For Life,” pointing out the Convention at Birmingham, Ala. Reita Holden and Mrs. Robert eral Gas Shortage introduced us to Maine is a Lincoln County man gesting that private business schools
coward but had schooled myself by the German production of planes grave responsibility of elders and They were made to feel the South Burns.
who hauls Christmas trees bj be given an opportunty to offer
The first meeting of the sea- his pretty little offspring, Ration truck from various northern parti
sheer force of will to go through all will be inferior and must decrease parents today in making this land ern hospitality as expressed all
their facilities to the government
Card. Iree was feeding, watering
the gruelling tests an aviator is sub by lack of the best material; then of opportunity the best possible place about them. Ladies of the Alabama , son wdl be held Monday at 2.30 at and admiring his flock of fine cross of the State to railroads. He want? for this purpose. During the last
jected to. No one ever surmised the mastery of the air would no for young people to grow in. Words W.C.T.U. attended the reception in the home of Mrs Horatio Cowan, breed pullets and doing a bit of to know if he can continue fb do war. a Lewiston school tells me,
how frightened I always was. I longer be a danger to the allied of advice are of little use ln pilot famous antebellum gowns, which I08 Talbot avenue, Mrs. Oliver mental aritmetic as to the number this; also whether or not he wil orivate business schools helped to
ing unless backed by example. were very lovely.
» Holden presiding. The guest speakhad often wished I were well out forces.
of eggs they should, could, or would be permitted to truck oak for ship meet the problem of training
Women as “guardians of the home,
Wednesday
afternoon
the
presiJ ee will be Robert B. Williamson,
of it all and ln some other part of
Now I begin to see the British
lay during the Winter when the yard use, after Nov. 15. He say veterans.
the service. But I had decided Isles with their standing army of trustees of posterity” have an un dent gave her message and recoin- attorney for the State Office of
The Washington Post recently
wife (boss, if that’s the way you that a friend of his at the Oxford
Price
Administration,
Augusta.
aviation was the highest branch of five million men. Then looking out usually fine opportunity to do some mendations.
Paper
Company
told
him
no
truck
carried a picture of Mrs. Rosa
prefer) came tearing out and in
The memorial service was con- His subject will be “Rationing and
the service and all my kind were over the vast Atlantic Ocean, I see thing constructive and concrete in
would
be allowed to haul pulp t< Seavey of Port Clyde, Me., knitting
formed
me
that
a
car
had
stopped
in it and that too should and must countless U. S. ships flying the making the world a better place for ducted by Mrs. Ruby Brown of Nor- , Price Control.”
out front and a man wanted to see railroad stations after Nov. 15. j he net shopping bags of which the
young people to come back to. Youth
therefore be my place.
stars and stripes, bringing food for must be encouraged to work with a ridgewock. Departed members In- j Tea will be served by Mrs. Caro- me. Company, and Iree dressed in have written him to get his appli Vavy has ordered 5,000. The bags
cluded Rev. Helen Hyde Carlson, line Sleeper, hospitaity chairman
While thinking thus as I was fly that vast army which was paid for
cation in as quickly as possible, an hold half-bushel of groceries. They
his hen-pen duds!
goal
in
new,
not
to
drift.
for some years an organizer and and her committee,
ing along, I made a casual move by the tolling taxpayers of the
Having no time to “pretty up” that his various questions will be nay be folded up and carried in
Touching on the question of alco speaker for the State, many unions' The League announces that in
ment which unloosened my belt. I United States. Why does not this
I gTitted by store teeth, gave the answered by those responsible fo the pocket-book to the market.
gave it no thought for everything horde with all the shipping at all holism and youth, Judge Schofield represented there were organized its by-laws it states that it is nonold belt an extra twist and grimly studying and acting on the applica Making these bags is part of a pro
was easy and going along so these ports start for Narvik in commented on its relation to motor by her. Mrs. Lucy Hawkes, aged 97,! partisan and is exclusively for the made my hesitant way to the car. tions for certificates of war neces gram for promoting home industries
smoothly. And now, we were head northern Norway and begin to accidents and vice, using incidents who will be remembered by many study of government. This is an
ay the State and Federal officials of
No man in the car, but—three sities.
ed westward. The landscape had move eastward to attempt to cut from her experiences as Judge of as a regular attendant at State con open meeting and the public is in lovely ladies, and by the Saints,
Another letter comes from a Lin - Maine.
the
Juvenile
Court,
for
illustration.
ventions Jor years, even when deaf- vited. Each member is asked to
disappeared and we were passing off those Swedish ore mines and
• • • «
could it be? Yes, sir ree! In the coin County man who has a nurser
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course
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in
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and
a
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front seat sat my old schoolmate
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Military Academy at
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necessary
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their
what seemed to be a steaming ves
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has
been reduced from
Simultaneously the other British
her for about 62 years and I was for the nursery in the Winter. H
The banquet Wednesday evening dues at this meeting,
sel with smoke pouring from its forces must attack in Southern ism, pointing out that one of the
our to three years for the duradelighted to see her. I wondered has been allowed Accessary gasr
greatest handicaps is the wide had 169 present. This with the
funnels. Just a speck. The in Norway, the Germans then would
A rummage sale will be held by what good fortune suddenly line to get to' Florida and asks i
ion of the war. I have been asked
spread advertising of liquor, en breakfasts was served -without
structor also had discovered this be compelled to divide their forces
Saturday.
everal times if there would be a
he
needs
a
certificate
of
war
nece:
brought her to my humble domi
couraging its use in the home. She charge to the delegates by Mr. and
for he leveled his binoculars, focus and be put to the difficulty of sup
acancy for the Second Congressity
to
go.
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i
cile, but when I looked ln the back
said conditions in Malden under Mrs. John Sawyer. Prof. Brooks
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before
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seat and saw the wife of an old
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not.
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regulation
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cloud, just above the steaming ves and fleets of airplanes must attack
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sel below.
the northern ports of France and
The War Production Board’
ictltive examination which will be
of mine waiting inside the Igloo—
Wednesday morning greetings ron Academy w’here she took elocu
As we drew nearer, that one Holland, to blast landing places for
Knox Pomona will meet Satur Fred Blackington, well known Farm Machinery and Equipmen riven Dec. 12 should write to me
were extended by Mrs. Elizabeth tion as a special study. Her cl$ss
single cloud broke into smaller the troop ships behind. Simultane
living their full name, legal resiPorter of Greene for the Martha prophesy was remembered as be day with Warren Grange in “mover-of-anything” from a build Branch gives me no hope that mor
clouds. As we drew still nearer ously other such fleets must attack
than 59 percent of the 1940-41 pro
ience, and date of birth. The apProgram numbers ing to a well full of water.
Parker Uniqn, which union was ing very witty. Married to J. Frank Glbver Hall.
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like fellow airplanes. The ship, too Western France.
Simultaneously Hyde Carlson, she being its first Quimby, she took up the duties of a ter; response. Bernys Jameson; me up, some day, and I half ex for 1942-43. A program along thes< lighest rating contestants in the
farmer’s wife; was local correspond
seemed changed and was no longer the fleets of airplanes and British
above test. A boy must not be un
president. A message of greeting ent for the Lewiston Journal. Prof. song, Fred Ludwig and Albert pected my time had come. I was levels is now being formulated, an
an ordinary-looking vessel — it war vessels must converge on both
from Mrs. Frederick Robie from Quimby spoke gratefully of the Goss; reading, Alma Jameson; right. He shook hands cordially the new quotas are not yet estab der 17 or over 21 years of age cn
looked like pictures I had seen ir the shores of Italy, east and west,
-he date of admission, not less than
Fairwater, Fla., was read. In the home she made for him and his recitation, J. R. Danforth; piano enough but I noted an evil gleam lished for farm machinery.
thumbing over magazines. It wa so that Mussolini can give not an
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report of the recording secretary, brother in their childhood. •niey'sol°’ W’ J‘ Bryant’ reading, Jen- in his eye and his first words were,
an airplane carrier.
ounce of aid to Hitler, nor can Hit Miss Margaret Sargent, tribute was were very happy in the community lue IPayson; original rhymes— “I’ve always promised you a whal making scythes says that it can ge generally needs more than a high
Good God! Could those be t ler aid Mussolini, for Hitler is now made to t he late honorary presi
ing and I called today to keep my along and hold its men witja 75 per school education to pass the en
Japanese vessel, and those. ap so pressed on the east by the ad dent Althea G. Quimby, of whom a life, attended church regularly, Obtrude Ludwig. Bertha Bryant,
promise.” Well, I decided to put cent production, but not on an? trance examination.
parent flying clouds be Japanese vancing troops of Stalin and in the fine photograph held place of where she taught a Sunday school Maude Overlook; closing thought,
up a bold front. I wouldn’t beg less. A 69 percent production woulr
Lurlie Davis.
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’TIS TRUE
and I didn’t really care to fight. only employ the men six month'
Pacific shore? Better turn back, 1 thousands of miles of sea coast. The Johnson, late beloved treasurer, who as president of the W.C.T.U., entered
of the year, which is not enough
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powerful
A clear thinker is Walter D. Fulthought, for we are unarmed. My constant R.A.F. attacks upon his will long be remembered for her upon a wider phase of public life. Grange who attended1 Pomona
man and a less courageous man and they would drift to other work lef “Chairman of the board of the
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instructor must have come at that munition plants lessens daily his artistic touch with flowers and her
Grange in Rockland last Saturday than Iree would probably have hid the company says. It takes year National Association of Manufac
instant to the same conclusion, foi formerly continuous supply cf mu keen busineses mind that could al tary for his mother, writing many were Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Cal
to train a man to be a good scyth turers.” Else our brilliant and
under the bed.
he signalled something to me which nitions; his workers are becoming, ways see a way. Special efforts for letters at her dictation, so he came derwood, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Emforger
and this firm is not equippef great hearted friend, the late Hon.
Not so, Iron man Iree! What did
to know many of the workers by
I could not understand for I was as are his soldiers, less confident
the year was local option, with satis name and handwriting that he erson’ Mr- and Mrs- LIoyd Crock- I do? Why, I invited Fred out on to make other equipment nor is i Cyrus H. K. Curtis, would never
frightened to death.
and. are beginning to be dis fying results.
never had met. Respect for Mrs. ett’ Mrs- Florence Brown. Mrs. the lawn to fight It out! He re readily convertible. The compan? have held him in the high place
I could feel the sensation at the couraged. Shortages of food also
Mrs. Ruby G. Brown, director of
fused my offer! Mumbled some suggests that other scythe-makinp in his regard that he did. Mr
back of my head as if the hair was are lowering the health and morale evangelistic department, said over Quimby’s abilities was manifested | ®adiie Lobty. Mrs. Olive Gregory,
thing
about not wanting to crip companies, which have other lines Fuller tells us that America, with
by
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Mrs
Meribah
Crockett.
Miss
Liltrying to stand up on end. I triet of Germany.
200 names had been sent in as mem members of the State Legislature lian GreSory> Miss Thelma Par- ple a man my age and it suddenly of production, could be converted the Allies, can win—but can be
to understand what the instructo.
A feeling of despair and fear of bers of the Prayer Band, writing had much consideration for her as a sons- Hiram Beverage and John dawned on my fear drenched mind and give this firm a chance to con defeated) if we allow inflation.
wished to convey to me—I jus the unknown future is now becom
person of sound judgment. In the Beverage. Those attending from that Fred was only fooling about tinue production of scythes at a Business men are fearful said Mr.
couldn’t. I was thoroughly para ing a nightmare. What, think the
the munitions and sinews of war? councils of the National W.C.T.U. Vipalhaven were: Eleanor Greg licking me—always had been.
level which would enable it to stay Fuller that inflation would wipe
lyzed with fear, my hand wa
Germans, if we Ge: mans should
The horizon of Hirohito begins to members waited to hear what Al- ory, Florence Calderwood, Herbert
Boy, was I relieved! I shudder
out all the reserves of our nation.
frozen to the stick! The instructo lose and what would ba our future
darken and the God-like form to thea Quimby had to say before Lawson, Herbert Calderwood. Mr. to think what would have happened rougher and more turbulent than —K. S. F.
stood up facing me, his right hanc if our conquerers begin to pillage that of an ordinary Japanese.
voicing an opinion. Always look- J an£l Mrs. Raymond Webster, Miss to poor old Iree had Fred been in it is on the inside harbor. Well, a:
poised above his head. His arm and murder, and commit every
And what, when the Japanese ing to the future, her aims always Lois Webster, Mrs. Leola Smith, earnest and had—well, he didn’t, told to me, the constant beating of
ANYTHING BUT THAT
moved in a forwardly direction
known crime as was practiced by fleet is destroyed? How is Japan emphasized work to influence young Marjorie Smith, Mrs. Bertha so I am alive to tell the tale! After the angry sea has gradually des The rationing of sugar I don’t mind
Suddenly I felt a sharp pain or Hitler and his Nazis? Will the
a bit;
to supply her armies in China?
Dyer, Orris Norwood, Eugene I learned that Fred meant me no troyed the surface of the north It keeps
the top of my head, as if given : German women in Germany be The munition plants in Korea people in the proper paths.
me trim of figure and really
bodily harm my spirits rose and I side of the structure and Fred has
Staples and David Staples.
feeling fit.
(To be concluded)
sudden blow. I must have Slumped raped and our children taken from (chosen) will begin to slow down
no vacation, and no desire
gave them all the warmest wel been engaged to raise the whole I’ve had
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to roam:
into my seat, nay hand must have us, as the Nazis have done to other production rapidly and will be
Knox Pomona Grange met Sat come I was capable of giving and structure and turn jt end for end Restrictions are so numerous. I'd
relaxed for I just felt the stick be nations? Will we men be sent to
rather stay at home.
Sailors’ Alphabet
bombed by Russian and U. S. planes
urday
with Warren Grange at the we had one swell time, and, best so that the good old breakwate: The gas and tire problem will not
gin to move without any action on concentration camps to slow and
take me far;
guided by signalling Koreans, who
village. J. Raymond Danforth of of all, they promised to come again. may last some years longer.
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quite so convenient when I
forms of Nazi cruelties have been munition plants; railroads will be A is for aftermost part of the ship, the absence of David Carroll, who many remember that he was one when Fred starts the job! Fred It's not
want to go to town
I could feel the stick moving side committed? While we Germans
wrecked, Japanese will be murdered B is the bowsprit on the bow of it, is serving with the armed forces. of the smoothest dancers Knox says he thinks it will take him two But I can call a taxi and that will
wise, as if the machine was being were victorious, our Hitler and
get me ’round.
by the long-suffering Koreans, a C is the capstan the sailors go round Candidates to receive the Pomona county ever produced? WeU, he days, possibly three, to turn the And now.
the fuel shortage—the Sun
guided by the Instructor. The Goering and Goebbels, cur Schacht.
shine State can foil:
small people of twenty-five millions D is for davits where jolly boat degree were Mrs. Annie O. Miller, was—and is, so far as I know. I structure completely around. Per I may
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could realize what was happening in unity—and now we are begin
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ent, and sturdy people.
E is for ensign, red, white and blue, South Warren, and Ernest Morse of prize as the best “cake-walker” in in less than a week. It looks like
up to my knees.
I was jerked out of my seat—the ning to fight among themselves.
worn shoes and clothing:
Simultaneously the armies of the F is the forecastle that holds the Highlands Grange, East Warren, a contest at The Arcade. The hall the biggest job Fred ever tackled I can lnwear
Florida I'll not freeze
next instant I was clutching auto What is in store for “the Superior
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ship's crew.
The Pomona voted to contribute to was fiUed, as usual, and, one by one, but he says, “pooh, it will be a When I have to take a card to get a
matically at something with . the Race?” Our armies are new being
bit o’ meat.
ward, driving the discouraged Japa G is the gangway where the mate the Opportunity Farm. Program the couples were eliminated until cinch!” Let us know when you The allotment
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than
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the Superior ^Race is to race back Japanese approach the coast toward H is for halyards that never could were: Piano solo, by Mrs. Ada all to themselves—King and Queen there!
n bother much—as yet!
My hand slipped along and then, to Germany and Berlin.
Next sketch I plan to tell you Here’s hoping nothing will deprive me
Japan, they will find that from the
strand.
Simpson of Thomaston; jokes by of the contest. I think the thing
of The Courier-Gazette.
my God! I was thrown out of the
And now I see Japan—a fleet of north they will be flanked by the I is for iron that bends the ship Vernard Merrifield of Union; vocal that won the judges was when about a tramp who has affixed him
Bertha E Raymond
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stead of seeing the Pacific Ocean
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big crowd roared its approval. It
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Boom and bath from S3 —double frem JS — suites from $6
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